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The Treaty Lozano-Salomon (1922),· which declared all 
• 'Ir 
claims ''finally ~nd irrevocably settled,t' ended a border 
conflict which had divided Peru and Colombia for a century ..• 1 
The treaty, executed in ,1930, gave to Cololtlbia the L~eticia 
Trapezium, guaranteeing her access to the Amazon river. 
.· .!'. 
"19,1 -~ ~ \ 
,-<' 
•. , 
---------
. · · ~- · · Unfortunately- a series of. incidents were to· destroy the1 
- ~------ -· . -·- , .•. ___ ;.. '--:!·;- .. ~ - - ··-·······-
'. 
:( ' 
.. 
·;,.,.._. 
new found pec1ee. 
On September 1st, 1932, a group of Peruvians, motivated 
by revisionists tendencie~, invade& the town of Leticia 
and hoisted the Peruvian flag.,,. -·The inftial reaction of both, 
I 
. countries was the same, the Peruvian govermnent. disavowed th·e 
.. 
movement and :Colombia maintained that this was a domestic matter 
with no in·t:_ernational implications. i,hortly thereafte:r, the 
'/. 
S.anchez Ce:r..r·o g·overpment, "realizing that public atteii.:tlori· ·could' 
pe· di.stracted from chaotic: dome~tic affairs, reversed its p·osit.'i·on. 
.,~--Pd.maintained, first, that t.h_e.rnovemer>.tfw~s·a sign of 11 uncontr.ollahle" ·.· 
. . · . ... .. . ) 
. ..,,./' 
national aspirations If; seconcl,, they wa.tned the· Colombian government/" 
.,JI 
not to employ forceful measures ··in re-cap-tlitin·g Leticia; t"hir.d ,. 
•· 
t:h~y _undertoo·k: a series of actions designed to· give the whole 
.. 
--'~- - -'. 
a~fiff an int~xnational character, 
The moves in. the dipl_o_matic sphere may be surranarized ·thusly, 
first: the Peruvians appealed to the Diplomatic Committee at Washingtor(, 
set up· by the G~ndra Treaty, with the intent of making '; revision of 
· ·the boundarie·s. At this time C.olombia refused to submit to 
r--.. 
.. 
conciliatian since the affair fell within her domestic jurisdiction;. 
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second, the proposed mediat_ion by Brazi 1, an effort which failed due 
..,, -·· - .. 
~ . 
I) ' ' ' 
to Peru's irisistance that in cis~ the propose1 negotiations broke 
. ' 
down, Leticia-, which in the interim would be held by Brazil, should 
be returned to Peiu; third, interverttion· by the League of Nations 
.. , •• A ................. -•·""i.f 
at Colombia's reque.st., based on Article 15 • The Conm1tt~e of!Tnree '1/5 
. :· ' JI:'· ' ' 
· was appointed ~y the CounciJ, and after failing at an attempted 
• ' • 1- ....... ..,.. ____ ._ 
' 
conciliation, drafted a reporf in which Peru; in effect, wa·s···-·or-anded· 
as.the aggressor. The report, adopt~d by the Council; provided for 
·~the establishment -of a special commission which would administer 
Leticia for a year, and the convening of a conference .in. -orqe_r: ··t·o. 
settle the di.s.pute. The Conference took .place at Rio _de .. Jan·e·i/r·o0, 
Colombia's rights to these territorie.s were confirmed:_.; 1?~-r:u gav~ 
moral reparation for the attack, confirmed th~. :va1.i.clity of the 
Colombian thes{s, which all along found wi-d:e. inter.national suppor:t) 
U.S. Secre:ta:r_y of State .. , $t·~.m:son .. m.ade: g.re:,at :efforts to bring a: sp:ee:_d-y 
·solution to the dispute, and cond~mned-, the P~ruvian ·t,hesis. T·he .u •. s: ._ 
contribution was t~uly unique, since it Mas·the first time that she 
•' 
.,. 
wa~ silli-ng, to accept League intervention in Inter-American affairs. ,.·, 
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l . l " ' 
The Historical Background 
-~ 
. ~"· 
,. ' "'\ The Republic of Per~ has been responsible for more in-
.... 
... 
ternational wars in the . South American continent than ari.y · · · 
.. ·' 
other nation; tpey have fought_and they have lost. The des-
"' · cendents ·of the mighty Incas have been ···an adventurous race 
•I ,. •· l1 (.,.-=, , __ .. 
that h~s-nlived more by the ;.principl-e of \the sword than by· 
·the pr·inciple of law. 
• , . i ~-
In t:ernal ly, Peru has been -p.lag.ued by 
:al.1 t:h:e ills a ttri bute:d :t·o tb.·e st .. ereotyped 1pic ture of 'V_h.e. 
'i.' ~- '.' ' 
' 
1 Latin American republics; there haS been an end:t;ss succes--
. . 
~-i:o:n of corrupt pr,-e.side·nts, irresponsible poli tician·s, .. lead-
, 
in_gy·t·o- virtual anarchy and chaos. In ·t·he·ir ·condu.c·t :Q,f inter-' 
' '' ·' 'I, ' ... 
. nat·i~on_a.·1 relation~ the· rulers of _Pe:rtf -ig:rr_o_::p~d: t:h:$.· p·-ri.nc·iple 
... o:f 2~£tci $Unt $ervan,da, ·a:nd t.hus illstigated ·ne·ve·r e.nd·ing 
.. 
:c911f·l:i.ct_s w_ith ·their ne·ig:ribours. .tt·or 011e· .. hµhd:red .. year:s :t~·e:y 
. . ~ 
c-1.a.s-hed. with. ·t-heir s~ster republiq, Colombia 1 .o·ver the .und,er--
.. 
d..eveloped.. r~g.ion c.al:l,ed Amazonia. One- of the:i.-r.·-: ·.d:.re-.an1s w:~1s 
. I . ' . . 
·to .t·a,,e P-e.-ru 's: frontiers run along the .e-aEttern. side.- ·of t:he 
., 
J\.n-cl.es ,;· ac.J:ij_:e.vin.g complete hegemqny over the Ama.zo:nian- re·:g·icrn. ·,: 
/ 
artd t·hey· :st:oJ)J).-Efd at nothing in. a.dvancing t~·i·s· ·~d:v~nt·u~ou~ 
I 
":'!", 
. . 
sc:hnme. T:o: be SU·?e, this attit·ud~ has changed. wi·t:h th.e p.as: .... 
I 
ders \~·ho have ha.d as t·he.ir go·al the .. welfare .of ·the ·p.e.o·ple_,·, 
-,, 
rat.her· tb.a-n th~ e-nro.chineht· of _ruling circles: 
• 
' -· 
·c·olomb-ia, ' ~Ii_i .. the other. hand, ha~. been a peac1e·f·.u1 .rt~ti·o-n;, 
,. . , ' I 
' ... ' 
,, I 
. 'that lives .on the side of law and which has trief to uphold. 
·;· 
' . 
its _rights in, accordance with the principle: of utis posidet:is 
. 
--ju~ is, 1e"ven at the expense . of large sectqrs ·of its terri-
.. 
-
tory •. These assertion's will ·b.e d.e.mons.t.:ra'ted by reviewing the·, 
~ 
. ., .... 
. \. ,i 
I, 
' ' I I I • 
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. 
history oi Colombia~Per~ relations with regard to.the~much; 
, I 
coveted·region of the inland sea, the.Amazon river, to which 
" 
.Peru ha(i no juridical title unti.l 1922. 
, ' -- ' 
. tP-rior- t-o · the discovery····of America the northern_ region 
~- ·; I 
- • ' • 
b'f ·t·he t,at_·:ip Ameri.can continent was. he.ld, ·mainly, by three 
. :· " 
• . 1 ~ ' ~ 
. . . ./ - . . . 
:g.i'.·stinct Indian kingdoms, t.he Inca~, ¢tt:epd:L.ng .0v~r tJ1e moun-
., I. .. 
t:~in ·ranges which· now cross the republ.ic of ·'Per--u and parts ·: 
~ - . . 
~f the republic of Bo1ivia; the kingdom ot Quit&, which en-
.. - ~ 
.. .c9.rnpa$sed t:he mo·untai-nou.s .sec.tor o:f the republic of fjC·Uado·r·t 
• 
. and the. C.hibc.ha' . kin·gdom, which do:rnt:nated -the Ande .. an'· r-eg.ion. .. 
1 
.... 
c1f Cql9rr1bia. The .e·ast:e_.rn plains, or t·he re_gi_o~n drai:ned by 
' .· ·- I 
·the wate:rs. of th·e rive.rs Caqueta, Putuma;yo· ~nd ~:ci·Z:.o:na~t, ;wa-·s-
:h¢ld b:y $rtia..l:l. I:nd·ian, tr·ibes ·which h:ad n·o c·entral. a:dmi:ni~t·r:a- . 1 
,.. 
·t'i-.-o.:n :and ·were, in comp.9-rison to the other :K.i::r1gdoms· ro.ent·i-<;>"rie d, ·· 
:The· .Inca :k·i,ngdorn of P.·eru, was conquered. ·b.-y· t::h·e: Span_ia.rd 
Francisco Piz:;i.~ro at the ~~d'-o·f' 153f. Ten years later, in 
.... 
.. l.:542,. the ki11.g, of. Spain established the Au'diencia heal, (H~gh 
c:·ottrt· of Justic.e), of Lima,. and·~ in·. 15·49 that of Santa Fe, 
•I 
··Th:~ _:j~:ris<J.iction of these Audiencias was O.i vided in·to Pro-
., . 
vi-rice:$, .. ··corregimientos and Alcaldias Mayores. The· .Governtn.e':at:. 
,.O:f c_ uito .in.,cluded the provinces of Past9 , .. Papay® and_: Anti.a--
.,. . 
. 
~. .. 
.;. q~i:t1. in· th·e .. north, ( the :three northern _provinces ·were later 
.• . ~ 
· .. · .· ·... . ' . . .·. . . . . . . "--. 
S0,(3parated .. :'.by- a. decree of Char.les V and _added to t·he Govern-
- . ' 
" . 
. . I 
·ment of Santa .B'e), Quito, ·ra.cunga, Puruha, Canari.s, Calvas 
~; 
• j 
and Ayavaca in ·the center; Huancabamba_ in the south; in. ·t·he: 
west Atacama, Caras, Babas, Tumbes, ·Paita, Pi~ra and Poceo .. s.: 
.. 
I I 
. .. ,.. . 
. t' •: 
... 
,1 
,, 
l 
~-· 
'· 
t· 
; 
.. ,:. 
' . ~-.~.. . ,.. ' 
. I 
,. ,. •·. 
,: . 
• ,; 7'' 
. ' /!i .,.. 3 
"+•. \ 
,. 
'.' 
. . 
" 
. 
''·\ 
To the' easi# there w.ere region·s which were u.nknown up~ to this . 
. . . , . . 1 . " . , ' 
time, and we-re therefore not divided. In 1541 Hernan Perez 
.. 
de Qu~s~da discovered the territories drained'.by the rivers 
C~quet~ and ~utUillayo, and don PedrO de Ursu'a y D{az Pineda_.: 
completed the discovery by going up.- t.he smaller rivers of 
the eastern planes •. · Due to. these dis·cov·eries',- it ·was possi-
. " h ' 
·b-le in 1:54·8- .to. es·tabli:sh the folJ..o~j.ng: provinces: Jaen: bet~ 
ween the. rivers J3;:ti:a.;nqr~J~a..mba y Chinchi.pe{ Yaguarzongo:: p·e:twe,~:n._ 
' 
. 
. 
f 
... 
' . 
. 
. . 
-~ 
r:: the Chin.cbi:pe and Sf1n·t;iago. rivers; · Mac·as :. · between S.antiago ·-. , 
'\:._ 
: ·"· 
" 
.( 
and f111o.'ro-na rivers; Canelos: between JVIorona and rastaza, artcl 
, 
Q:µij;os.: ·between Pastaza and Napo rivers""'· • ,.f 
.. 
::th·e region: ly·ing between the rivers Na_p.-o an-cl :(JaquetJ 
.c:a.Jne: t:o be :known as Misiones d.e Mocoa o ·su.c._umbi.os., and were 
'.. i d·ep·end.ent: llPO'n Qui to·, which. ,according to· tli-ei ·reso.lutio-n by 
. 
,. . . . . . 
. 
. . ~ t·h.e, V~i.·c.er0y of Peru of 1656 rt_s_h:oul·d incorporate t.h.e G··ity o,f 
!3.:an·, :Franc .. isco ·ae Borja, and.,·all the· ·:provinces-, nat .. ion ..s .. ·and 
. ~ tJ~vers ., w·he-_r.e the r.e-1:ig·ious company· ·o:·f: Jesus founded it-s. 
m-iss ions • ,;Z 
,I: 
The. Royal Grant of May 26, 174 7, founded the .. Vice-R;yalty 
of New Granada With the prdkinces · of Sant~ Fe, Ca,rtagena, 
/ . ' Santa IJJarta.:, :Mar·aca·ibo·;· :q::atclcas, ~ntioquia, Gua:yana.., Popayln 
and the -P~es.id:eJ10.·y· of Qui to, which had been const-i.tuted by . 
' t·he R·oyal Grant of · r~·ovember:,~ 1563. In 1722, the Vice-Hoyal t:y 
• 
\. 
·O:f ;.-New .. Granada was dicsol ved, as a result of,, unfavorable re-
. f 
· ports but, only to be rS-established in 1739 .. 3 One year later ,·. 
·-a hoyal Letter clearly established the· boundarie~ between 
I? 
' , 
'the Vice-Kingdom of Peru .. and New Granada, clea.r:ly adjudicating 
""' 
.., ' 
.... ··- _;,.~ "'*'- ..... - .... .t'4'1 
. ' 
,. I 
..... 
" 
:, 
... 
..... 
f • 
.. 
't· 
\ 
,,, •1 
. 1· 
.. 
.,,, ' 
I 
.to the Vice-Royalty- 9.f- New·, Granada .juri.sdiction over the 
. h partf -· . d Nort ern,.o tl;lte Amazon basin; · 1t state : 
.. 
,..;..• 
' 
' 
~ 
·"Starting from .the Tumbes in the 
Pacific coast-it follows (the 
boundary) along the mountains · 
and cordilleras of the Andes in 
~the districts of Paita and Piur{i 
up to the Maranan at 6 degrees. '\ 
30 minutes of southern latitude 
and inland, leaving for Peru the 
jurisdiction of Piura, Cajal]l~rca, , 
Moyobamba and ~otilones; '··and. by < 
the bank of the Jeberos, crossing· 
',the Ucay.ali river, at 6 degree~ 
~outh until it reaches the Javari·, 
\. or Jauri river in its. junction --r 
with the Carpi; the wate~s- of 
this last up to the Solimoes or 
Amazon and waters of this down 
;.-to the westernmost mouth of the 
Caqueti or Yapuri, where the li- 4 
mits of Brazil have their start." 
I i 
·,.':·, ... :~ 
·:. ; -.:. 
·The -war of· i·nde_pe_Iide_.n:ce from the :ntot·h:e.r country ·was 
ini t.iated in the year· , 1s·.10 and after a ·1or1€s an.d a pain-
fu:l S·t.rug·g·le, t.he-. Vice~Royalt,y ·,of :N_e,vt Granada and 'th.e Capi-
• •• 
A ! ... ,, 
' 
tancy Gen;er~(l. :o.f' Yen.e:z.uela o·bta·ine·d t·h·e.ir i-nd.epend.encre: and . 
. , 
4 
f.o-:r.-m-e·d, ~t_: -the· Con:g-res:s: :ot A.n.gos,t:u:ra., the Republi,e o! Co,_lom~ 
·b-ia 'On the- ·-17tn o·f Dec-entb·er of 1819~ The Pre$:L..c1e.·nc:y· of· 
:~'u.i·t:o- vfq.s· not. included in :t.his proc.-lamation sin:c·e. it had not · 
·~-
yet obtain.e·d it':S .indep:endence. The c:ongress. :o:f Angostura 
.and tbe c:ohsti tut ion d.rawn up by t:h.e Con.gre::s~ of Cucuta in-
'1:821 
'' ,' ,• ... ' 
·. $·t ... ipula ted that : - .. -• ........ .,, ......... ! 
"The territory of the Republic of 
Colombia will enc,mpasse t~e li-
mits of the old Capitancy General 
of Venezuela and t.he Vice-Royalty 
and Capitancy General of New Gra-
. nada ••. but the desfgnation of its 
exact ~boundaries will be reserved 5 for a more opportune moment." 
·. ~ ~ 
·! .·.' 
1 : 
' ' 
' 
·' 
. ' . · .. ' ·~.- .. " ,,, .. ~ •, ·, 
• 
' .. 
.·"·. 
' 
1 
i 
i 
1 
I' 
I -I 
~ 
' ''-... I "--
J 
l 
I 
i ..... 
..• 
d 
. ·~ 
" \. 
~-- ,, . 
.. 
• 
.... 1 . ' , 
'h 
. . 5· 
.. . 
., 
Clearly then, c·o1omb1a ·, s frontiers were.I based on those 
I • f stipulated by the Ro·yal·· Decr_ee of 1739 and· ali . future claim~ 
would be based on this undisputable fact, for it must ·be 
pointed out th~t ·after indtpendence had been obtained, 
• 
tlle new republics established that they 7~cognized as. the 
"b·ase of their political and territorial' di vision the prin-
.. 
cip:~:i :of the uti posidetis. of the year 1810," in other words_, 
~ 
. ~ 6 
they wouldYretain the status auo ante bellurn. ~he republic~ 
q;gree!: 
·"' 
.. 
\ 
-••to guarantee the integrity of 
their respective dominions as 
·. · .these had continued: .under their ·, 
-control up to that year1, ·· and in the form as they had been esta-
blished by the orders of the king 
of Spain when creating each Vice-
Royalty, Capitancy General, or 
Presid~ncy ~d which had grown 7 into a sovereign State." 
. ;~i.' 
... 
./· 
·s.econcfly, t:·he .inde.·:pende,nt: ,na-t.io,ns. establ.ish:e:·d .a. seco·nd p·r,in-
c-ipl:·e 0:1 Am~t:ic·an Ir+t..·e:rn.:~ti.c;J~a-1 I/a.w-·, wtich: :s::tt.p·ul~ t:e:d that: 
... ,.:. · .-· .. ·no: te.:rri.t.ory in t·h·e Sout·h American · contine.nt co-ul.d r·emain 
.O::tn ·a ·st:ate: o·f. a depota, II without owner; tbis pr:Ln_c:ip~l-e ·wa·s· 
$.·c1~-e-p·t~:d ·an·a recognized in subsequent tre-~tti··e,s .• _: .(Jt1_1·y. 1:5 .. t:h, 
•., 
. , 
1·826:, by c.olombia, Peru, Mexico and Cent-ral Aµl_e-rica at -the 
:Jnt·erna·tional .Assembly of fanama; in 1848 it ·was further re--
; " 
,, 
Ji". 
~~erted by the repr~sentatives of· New Granada, Ecuador, Per~, , 
• 
' . 
Bolivia and__ Chile; an.d on "Y"arious Other occasions. ) • 8 
- ~ 
::tn order to. designate the exact boUilci'aries. of the new 
Rep.u·t)l_ic of Colombia, Simon. Boli'var in 1822 sent Joaqu{n Mos-
quer.a· a~ the first diplo.matic representative bef··or·e Pe_ru, 
, 
·-·· .. : 
. . . . ~ .~. 
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~ in order 'to draw up, as s-oon 8.S possible, a. Front.ier Treaty. 
T}J.e P~ruvian Government, when approached, showed. great unw_il-
' lingness to negotiate, claiming that Congress, ~hioh was be-
' ' 
. 
ing convoked at this time, would have to expressly delegate 
' 
. _,.'·authority. 
~ . L 
At the time-,· the elec .. tions were"-. taking place, the 
(J:_o-·ve-rnment. 9f Lima incl·u·d-ed ip t'he "rules _of the elections," 
~ 
·-
., 
• 
t:he· towns o-! Mainas and. Q.uij:os, which belon_ged to_ th.e- o:ld, 
.. .. 
v·_i·q:.e-Roya1t·y of New Gra.na.0-a-. B·oth prqvJ._n¢~s·:, Main~fs .and ,.Jaen~: 
·sf_t-uated near the Amazon riv.er, b--e·i·onge,d_ to- __ .Q:olotnbi·a :in_ .a_c-
c.ordance· t:.o the uti posidetis principle o:f' 1s·10, which accord---
-- / . . . . ' 
'ing .. to.;_ don Pedro Igual, haq been- always ·j_n_v.ok.ed by Q·o:Lo···111b-i..a 
·1·· ..• : ... · .... ·. u9 
· ·lC.y-· •. .-· 
' .: " . 
When. t".hris fact was brought to the a'ttention ·of th·:e 
. -
. 
-
· OOf omblan deleg}lte, he transpri{)ed, 'an energetic note of pro-
te.s·t, 'to. the P·eru.vian auth-ori·ti_e·s c.··June 20, 1:822)· .• , T:his note 
_..,,, 
. p' 
i:s.- ve,ry significant s.ince it ini ti-at·es the S$:r,:-·ie.$ ·of never-
er.tding protests whic-h the .Colombi.an .G:o.v.e-rnment was forced to 
ft):rmulate b·efore· t'he authorities at: Li-ma, which followed an. 
( ' 
unpar~alleleq cour<s~- o·f: territorial aggression against it·s 
northern ne··ighbour·s_. Al though the province o·.f Mainas. d:i..,d 
... 
. . . . . . . / . . ~ 
t·h·a·t .i·f· ·tni·-s-- a.c::t·±·o:n: o-f Pe.:ru. w_-e;:nt-, unchecked, ''Peru ·at a later 
ti_tne wo.u.-ld use :iti. as a· basis fo.r claiming-· a title ·o:f, saver- · 
I 
,..· 
e-ignt'y .0ver :these regi·ons, 11 whi~h~\:a.s .we have poi-nte,·d out be-
~. .·. ,. . 
·,. 
~'-
··. tq;t?e,. were clearly Colombian.10 
'vJ.h.e.n ·the. Peruvian Government was ·confronted with these 
·it·· ::de:s1s:t_ed in its· efforts and no elect.ions were held in· said 
:p:ro:vinc_e:s •. . In other· w·o_rd-s ,- i.t ·:r.eqogn.i.ze.d Colombia's s-over- , 
' . 
. 
" ' ' ... ~ • :t' 
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.,. 
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J ;--,,;; .. ,_, I! ' a,1- ' ' ' 
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.. / eigrity over a.aid regions.. ,This satistactory course of event~ 
· induced the Colombian represeritative to submit a dratt agree-
m·ent. which stipulated that: "Both ·parties recognize as the,ir 
respective boundaries, the boundaries which in the year of 
~ -
-1809, ··di vide·d the ex-Vice-Kingdoms of Peru and New- 'Granada, 
from the mouth of the. river TJ~bez on the P~cific dcean to 
the tel;'ri tor;y. _of Brazil. 1111 However, the Peruvian constituent 
' 
.. 
. . 
Congre~s, after a very prolonged debate,. decided to suppress 
the· underlined pa['t. Mosquera, who had peen cal}.~·ed to Bogo-
,, . 11 
,,, . ta, acc.e-pte·d th~ innovation, but the Colombian Congr.ess refu-
. 
sed t,Q::. a.ccept:" tl1.e: :Treaty, since it was _believed that ·th~ S\1~ 
'"' . 
··p·resstion· t1f thi.s: s .. tipulation ·did. rrot_-~· :res·o:.lye the qu·e:sti:o.n: of 
I 
., 
....... 
, I 
~teanwh·il:e· ··t·he, :situat·ian in P,e·r·u was g-rowing: critical:;: 
the .$,pan·iErb. · .re: .... conque·9:t was: .a.d.vanc·:~ing· .El:nd ·t:.h~ ·P.eJ?uvia.ns -we:r;e. 
·, 
·sto.v1rt: to. b:~ helpless -ag·ainst th.e I3Jtan·is:h forc:e:s:, the.re-fore·., 
;- :. . .· . . 
the Peruvian gov~rnm.ent ·tur,ne:d its ey:e_s ·t.o.ward.s i.t.s. sister 
.. 
:: re_pµo:l.:i.c- ai1d · invoke·o. p:er ·ai·t.l-; ,f·or this· purpose don .Ma-riano-
Portocar'rero was commi,ssi·o·ne·d. t·o :imp·lore the he·lp: of· ·]3o·li.var. · 
The· :Lib.erator consented, and :S·a:Ld·: ·'".Colombia w·tll ·perform her 
duty _to Peru; she Will .march he·r -s.oldier-s .... to .Pot.as{ and the 
t.ro-:o.ps: will ret.u.rn. ·, to their: bea.rtJrs and -~_9m~s, having reaped 
as their o·.nly reward, the liberty which ~hey have assist~d 
, 
Peru t,0 -obtain •. -·. Colombia does not ask· A for a single inch of 
'' 
.. . 
~eruvia~ soil, as her glories, her happitle~s and ~er safety· 
.). 
c:bnsist. in preserv.i·n-g freedom fo-r-;··nec:rself "and i-n leaving he:r· 
----:-=-. 
'1· ' . ·C 
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sister Republics to enjoy their independence. 1112 
. S!:1- I 
Simon Bol!var theteupon, marc~ed South with 6,0QC>-Co-
. ' 
. q \1 
16rnbian soldiers to s"tart the campaign·which,cu1minating .il'l 
I • 
the famous- battle of Jun{n . . I would finally liberate Pe~u from 
'1 ,. 
.· 13 
mother country • 
r 
t:b·e· The Peruvian Congress decreed, in 
... 
..;-· 
' ' ~ . thatik·fulness,. that B.011 var be honored. __ as the P:resi_d~nt" .o::;f. 
., . ,, ~ 
~ ~ 
:·Peru: 'a:t all time_s ,. and that General_ ·Su.ere be·ar the tit·l·e of 
-
-"Gr-ah,d Marshal of Ayacucho." 
al t'_hough the-se two grea.t :m·e·n were e in_. t-h.e po:s_it·i.on o.f requ.est-. ~ 
ing Peru :to_ settle the b·ot1np;ary·: -·g:ues·t-iqn .wj __ ·th. ·cq-_lo-n{b}_a., -tihey 
·refra.in.ed: ·fr-o.rn doing so:, i.n o-r.de.r· .not, to i:tnpos··e th·e wi.I;l ,of 
./ . ... -
:t_he .v·ict·ors-• 
. ··.',,.)t 
In thi,s s··ati1.e .·,c-ontext it- shoµld_ :be· poj.nted out, th:at in·· 
;/' 
·t:h.i·s. s_-ame ye·ar :o.:f 1824, the c:olomb·i~Jl Congress had p.rom-ul-ga-
!I. 
·te,d a l.aw ,:Wli"·i:¢h provided fo·r t·:ne integration· of tb.e provi'nc_es· 
-of· .. Jaen a-n:¢1. Mainas in.t:o o.nE!., Jae·n de Bracamor.a·.s y ·Mainas, 
-: 
and. P:~·rtf li~d 'S.:~:id :_rrothi:n.g. tls:o- in 1823 the· :C>o.nst:t'tution 
') 
:o .. f· c··ol . .c).mb'ia,: :a-pp:arently· .had beein promulgated ·Ets far as th_e 
.. 
~-t 
-- · :. · 1.4 p_r.ovince -o:f. Mainas, again with 110 protest from Peru • 
.. ~ ·Q;he. Peruvian Congress on the lOt-h o_f Feb;ruary, 182:5, :ma ..... ·-
, -
, r 
nif·es·ted i t.·s- g-rati tude towards Col:ornb·ia in the followin_g.: ·te.rtn.s: --
. ·' 
:lf~tn': .high recogn:i.tion of the em-inent 
services given by the Republic O'f 
·Colombia to Peru, and w·tthout which, 
the last would have without doubt 
·succumbed to the spanish power, 
IT IS HERE RESOLVED ~ 
' n 
' 
lst. That a vote of tha.Ilks be give.n 
to the Republic of Colombia fof _the 
... 
,. 
... , 
.. )t._ 
/ 
. . --. . 
"/:. 
·: ... ·. 
! , .. ,., 
... 
... 
·( 
. ' .. 
. -.\ 
' . 
. ' 
'· 
services rendered to her ally 
and·Confederate the Republic 
of Peru. ~ 
2nd. That these expressions be 
transmitted to the Government 
of Colombia by means of the 
Commission_sent by_ Congress 
( 
to that country, for the other 1 ._ purposes that have been approved." 5 
,f • 
~he Ori~ins of the War of 1829 with Peru. 
,.,, 
Colombia . .) having decided not to approve th<? Treaty of 
.,.. 
9 
l:8~3, sent a Pl.enip&~ent.iary, don Cristobal A_rm:ero·, to Li_rna, 
·in. order to Jn:a}ce every effort to establisLh a de-finite bound-
a.rtl between t:he two countrie·s. 'I'-he. instru.ct.:i.or1s of the Co-
lombian Government read: .... 
·
1
'Al though the r-ightfulness of this 
principle- (llti po.sidetis of 1810), 
the Executive,is willing to admit 
in the divi~orj line between adja-
cen~ ~tate.s, such light alterations 
as. ·will contribute to make a clear, 
inc~ntro:"ertibl~ and na~ural demar-16 
cati_on, 1.f posslble •••• 
. ' . 
• .. 
"'.Peru continued t·o expose a negati·v~. at·t:itude and refus.:e·.d . 
• 
t'o: 'neg:oti-ate, and the relations between the cou.n:tries deter.io-
-
' 
·, 
, I 
./ 
:_:r~ted day by day. In tl1e f.:irst few months o·f 18:,26 t-he: :Pe.ruv·ian 
I j) \t'".i .. 
··~,~j .4' 
,gover-nment ag~in c~_J..::Led ·fer e·lections in the provin·:c.:e-s. of 
,. 
~a.~n a·nd Mainas. The Charge d 'A'ff airs of Colombia i:q. Litn:a; 
?rnmediately aslced the Minister of Foreign Relations of Peru 
:u.,if· t.lre: :-:pr·qvin.~e-s: of Jaen and Mainas were included or. no,t i.:n= 
.. .~ 
. "'. •. ,· , .. 
·'t:h~ .co>nvocat.ory decree.-.,for elections of deputies.!_~~- ·1 The· 
Min-.ist.·er answered t-hat "the-·· convocatory decree is limited 
. . -·-
~ o the peoples of·the southern bank Of the Ma;aiion river oniy. 1117 
, 
··~t . ' _1.: . • 4- ~ 
This· extendaiPeruvian terri t·ory two degrees North .of the lLine ,. :1 
.,:n..; "' 
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established by the Royal Grant of 1739, and inc·luded parts 
(.,./' . 
of . the provinces of Jae!\ ind MainaS. Coibmbia immediately 
' 
. 
~file·d a protest,-(lst of April, 1826), and although the 
Colombian delegate continued to ask the Government of Lima 
to discuss the demarcation lines, they continuously re-fused 
to· negotiate. The situation was further aggravated by the 
Peruvian refu~al to accept or to pay the debt they owed to 
.~ 
·c.ol:om.bia -for ·the services rendered during the War of Inde-
pendence. The :situation reached such a point that Peru in 
order to calm the Liberator sent an envoy to Bogota, Don 
~ 
Jose de Villa, with the intended purpose of~'' satisfying all. 
thewrongs committed. 1118 
. 
Q. 
The Colo·mb.ian Minister, thereupon, ·p:r.esent:ed- t.o the. 
I .P, 
·Pe:rvvian dele.gat·e. a 1.-ist of :grievances including the reten-
t·ion of ;·Ja:e_n ,·and Mainas and t 0he debt, which Peru~had with C.,.o-
l.ornb.i·c.l·· lJ.pon hearing the :l,.ist of: grie··vances the Peruvian 
d·el·ega.te had the audacity t.o state that he could deal wit.h 
all. gr:i..evances of the QO:Lombian government with the exce~t-
-Pi'O·n of the, issJ).e· a.bo've: ,ment.ioned; in ~ther. w.9rds, Peru 
:n.would not return that which belqngs_ to another, and would 
.ri.ot paj a sacred debt. ul9 Clearly Peru was planting the 
see.d r·or a future war by propunding such a scandalous po-
. t. S1: .1.on • However, the Liberator, t~ue-to his ideas of con-
.. 
' . 
. 
tinerital solidarity, ~ecided to. deal with Peru in another 
way, _and sent ·a peace mission headed·by Colonel O'Leary ·to 
' . 
. . 
\ 
~ima, in order·to advert an ·international war; but the·Peru-
' 
. 
\ 
v.ian government, true· to. its policy of. international aggression 
C 
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and bad faith,· r~fused to even-.. see the commission, and .. ins-
, 
tead sent a ship "Libertad" to the co,st of Tumbes and declared 
a bl-QcMde of Colombian poFts. The Colombian people_ were 
lfl. .-...,_,-......, 
w ~~-'.ii 
truly outraged by this per!id.ious_ action·, and had no other 
\ 
course left open, but to. declare war and bring into being ··· 
that inmo·rtal +etter o~ o-ur. Liberator, in which he declared: 
·)~"'.-0' 
,,. 
' ~ 
~-~- "The perfidy of the Go_vernment of 
Peru h8)3 exceeded all limits a!ld 
·.has trampl'ed upon all the rights 
of his neighbours, of Colombia 
and of Bolivia. 
After a thousand abuses ••• oh ••• 
·w~ have been obliged to repel in-
justice with force ••• Such abomin-
able conduct tells us what we must 
expect from a government that does 
·rtQ7~ r·ecogni.ze t_he laws of nations, 
nor of gratitude ••• I invite you 
to. take arms against those mise-
~able people, that have already 
:violated the soil of thy da~ghter 
and who even intended to profane 
the bosom of the mother of heroes ••• 
Fly to the frontiers of Peru. 
My presence among ~ou will be the 20 
signal for combat·. " 
\t 
'• J. 
T'.hus .. :the war agains)t Peru was proclaimed and af:ter a· 
.. 
-s::er.i·ep .of movements, the Colombian forces·, on February 27·, 
.. 
1 .. 829, defeated ~he enemy at Portete de Tarqui ... ,: ·proving once 
·again the futility of embarking upon a po.licy of territorial 
. . 21 / 
expansion. 
1 ·t;,_ . ' ... JJ 
· The· terms ,of the ~~mistice · were truly gen-erous and pe.r--.· 
\ ~' . 
,·ht;tp$ ,.·t-o·:'o·, m·µc_h 8-0, a~ subsequent events were to prove, and t~U:$ 
. 
' 
,no- difficulties were encountered in the process of. ~_atifica-
I 
t:i·on bf the act which was consummated the first ~of May, 1829 
.. - 22 
.by General. Sucre, .Colombia, and ~. L.ainar, President· of Peru. 
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The ·most important clauses· were: 
' .. ,,,,, __ .. ' 
,;,c -
"the military forces of norther11 
Peru and southern Colombia ·should 
be\re.duced to· ?,000 men; the f~an-
·tie~ between the two republics · 
should be fixed by a joint commis~. 
sion taking into account the ·limits 
of the old viceroyalties of New . 
~ranada and Peru in 1809; the same 
commissioners were to liquidate 
Peru's debt which was to be paid· 
~ithin eightee~ rno,nths; neither. 
state would intervene in the do-
~ . . 
mestic affairs df the other; Peru 
1.2 
.. 
\ 
.. /. 
t ' ' •/ ,• . / 
was to pay Colombia 150,000 pesos 
within one year in.order to satis-
fy the debts contracted by the army 
and ·navy in invading the depart-. 
ments of Guayaqui~ and Asuay; and . 
Colombi~ ~erritorly should be eva-23 
cuted w1. thin twenty days. •t. 
I __ ., 
·/.·· 
,/ 
ltl.thpugh, as we have seen, the armis--t·f.ce h.ad b.ee·n rati·-
' J· 
:ff.·e.d b..y both pa.rt.ies, Peru again violat ..e-d -i.ts t:ern1:s-, r.e.fusing 
to delive:r the port of Guayaqtil to th~ ColombiM a:u.thorities, 
.ja:iling. t.he Colombian re-presentat.ive- and .claiming ~hat :si:nce 
-·-~ 
t.be t=re,aty had not 'been r~t,i-:fieo. b_:y the Congress· it was= n.:o·t 
-·. 
ti 
.Escallon points out that this: mode of behavior, is 
" 
t_·o s---ay t.he: ::l·east -s:t,range; he st,ate.s: --i•,;.her.~ is. :no· .c-oun-t:-r_y w.b;-os-.e·: 
ie power a:ppiove the treaties that end a war. 1124 . I J30·11var·, 
alt;hou_g.h realizing that technic·ally a :st.ate of war had p:·e:·en 
r.e_-.e-st'ab.-lis:q.ed by Peru
1
1 s conduct, entered. ·into n:eg·o-t.:i-a:t-ions 
w-hich·· 'final·l.y culmin.§:ted in the Armistice of Piura., (Jtily. il;C}, · 
I···s· ·2° ·· ' . ·7) :•· -In accordance with its terms Peru was obliged to 
\ 
'• 
retur·n t·o ·c·olombia the port of Guayaquil and certain othe.r 
1 
P.;fJS:s:es:·S-i(?nS~ secondly, it was stipulated that within 60 days 
t::he'. tw.o bellig-erent. states were to designate co~missions 
~--
, '• 
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wpich would agree. to delineate the common boundaries. - The 
. ' 
• 
' -delegates chosen. were don Pedro Gual for Colombia and M. Jose · 
25 .. 
de Larrea y 'Lloredo fo-r Peru. This was ·Peru's' last chance, 
• 
negotiations dragged on for months, finally in September the 
. 
" 
Peace Treaty of Guayaquil was signed providing: 
Art.5: ~'.Both parties recognize as .limit~ 
· ,. · · of their respective territories" 
those which the viceroyalty of 
New Granada and Peru had before 
their independence,"~ commission 26 
was to rectify said .li'i1e of division. 
9 
. , 
' 
:In other words, Peru recognized the utis posidetis juris 
•I • ~ 
:of -18,10 as the definite boundary and therefor·e confirmed Co-
lomb.ia ·, s righ;ts to the Amazon,. Putumayo and Caqueta rivers. 
Tl;i.e treaty ys ratified by both par.ties.,approved by the res-
pective c¢ongresses and published by .Per.u. as the law of the 
,, 
v~ 
". 
land on October 26,, 1829, ·but again. Peru refused to be bourid · -·--~----· · 
by its terms. When, in accordance to. article 6, the Colom-
o:-iai1 commis·sion went to draw up the defini~ive line of divi-
~ I 
s-ion, ~he Peruvian . commission d5 not ap·pear, <: .. Peru :·c·laiming 
- . . . 
that- sin.c.'e t·he conf.ederation of Colombta, V~nezuel·a and Ecua-
d .. ··· . or ., known as the nGrah Colombia," had ceased to exist -~e 
trea:~ was no longer binding. Escall6n has ;'~JJlte~ cu~ "the-
re is" dipl9mati_c pr-actice, nor publici~~/-01'·- international 
. ' / 
. . ~ 
law, nor international doctrine,/~h'at may be invokeq. tn or-
d.er to suStai:d:~trange t~~1>r;i'/;~at the juridical obli.gati_6ns · 
. l ,// •,. ,., 
.,..,., , ' # • ,. // . •. . .. .. 
undertaken by a St~it-e~ that without loosing the modal.i ties 
-/ 
/ ,, 
'\. . •" / .. . .. 
. . of an indeJ:>endent ~nd. sovereign nation, ceases to tak'e part 
-· ',"· . . •. 
in·,a~r,,.e·6-nfederation of. states equally independent and save-
~,...,,· 
_-/"'lilf;,, II 
~;iin,. cease to ~X:i..st. 1127 This principle was upheld by the 
. . 
\? ..... ~. \ 
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three nations, Venezuela, Ecuador and Colombia, ·after the <Gran 
I> 
' 
·Colombia was dissolved, when each ot the parties agreed to 
·) uphol_d all the treaties entered into, by, the Gran Co-lombia; an 
acti·on which -woul~d be repeated· time and time again for 93 
years. 
.... 
Peru's obj,ections notwithstanding, Col.dmbia sent ·dele-
' . 
g_ates t9 Lima, in order to discuss all possible differences 
~ ~ . -
. . 
an.d to: draw up the boundaries.· Thes·e discussions culminated 
ctn August 11, 1830, when t~e Protocol Mosquera Pedemonte was 
s.igned •. The boundary was to be "from the mouth of the Yara-
·vi on the Maranan; following this latter up to the mouth of 
th-e: Huancabamba; this latter river to its origins in th-e ~ 
_y·· 
·.d~lleras; from there a line to the Macara to follow it until 
. 
the current of Tumbes is joined, and ·with this to the P~qtfi·c:.:·11 
The Conventi,on, further states: "In this way the limit ques-
. .· . ft tio.n. was finished ••• giving from now on as acert·a~ned the per-
..... ..;-; ' 
f·ect right· of Colombia over all the territories on. th'e: left · 
' "-,'· ' 
:bank of the Maranan or Amazon river. 1128 This Convention was 
far from benefitial t·o · Colombia, ·for it included parts of ·. 
t:Jie provinces of Jaen and· Mainas and would viola!e the l'ihe 
established by the Royal Grant of 1739; in fa·e-t, in 1826 when 
' 
the Peruvian gove·rnment had stated that they had the right ·, 
to convoke el·ections "on the southern bank of the Marafion, 11 
the Colombian representative&had submitted an energetic pro-
test. But, even granting that the C.onvention was not bene-
fi ti.al to Colombia., ·the Peruvians would later deny its exis-
. · .. 29 
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'\ Negotiations at this point were interrupted 4ue to the 
. ,.. 
dissolution of~ the Gran Colombia, ·with ~he law of June. 25, 
. 1824; the province of Mainas was to be a part of the_ Depart-
m~nt of Azuay, and said Department would form par~t of th~ 
I 
new republic of Ecuadoz:.- Thus all furtiher negotiations were 
,,,..._ . 
C 
t.o be uhdertaken between the republics of Peri! ahd · Ecu~dor; 
but in passing it shoul~ be note·d, that as late as 1892, PtrU: 
held that it did not border .. :. Colombia • .3() Th;s, the 
ma·t cer stood until 1853, when a secret tre~ty bety1een P_e:rll: 
and_ Bra_zil in 1.851 was revealed, in · which Pertljd.rew its fron--: 
t:·ier north of· the Amazon at the line Apoporis (river )-Taba-
. 
' 
t·.i.nga (small brazilian town); in other words embracing Colom-~: 
- ·~ 
. 
., 
bian te~ritory up to the river Caqueta. Colombia, in accor_: 
' , . 
,· ..... ~.. . . 
. 
dance with the -treaty of San Ildefonso,(Octo·b·er l,_·1777), 
dra\vn between Spain and Portugal, had within its borders-- the_ 
'tr·:ian:gle betwe.en the westernmost mouth of the Caqueta coming. 
" ·----......_ 
. 
,down ~he .A..mazon alld the line .Apoporis-Tabatinga; thus th~ 
Tr:ea_.ty :of: 1853 would give Brazil· this triangle -and would 
g:ive. Pe.ru all- the territory betwee:n the northern side of ·the. 
. 
. 
• • Amazan :and ·the f3buthern side of the C.aqueta. No wonder t.hen 
t:ha.t the ·c·olomb:ian government filed_ a .most energetic protest 
. with the Ri_II1ac go·v·ernment •. But no pr_o--test would dete·r ·Peru's 
expansionistic•p9licy and in this .same _year, this ·government 
-
decreed the establishement of the Politico-Military govern-
~ 
ment of Loreto, which, was to embrape the old province of Mai-
- ~ V 
nas. This ~ction, again, called for a strong protest ·from 
.. 
the Colombian authorities an the grou~d of the uti posidetis · 
- ""-'--~ti. 
·----••"'• - r 
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juri of 1810.3l. . ·' 
.. /- . 
Seventeen years after the t:reaty between .. _Peru and Brazil 
; 
. 
had been signed, a commission was sent-through the Amazon 
region in or.der to establish the marking posts at the junc-
tion between the Cotuhe· and Putumayo rivers; al.l ·colombian· 
" 
notes of ·protests having bee:n .disregarded .• I.n. the lower Pu-
tumayo, the commissio:n: en.·c·ountered a Colombi.an official, whe-
. ·reupon the Brazilian ·co.mmi-s-sary sent a note saying that . "he 
, 
had observed that the frontier line was much higher .up than 
the spot where this official dwelt and exercised jutisdictio-
" 
~ , 
nal p·owe·r-s :on behalf of the· Government of New: Gran.ada,. whe-
t.he'r for :inspecting this :part ·of. the\ river or for· collecting: 
du·e$ o.n the exportation of t·he -~rt:ic.les which w.e.r:e. going 
. . . 
d-crv1t1 to Brazil" and he warned the of'ficial not to continu·e 
i 
''to: e-x,ercise the said powers in- the Putuma.yo regid.n:, from 
t·he :p-oint where the ·Futumayo rive·r f·lows into the Amaz:o·n: t:o, 
the spot where he had . set up the boundary mark J 11 32 Thus, 
.. 
.. 
cl-early· revealing that ColcJI111)i~ b.Ei.cl. besides a· uti 12osidetis 
. juris a uti posidetis de fac:to ,, o-ver this region. When the 
central government was informed :C:Jf tliis a.c.-tion it resort.ed 
to the. old policy of sending a.·strong,protest note, but as 
th.e- ·nu,rner_ous violations had c1.earl~hown .. that this ac:t wo·:uld 
' 
n:ot, in ·any way, deter ::rurt·her ·action, Colombia deci-o.ed :to· 
-· 
resort to--· rno·re forceful meth·o:d-s. The President .. of ·th.e .. sove-
reign· s·tate of Cauca, sent a strongl ..y worded note··-:t>n Decem-
b .. er l4, 1869, to the Prefect of the Territory of Caqueta. 
The order of the Prefect was .. ,.· 
·:,,·. ~ ~ 
.. 
·.t 
. . ,_ .. ..,.. .. ,, .... _..._ ..... 
. '.•,,,,.-_,;.. 
.....-,, 
I 
I 
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. . 
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•. 
carr1ed·out and Colombia's rights were ascert~ined, its ju-t"'N s.>' 
;h, ,.1-· ' . 
risdiction over the region wa~ once again proclaimed. The 
\, 
~-·. . _ .... ~, .. 
• 
following y~ars Colombia again resorted to nbtes of protest 
~ and no action was taken to check- -~the expansion of our south-I' l 
.I ., 
I 
I 
I 
ern neighbor.33 
But, when in 1853 . ' the Peruvian government announced: 
~ 
l 
. 
, 
t·he establishment of the governµient of Loreto, Colombia sent , 
,. ~, a strong protest; in its answer, for the·. first time Peru spo-
·ke· abo·ut th.e Royal Grant of. 1802 supposedly as a legal basis 
.. •. ;•.: 
·!.·~ 
1 to Per.u' s· juri·sdiction over this area. It is imp9rtant to 
inquire into the nature of this document since it was used 
b.y Peru until 1922 as the pr,incipl~ basis for its claim to 
the Amazonian territory. In 1767. t:he Jesui;t$ .had be.en expel-
led from all the, Spanish terr:itories. t1p to this time, this 
order had been in charge of. civilizing the Indian tribes of. 
~· these regions. Thus, when the expulsion law beca.me, .ef.fective 
.. 
' this re.gion was completel·y abandoned so much s.o, t·ha.t t·he. .. 
" ' go,vernor of Mainas had appe?,led to the Council of Indies tq: 
in·corporate the province under his c·ornmand, to the Viceroya·l.ty· 
,o·f Peru. The Council of Indies· afte·:r :a pro+onged study of 
-, 
't.hi·S ,appeal ~ecided that the transfer would not be of· terri-
' 
·t.ory ·but only of government. The Royal Grant of July 15, 1802, 
·4" .. 
'· 1:·' 
. 
·· :11:I· have decided to segregate. the 
·.viceroyalty of Santa Fe and the 
Province of Qui to and to add to_·. 
this Viceroyalty of Lima the go-
vernment and the Comandancia Ge-
neral of Mainas with the towns 
of the government of Quijos." . 34 
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I:,,, Dr •. Luis Maria Murcia, claim!~. that the Presidency of 
.i 
. ' 
~ui to and the Viceroyal ty of New Granada retained all othe.r 
" branches of administration and continued to exercise its 
. jurisdiction, Peru having-jurisdiction ~ver religious and 
military administration only. Furthermore, a-Peruvian in.;;. 
ternational.lawyer, Dr. Carlos Wiesse, st.ates: "A distinc~ 
tion. must be rpade between the Royal Grants of. def·ini te,. demar-
:c-c;tion, properly. so called,· and tho.se which only separate 
from a Vice-Kingdom a- Capitancy Ge·nera.l i the political . govern--
ment, the administartion, military det.ense, or similar attri-
(butes. In .·other words, the King of Spain cou:L<t unite provin-
ces under Royal Union and others only under a Personal Union."35 
The reni:>Wiled internationalist._, Jo_se· $anto-s C4ocano, points 
-out that every 11 cedula 11 (letter:) o.f .demarcation.... must 
" ' 
fulfill two ~e ... ssential .condit-io-i1s: 1st. Precision and stq.bi~ 
li ty and must ·not-: c--on·f_lict· with the_. established intere.sts ;· .. he 
.. . 
.,. 1,'·'/,;:,·.. . ., '1· . .. 
I 
I ~-.( .. 
. ., . 
finds t.hat the "ce-au·la" goes ag-ainst these three :fund.:a_menta·1 · 
. 
·, 
con.di·tions -and .. the.refor-e, i:s not valid, even if w-e~ re,g-ard the-
se ~rguments as n_ot valid, th·e ncedula" of 1802 was annulled 
by. t.he utis Eosidetis juris of l·:8:_lQ .and by the t't.'ea·ty of ~829·, 
(Gllayaquil). 36 
The objections against the validity of t·he 11.·cedula" of 
<::,· 
1802 notwithstanding, Peru continued -its expansioni~t-policies 
in the hope of showing before _the wo~ld a fait accompli,· an \ 
_a.ctual -or effectual occupation as a means of title. In the 
. 
pursuit of this policy Peru showed open hostility towards 
.the Colombian government; there was invasion of "Colombian,. 
territory and-,violence against the life ·and property of Co-· 
.. 
I•,-.', I 
'I 
.-. 
I • 
. ,· 
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• 
lombian citizens residing in the Amazon basin. The last 15 
_ years of ·the century found -Colombia, in a great state of tur-
moil, the·re took place thr~e civil wars," (1885,_1895, 1899), 
b 
" 
witb disastrous consequerices not only for·the de~elopment 
of-the country, but for-the repulsion of the foreign invadei; 
~-
--
. the centr~l government being too preoccupied with restoring 
i_nternal order, failed to focus its forces in 'the vicinity 
of th-~ Putumayo and Caqueta ri v-ers, where a virtual invasion 
> 
O:f _Jre:r.uvians was beginning to take place. "-
. • K ~ 
.. The r~gion of the Amazon basin acquired at ,,the end of 
the c.entury an ~d·ded importance. The rubber boom had began. 
These territ.ories produced a high quality ru"Qber and there.-
was plenty of Indian l.abor :to be used. The region compJ:'.:Lstng 
• {J 
the- area between the Put-~mayo and Caqueta riv·.er·s· had been ex-
... 
plQ.red and sett·ied. by Colombians since t·h·e 18t·h. ¢ent.ury a 
• 
.. 
.-:number of d-ia;r.·i-~:s. of .~JCPeditions, cornme.r·cial ·c·o·ntract ..s·., e-tc., 
., ~-· 
attest to the ve·r·acity ·of this statement. .As ~Ls: described in 
·s.:Lr .Roger c·asemen·t 's report t.o· the English P-arl.iamen·t., Pe,:ruyiari 
'-'settlers" did not ente·r this region until the early .ye:ars 
o:f this century. Previ·ously the House of Arara, Iquit:os.,. 
had entered into negotiation with th1 Coloinbian settlers, 
who :\vere enc.ountering great difficu;J.ties in .obtaining neces-
... sc1ry supplies: from Pasto due to the great ·o·bstacles presen~ed 
b.y tl1e And~s mountains. In order_ to take advantage of this · 
. -
situation the House of Arana established a shipping line 
. - -
whic4· provided the Colombian inhabitants with necessary 
g99dp which were exchanged rt>r rubber and were later trans-
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.Ported to.Iquitos. As time went by the-Jn:ana brothers began 
,,. 
. 
. ' to obtain vast properties by legitimate and illegitimate-. 
" 
means, and the character of its operat-ions underwent a fun .. 
. 1- . ~-damental change, from t.rading t'o exploitation. -~····- -· . 
. 
Let us ··1ook, briefly; into the nature of thesie __ >''illegi ti-
mate means." Sir Roger Casem~rit,,i British Commissioner for the 
'. ' 
investigation ·of the· crim'es comrni tted fn the .Putumayo. region . 
by the ~'Peruvian Amazon Co.~ (name adopted by the Arana Bro- ·1 
thers in 1907), states: "Natives are· manac:led na.Ild and foot 
. to :i.ron bars; women and. children have be.en crucified.; the un--. 
., fortunate indians have been shot by the dozen; som·e others· 
. ~-
... have'been burnt a1i·ve, with their ha.ir soaken wi·th: kersene, 11 
and again, "thes:i~ crimes have not been de~lcribed here· in all 
tb~ir enormity·, because there has been no-moral courage to · 
- , 
charge the: G;overnment (Peru·1.s) who kil.owing them, allowed th.~.ir 
·c·onti.n·u-at·ion, with t4e, purpo,se of prot·ecting the i·nte-rest of· 
the: Arana firm .or fol.l.qw··it1g a sense of international po·l-ic.·y 
t: h. t .. b l t 1 .. · · ·. . .·• · .,ff 11 3 7 Th t · t · ·.·· .. a .. is. a· so ·'U. e y 1.gnom1n1.ous... · · ese a roci ies w·ere 
JlO.t lim:ited. to the d:efens.e,less indians but were also· inflict-.. : . . ·... ·. . . . . 
. . 
. J / ' 
• 
:e·d u-pon ,@0J:.·om1;:>t.an s.ettlers of these regions; numerous testi-
. :rno11les can-be mentioned in support of this assertion.38 As . . 
mentioned· by Sir Roger Casement the actions of the Arana Co., 
were known and indorsed by the Peruvian Government, In the 
I 
following par-a.graphs we shall prove the veracity ot· th.is as-
.,_ ~. ._ .. 
sertion. 
Towards the- end of 1900 a Peruvian ship named "Cahuapa-
. 
. 
.rtas··'' left the Peruvian town of Iquitos; following_ the .Amazon 
it: arrived at the· mouth· o:f the river _;eut~.§:YO and 
_..---- ---- : 
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. 
from t.here_·. it proceeded up~tream_ i~ Colombian territory, 
~ . . . I 
21 
establis.hin·g a military post at the towm of Tarapaca, (which ;,·~ 
today marks.-the- frontier between Colombia and Brazil). A 
few months later a boat owned by. a .Colombian,· but flying the ·1 
· Brazilian flag, was fired upon and ~waq__prevented from con ti;.. 
~ . ~ 
nuing its course up the Putumayo.39 
\iaS 
This actionAobjectiona-
..., 
· It ~ , 
ble bec·ause of the violence employed, is also significant / 
- ' 
sinqe it established Peruvian authority over a regio'n which 
was up to that time exclusively Co~ombian, an9- e_nabled the 
. 
Arana House to proceed with. its. policy of violence and exploi-
t·ation of the Colombian people who had the misfortune to· ma-
.. 
k~ · these regions their place of residence. 
,: 
It was not until thrE!e yea:rs later that the COlOIIlbian/ 
go·vernment realiz·ed that the Peruvian. inv.asion was in accor-
dar.ice wit.h a. preconceived p:lan which called for the domina-
. . 
t':Lb:n o.f this region.. Strqng protests ·w.er·e once again submit-
,r: .,. 
t:.ed. to· 'L:i.ma, but as during the previous- century_, Peru answer-
~din evasive terms 
s~ster republic. 40 
, 
• I 
proclaiming their)friendship with the 
Colombia, in view1 9f the negative respon-
. ,. 
s.ee \·ri-ch wnich it was confronted in Peru, could have m:any 
times resorted to the use of force; it was not out of coward-
ness -that this action was not taken, .our soldiers· have per-
formed greatly and valiantly in ma.Iiy )~~ttles, and would un- , 
dqubtedly do so again; rather this lack of s~rong·action aro-
se out of the d·esire to. ~follow a policy of peace and friend-
shilf-vi th all of our s{ster r·epublics. ··we, ~n the face of 
/' 
. ' 
opposition, have always behaved with decorum and ·wit~ jus.ti-
..... 
. ,, 
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ce and we shall·do so again in the ~uture in order to pro-
. . 
claim·to the world the futility of.embarking upon .a- policy, 
.. contrary to the ·rul¥ of law • 
Th~ diplo~atic activity.of the following years pursued 
. 
. ' --· 
the essential principles above mentioned,.and a series of 
mo·dus vivendi were initiated. The firs_·t, drawn .up in 1904, 
stipulated that both governments agreed to maintain the Co~ 
' ., 
. · ·1omb·ian authorities on the Caqueta, and those of Peru. on the 
·' 
. Napo ;· second, .. the authorities established in disputed terri-
tory, i.e. th~ Putumayo river, would -be withdrawn. A t.reaty, 
naming H.M. the King of Spain as a.IJbi_trator, was also :signed. 
"'· Upon revie_wing its ter.ms th.e ·Colombian Congress refus·.e.d to 
. . . 
ratify it, _·First, the ple;nipotentiary had .. at this ti.me·, ap-
parently, exceeded his instructions, :and :s·ec-ond,. it would 
' - . : 
open the way for further invasions· from Peru, since, in the 
:past, the greatest number of viol-atio!!S"had .occurred on the 
.Putumayo river •. r 
'• 
A year later,.due to failure of the first modus vivendi, 
\ 
,a 5econd oneJas draw11 up, whiCh es.tablished that the Putu-
.mayo would divide· "the zones of influence :1 of· ther countries 
.and the P0pe would be the arbitrator for.all territorial dis-
pµtes4 the treaty was not ratified by Peru. Due·to this .. set-
/· 
back,. a new modus vivendi was dl:awn up in 1906 which call~d-
•"w•'• " ' 
( .'"" -
for the removal of a.11 authorities, military posts and customs, 
established by ·the two countries on 
' ' 
th·e Putumayo. As was to 
" 
be expected, Colombia complied with the terms set therein, 
·' 
and 'P·eru rat,her intensified its expansionistic. efforts, and 
... 
,~.. ft - -- • .: • ~-- .... -
-~ 
\~ 
"' 
. ' 
I· 
,·,. ;-, 
' - -
·· th.e policy of murder and theft perpetrated by the house of 
Arana came to its .climax. In view of these events the Co-
lombian government was forced to repudiate the agreement 
stating "dur governmel).t cannot allow that our terri~ory be 
converted,(by the ~906 agreement), into an asylum for robbers, 
............ 
• · •• in which it is possible to rob and .assassi~~te with im-
. . · •. 41 
puni ty, and where there is no law than that· of the stironger." · 
In .April 21, 1909, and April 23, 1910, 'two more accords 
were drawn .up in order to deal with the situation· in. the Pu- · 
\ 
tumayo, scandal ~hich was given world wide publicity. Through 
't.hese modus vi vendis -the republics established a Mixed·· In-
ternational Commission, which should establish the extent of-
-r-eparations. which one country was to give to the other, ii;i. 
:o:rder to indemn·ify ~y wrongs perp-etrated against citizens 
' 
:i,n thi_s. region. These agreement.s were never carried ~nto ef-
.i<" __ fe:ct sinc-e the Peruvian government failed. to name members 
f·or thlf commission. 
Meanwhile the mov~me-z1t· of troops throughout t·h:is ·regio:n 
beg.-a.n to take added importance. P'eruvians had,. by now reach-. 
• 
ed the river Caquetd and there was ~idespread fear of a di-
rect confrontation. In order to forestall _this eventuality, 
the Consuls of Peru and Colombia in ·Mariaos (Brazil), drew up 
.. ' 
·. an Act (July 15th) which called for the withdrawal of Peru-
vian troops from the lower Caqueta; orders were given to the 
. . r-
Colombian troops and hostilities were to end • .:-:f It is no-t clear 
. whether the Consuls knew thav · ·on the 10, 11, and 12 of July 
actual 'fighting had occurred at a pl.ace called "La Pedrera." 
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A few months before a Colombian military outpost had been 
estµ:blished· .at this site, I,t was of meager size, consisting 
of 63 soldiers, only 11 of which were fit for combat, the 
rest being _sick. from dysentery, beriberi and othe·r tropical_ 
diseases. On the 10 of July they were confronted hy four. 
Peruvian war ships, manned by 500 soldiers; an ul timaturri-
wa..s delivered by the Commandant Oscar Benavides, later, pre-
{ 
._-,. 
sid.en-t of Peru, who informed the Colombians that the Caqueta 
was Peruvian territory and must, therefore, withdraw at once. 
.... 
As can be expected, our soldiers did not accept the ultima-
t:um. and the bombardment of the outpost began;~fight whi.ch 
' -
,~·or1t·inued for three days. Taking into account the great 
:O:dds., the outcome of the battle was not a total failure; al-
·tbough the. Colombian soldiers were forced to withdraw, they 
/ 
in:curred minimum casualties (2 dead and 1 injured), while 
' 
in.J:l'ict.ing heavy losse-s among the enemy :ranks ( 40 dead and. 
93 injured) • 42 
Seven days after the Colombian troops were forced to 
retreat from "La Pedrera" our Minister of Foreign Relation·s, 
' 
/ 
M. Enrique O·laya Herrera, future president of Colombia, agreed 
to the last of the modus vivendis. Due .. to the unfortunat.e 
, 
circumstances and effects which surround this last Act, it 
.is proper to look into it with some detail. The opening sen-
' 
. tence states: 11 the governments . of. the republics of· Colombia 
. 
- . 
and Pe_r~, wishing to maintain peace arid filled with the in-
tent iotr • c;,'t.,· r·eaching an agreement within the dignity of both 
. ~;· ,, 
... · 
Ii . 
I ' 
countries. to,._.·remove al,l dangers of encounters" authorize: 
··.:t 
. ~ . " 
' 
'•' .' ! ... 
-
lst)."The Governxp.ent of Colombia will ·main-
" . . 
' ....... ,_., .. 
1,rrO . 
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-tain in Puerto Cordoba· or "La· Pradera." a garrison ·that will not exceed from one 
.hundred and ten men, among whose numbers the personnel of the Colombian Custom and Guard will be included. The Government of Colombia will not allow this garrison to 
advance from that point andi will stop in· Manaos or where it may now be, the last 
expedition sent to the Caqueta that start-
ed from Puert6 Colombia the 8th of June ·, 
. of the present year. 
2nd). The Gove±nment of Peru·~grees on her 
side that the troops and Peruvian colonists of those regions will abstain themselves 
. of all acts of hostility,against the Colom-bian Guard or colonists of Puerto Cordoba or "La Pedrera u and will• deviate to·wards the Putumayo any expedition that at the present may be going ~o the Caqueta. 3rd). The Governments of Colombia and Peru have sent due orders to their agents so 
as to avoid all _encounter; but even in 
case that difficulties of time and distan-
ce hinder the opportune arrival of such 
orders what in this agreement is -stipula-ted will have stength and validity. 4th). This situatiofr will be maintained 
while the negotiations are carrie·d. for-
ward between both countries to r·each a 
modus vivendi. -
5th). The Government of Colombia decla.res that th~ permanency of Peruvian authorities and troops in the disputed region, does 
not mean recognition of any right of Peru 
, over that district. 
· The Government of, Peru on her side, d~clares that the presence of authorities 
.~-1 and troops of Colombia in Puerto Cordoba 
or "La Pedrera" does not imply recognition of any right of Colombia.over the district 
on the right bank of the Caqueta. 11 43 
.. 
.. This shameful pact· _has been explained by the fac.t that 
the ··colombian government was not awar·e that the attack· ori. 
-· "La Pedrera" had taken place seven days before. There·arE?, 
\> enormous distances separating the capital city, Bogota, from· 
the Amazon regions; ~here were, furthermore, no communica-
. ( ~ 
~ions between these two points. If these~--~sbo:'s~r(dti..dsnot~emi ~t 
,.r, 
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'·then this last pact .waa]d, be· considered.· one of the most shame-
J 
w 
ful pa~es of our history. 
The evacuation of the Peruvian troops was a long drawn 
• 
out affair, Colombia protesting, Peru proglaiming thei~-wil-
lingness to cooperate and offering their friendship, while, 
/ 
retaining their forces in this region. · For alrnost ten years 
...._ 
bilateral negotiations conti_nued without any outstanding re-
sult. Finally on March 24, 1922, these diRlomatic act·i vit·ies 
culminated with .the signing --9f the treaty Lozano-Salomon, 
<l •. d ,-, 
, I 
whic.h definitely closed our territorial dispute with Peru. 
,Colo.mb·ia agreed to. give to Peru the region comprised of the 
P1ttu.mayo and Amazon rivers·, and a small .. triangle denominated. · 
, 
.S:an Miguea.. o Sucumbios,. which, in virtue of the treaty bet-
. 
ween. Colombia and ~cuador of July 15, 1916, was not oonti-
_J ..-.. 
guous to Peruvian territory. Colombia's righ~to the Ama-
zon were reduced to the so called Trapezium, but as the au-
/. 
, .th_or of the treaty states: "the Colombian negotiator .of 1916 
-~· 
(Colombia-Peru Treaty) re.duced the ne~otiator of ·1922. to t·he-
-1 . 
li:ne Pebas-Tabatinga as the only sector of the Am,azon to be 
bargained with. 44 Although it is apparent that the treaty 
was in no way beneficial to.Colombia, there was strong oppo-
sition towatg.s ~·i·t :·i:q ··-L:ima ~:. The leader of this .ppposition 
was M. Arana, who was considerei'by t~e Colombian plenipoten-
ciary as "the black bird of,·the negotiation. 1145 Another dif- . 
~ . 
ficulty arose out of the first article of the treaty which 
stipul·ated: 11 Colombia,·-declares tha~ it reserves, v,i·~h respect 
to Brazil, its right over the territories situated east -of 
.. . ,u- ___, 
• '-< •• - ' • • - ' ... • -· ......... : ••••• 
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• 
" 
the line Tabatinga-·Apoporis, negot.iated between Peru and Bra-
zil by the tI'ea;ty of October 23, 1851 .• 11 ~ 6 
i 
Ii,! • ' 
. ~.,., 
Brazil made a strong protest and in.order to overcome 
, ,· . t -
.. thi.s·obstacle the good offices of the U.S. Secretary. of St.ate, 
, .. 
Mr. Charles Evans Hughes, were soligited. As a result of· 
i . 
these negotiations it was agreed: ·Fir&.t, th,at Brazil would · 
., 
withdraw its memor?-I1dum; second, that Peru and Colombia would 
. . . 
·ratify the treaty; third, that a convention between Brazil 
• 
and Colombia would b'e called 
1
to stipulate as· the frontier 
between the two countries the line Tahatinga-Apoporis, in 
exchange . of which Brazil would give cb1ombia in perpetui tY.) 
free navigation in the Amazon and other common rivers. 47 
\ 
.. 
With the establishment of this agreement the Colombian Con-
.,.~· 
gress approved the treaty on October 1925, being approved 
-
! 
by the Peruvian Congress two years later. It was· ratified 
:by both presidents in 1928, the ratifications: w,ere intercban-
. 
ged and were inscribed with the League o-f N·cLtions on May 29, 
I\. 
1928. With the demarcation of-the frontier.in 1930, the fron-
tier problem between Peru and Colombia were. d-efinitevely 
closed. 48 It was to be the-first time that Peru would enter 
into an agreement with Colombia, without thethreat of force 
hanging in the background. The long drawn out dispute had 
come to·an end, or so it was thought at that time • 
. • 
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The Immediate Background 
. ··~· .... ,_. 
The treaty of 1·922 being dull.Y ratified by both coun-
.. r 
' 
.,vJ .~:. ,·~t,:ries, Colombia unde~took the necessary measures leading to ,-, 
~ the effective occupation of the Trapezium or Comis~a del 
• 
-s1 Amazom.s. To this effect, the President authorized on the 
24th of April, 1930, $5,269, to cover the transport, equip-
. { 
ment and necess.ary expenses, for the ·garrison which, was to ~ 4 
set out for the Amazon .on June of that year. Due to the 
lack of communications with this region the garrison, led 
bY Coronel Luis Acevedo, did not arrive at Leticia b.ntil 
two months later. Upon ~heir arrival the Colombian author-{ , 
ities set·out to .take pe>&Eession of the lands between the 
Putumayo and ~~zon rivers. The Perfect of Loreto went 
to ·Leticia in order to meet ,the Colombian aut~orities and 
·to effect the territorial change between one country and -
the other by virtue of the Treaty of 1922; on the surface 
all: s.e.emed well. 
r . -
.Leticia in 1930 ,was -.comprised of 15 o-r 2.0 huts, with-
out running tWater, electricity or any of t-he -·modern con-
t' .. 
.. 
·-. veniences; it ·was ju·st: a small y~llage in ·t:he middle of tht 
\, 
terrible jungle. Soi;ne yea~.s. later, the Peruvians would con-
"" 
-· 
.. tend tha:t. Leticia was a "city·'', the Lima of the Peruvian 
' 
.Aqi~zoh.. ·They, furthermore, made a romantic legend of the 
-
'1mos:t·. Pe~uvia.n of cities;" apparently around the .middle of 
ninete·enth centU:ry a Peruvian had been abandoned by his 
l:o.ved one, and had founded the city,·and named i_t "Leticia'',,._ 
l 
after her. 
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After one year of effective occupation the Qol~mbian .. 
. ' 
. .. " Congress elevated the IIComisaria" t9 the rank of "Intenden-
. cia." Coronel Luis . Acevedo, who had been in charge of the 
inilitary.colonization, was_recalled and Sr. Villamil 
,:; ,, 
Fajardo was named as Intendente; this com-
W?s 
mandJ\ regarded by Carl.os Uribe Gaviria, Minis .. ter of War at 
the tifue { the Leticia attack, as· particularly unfortunate. 
~ ; 
Coron~l Aoevedo,had appa~ently tr~ed to bring about a tfue 
\ understanding with the Peru.vi.an inhabitants of this region. 
H-~· had succeeded in gaining the confidence' of the Peruvian 
/• 
gentleman M. Enrique Vigil, owner of the hacienda "La Vic-
. 
,·t0I'ia 11 which was located in the Trapezium. M. Vigil had in 
. 
tur.n:. publicized the good __ will of the Colombian authorities 
i·h nearby Iquitos; good will which defeated Julio C. Arana' s 
~ 
·c'andidacy as Senator for the department. of Loreto. Alfredo 
,1 
'..Villamil Fajardo, the: new Intendente, on the other hand, had 
<. 
been Consul of Colomb:i.~ j~~ Iquitos at the time of the 1922 
treaty. .Jrhe people of Iquitos, who had been violently opposed 
... .. 
to the s~ng of the treaty, regarded him with something 
l:e.s::s than good will. This situation further deteriorated 
:whe:n ,he ·began to change the methods used by his, predecessors; 
·The.· ·relations between the inhabitants of Leticia and th\e ow-
. ·' 
ner .o·f the "La Victoria" lost its cordiality, because the Co-
' 
, ·1ombi-ans were prohibited to buy the products made at his ranch, r 
, 
and therefore, forced M. Viiil to look fo~·markets in P~ru 
. . t 
rather than in Colombia. 2 · This· substitution of Interidentes 
could .. have been one of those minor incidents which precipi97 
·-··· ,, ... 
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tated. the cortflict • --
. Simultaneously wi.th 'the org~ization of the Intendencia, 
the government. of Colombia undertook measures· desi_gned to 
,,, 
pl'otect these regions in case of conflict. ·For tlf.i..spurpose 
'I;" 
three war ships were bought, the "Santa Marta," the "Carta-
:· 
gena," and the "Bar~anquilla," having each.one the capacity 
I 
.. 
·-···for 100 men. In ~diti-0n, four machine guns, t·he best to be 
V . .. "'" 
had in Bogota,· were sent to ~he Amazon.3 The kinister of 
War, Carlos Arango Velez, (November 1931-May 1932), devised 
, . \ 
a plan which cc;i.lled for "defense by the offensive." Fe~ring 
· ar1 a.ttack on Leticia by~ the Peruvians, he ordered the garrison 
o:f Leticia, composed of 35 men, to be sent to a place on tl .. . 
' 
river Caraparana, afluent of the Pu.tu1payo river, called El 
Encanto. This place is approximat.~ly 1,-600 kil.o.m·et:ers ··tro:m. 
.... 
the garrison 
.Let·icia, and,according to- Arango Velez ,l\could :b,e- m·o·ved. to 
- 4 
t:he Amazonian port in 10 to 20 days. He quotes his prede-
cessor as having said: "To maintain a garrison at Leticia 
·W'.ithout means through ·which to ·c·om:e to its help, quickly and 
. . 
o~portunily if t~e momen.t arriv·es, :i·$ to expose our arms to 
a great shame. 11 5 The second step of his plan called for a 
massive reconcentration of troops on the river Putumayo. In 
I 
" I 
11 
case the Peruvians attacked Leticiai the Colombians troops ,, 
were to launch an offensive and take the Peruvians towns of 
Guepi, Puerto A~turo, and Pantoja, in order to domin\te the.. 
Putumayo and Napo rivers.6 
r 
' . 
As we have seen, Leticia, at this time, was not a city 
but just a mere village in the jungle, thus the Peruvian 
\ 
11~ ' ,., .•'. ,r t· .,_,_,,.,-,,' ,. ,., ••... ,., . - ' ), .' ~.~ ,\ < \ 6 \ • 
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·', ' interest and Colombia'3 concern might, at. first, be. ·hard to · 
/' . Ut.""lderstand. Let us-, therefore, exami~e the facts: _first, 
~ ~ 
granting -that Leticia was unimportant with reg~rd to its 
-· 
.dimensions, size of population etc., it was of great~stra--. 
·--···--
-· 
tegic importance; it was the onlsP~ln the Trapezium, ana., 
I 
--
the ref ore, the domination of Leticia was equal ~o the.domi-
nation of the Trapezium; second, it was believed that in 
case of war this would be the scene of the first battle. 
The Minister ·of War feared that· if the· garrison .was left 
in Let.ici._a,. and an attack by Peruvian armed forces occurred 
the garr.ison :would certainly have been defeated, and this 
defeat ~buld have given Peru a title ·to this territory, by 
partial debellatio, which is no more than the·right of the 
. • . ·_ .L... V_lC uor, achi~ved by a regular army ovJ,r another • On the 
o.·the.r hand, the occupation of a disarmed Leticia would be 
a sim;le. violation. 7 It is certain that the garrison of 
:Letici-a._ wt>"uld have been d·efeated in battle. The Colombian 
-o,e·n$ral Staff, at the: ·beginning of 1932, gave the fol.lowing 
e-stimates of Peruvian strength at Iquitos: (P·e·ace time), 
· 700. me,n,-, a combined infantry, .. artillery and sappers brigade; -. 
. 
_·nayal and aerial base with 6 gun boats an·d=-.1·0 airplanes. 
• 
,-
·Tne. Minister of War, Arango Velez, maint-ains that in January 
--.., 
<-
of 1932, there·were l,OdO m~n at Iquitos, and that they could 
be augmented five fold within the course of .one week. 
. ,, 
-· Supposing that·the garrison had remained at Leticia 
--
~ 
I and an attack by th·e r-egular army ·would have taken place, 
• could they have received help? The nearest garrison was 
-----
1, 
,.• . 
·.'•. 
• ·.,·.--~·''!":' 
, 
I, -
. stationed at CB:UCaya, having 30 men. and 2 o,fficers, hal·f of 
which were sick and without medical help. These difficulties 
. ' 
_ not\vithstanding, /it would have taken them approximately 20 
days ,-to reach Leticia. In addition, it was impossible to , 
... 
. 
~rri ve at Letici'a by Colombian land or waters, there were 
~o- :roads uniting the Putumayq with ·Leticia, there is :no ·river 
t:h,a,t, fl:ows · directly !rom thero· Putumayo to the Amazon in -the 
.!i .. 
:e'.~:t,~h-s:'l:on of the Trapezium. Iquitos, 'on· the other hand,} 
,wa:s .o:nl.y :at two days distance from Leticia. From th-i_s, data 
·we c~,ah -se,~. t:hat the removal of the gar.rison f~om Leticia, 
coul~ b~ considered a very good move. If an armea.attacked 
haq_ ()Q'C\l.tred by regular army forces, the garrison of Leticia 
W'ould ·have been defeated. 8 , ..
' '<t.·· 
F:o:'r some unclear reason the Minister ,of War, c·arlos. 
/' 
:·A'rang_o ·vele z, was d.IDsmiss.~! in May of 1932, and c·arlo,s. 
·u:rj(b,'e Gaviria, was named as his ,sl)cc,erssor. In h.is book ".L·a 
', 
verdad ,sobre la guerra" he: points out,. t,h-at- hi:s p,r,_e.dec··e,s:sor's, 
plan c·o·,ul'd be considered correct· if t·he ,a.tta.,cl~ on ])l~t,icia 
was direct~d by regular army forces; if it w~~e ,no,t, as eyents 
:in: S?..,pt.ernber proved, the plan was ·debatable •. However, he 
c}t.c -agre·e that the transfer of the garrison of Leticia to, 
·E.1 Ertcanto was a good move since it was almo·.st impossible 
to re-inforce it,in case of danger. He did, nevertheless, 
,contemplat:e the iqea of re-establishing the garr~son in Le-
' 
ticia, but after discussing the matter with the-Minister of 
,fl ' 
Foreign ,Relations~ they agreed to wait until Coronel Rico, 
) 
report:ed at first hand the _situation 'in 'Let,icia. The report ~ 
• 
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was never made for events of the first of September came 
before it was possible to present it •. Another significant 
·move by the · Minister of War was undertaken on July 15, 1932, 
~- ~ 
. . ,. 
' ·f ."•. 
,,· 
·' 
when he replaced 
" 
General Amadeo Rodriguez, Mi.li tary. Chief. 
. ' 
o.f the Frontier of the Amazon and Putumayo rivers, by Colonel 
=;, Robe.r-to D. ·Ric-o. General Rodriguez showed from the time he 
:·le.f-t Bogotd until the time he arrived-· at th~ Putul!layo, that 
he: was ready to go to war with Peru. His belligerent atti-
t·uae has been described i'h t·he following terms: "Colonel 
:Rodriguez and his followers cannot remain without gulping 
·o·ne· th·ousand ;peruvians for breakfast, de ~1ble the amount for 
i:uncb., and triple the amo1µ1t for dinn.er."9 Instead of con-
tin.11.ing. a policy of 'friendly relations with the Peruvians 
/ 
in t:hese regions, he tried by all means to remind the inha-
. . 
bit&rtts of the cruelties perpetrated, in an age gone by, n-
·b·y the Peruvian directors of the Casa Arana. A smaII-1.detail, 
perl1aps, but one that would influence the events .of Septem-
ber. 
:'l'o be· sure, more important undercurrents were taki·ng'. 
P:.l:ace:. Dictator Leguia, the Peruvian head of state respon ..... 
·s-i_b.le f·or the ·signing of the Treaty Lozano-Salomon, had been 
ove·rthr.o-wn and C·olonel Sanchez Cerro was now President. In 
:hi$ el·ect:orial · campaign· he had denounced the 1922 Treaty and 
.. 
had gained the support of the people of the Depa.r•brent of Lo-
reto, w~o had violently protested against the Treaty for they 
.. 
J 
believed it· to be prejudicial .. _to· their interests. Throughout 6 
.. 
. 
. r 
Peru, in/gereral, tbere was an anti-Leg~ia reaction, and thus 
,I ' 
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ambers were th~own into the fire- As time went by the co~ 
' lombian government received notice of the actions which 
were being prepa~ed by Peru in its projected conquest of 
the Colombian Amazon10 but aside from the measures already 
delineated i.t could do· no more. It must be emp·hasized that 
during this per~od Colombia was undergoing the effects of 
. . 
. 
the dep~ession, money was extremely.limited, the majority 
o.f a·pp:ropriations were designed t,o combat the gr:eat social 
P'-rQ-:t)le-rns whi¥h· had been created. There was li tt.le money 
·to· ~_p_pr-c>:priate for a war which was though:t to .be remote. 
This is .. ~- V'ery . important factor to be&r in mind, when 
considering: th.e meager mil~ tary funds alloted to the Amazon 
region a~ the ti~e of the Leticia dispute. 
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At six o'clock in the morning on the first day o·f Se.ptem-
ber 1932, a· group of a:rDled Peruvia.Iis declared to~ communists 
by various Peru~ian· and Colombian newspape,rs, ·attacked the 
Colombian town of Leticia. Colombian officials were rounded. 
up and the funds and archives of the Intendencia were taken.-· 
. 
The Colombian chancellorship issued.its first statement 
'1 
:~c¥n.:nouncing the attack which stated: 11 The subversive movement 
of Leticia does not have in any way, an international charac-
~ te·r. The relations between the two countries are absolutely 
cordial. The Government of Peru, communicated with our Mi-
nister ~t Lima, to·the effect, that according to~ tle info~-
' 
mat.ion t.hey had ~of the movement, it had a communist character:, 
a:,tid was promoted by ~nemies of the government of Peru. 111 
At this same time the different Peruvian newspapers, and the 
Peruvian government_ itself, maintained the same thesis .. · ·enun-
ciat:ed by the Chancellor, Dr. Roberto Urdaneta Arbelaez .• 
Th·u·s, up to this point the off.icial declaratiqns o:.t· t'he 
, 
Gh,anc.·~.llorships of the two countr.ies were in conipl.et'e c·onco r-
da.nc,~: the movement against 1·eticia was, as far a.s' Colombia 
I 
was c.once.rn·e.d., :a· serious incident, but without international 
rep.erc1ts·s:·ions ~i·.nce it was propagated by eleme·nts not connect-
·~-4 .of.fi·qia.lly w.i.t·h the government of Lima. Fof Peru, the at-
·---. 
...... ~-... 
tack was a mere expression of dissatisfaction again.st the 
·--·~'\ i" • 
government, without approval or aid from the central autho-
rities. 
Meanwhile Colombia'began to take the mea9ures necessary 
·t:o· re-establish its control over its port on the Amazon • 
. ... 
As we have reiterated·· on various occasions, . acce~.s to 
I o • • .•.-• ,"•.-,- .,.••.,- .,,., •• .-.,t , •;•,~,"<.Vt·"'°'-"-<••---•--·--·.., 
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this part of · Colo'bia was extre_mely difficu·1 t; there were no 
/ 
roads to speak of, and navigation was dangerous· and slow • 
._f 
Thus the· Minister of War was confronted ·with the dil·emma.· _ ~ 
of having 1 to mobilize the greatest·numbers of troops at top 
-speed, and with no way )to achieve communication. between the 
·"' 
scatteredgarriso~s in the Am~zon region. A partial solution 
( s foro these dilemmas-" was found in. the airplane·, the · only vehi-
cle which would afford.rapid .transportation. However, the 
,collabona:tion of the Co~~o-German airlines, SCADTA, was 
r·equired. Upon receiving the · request the company gra:ciously 
. - \ 
provided the government with hydroplanes and with its best 
pilots.. C·apta.in Herbert. Boy was named commander of the newly 
, 
1born Air ·.F.o.rce of Colombia, and M. Kuehl. was name:d technical 
advisor to the Supreme War Council. 2 Immediately Captain 
~on Engel, a.c.companied by Col--onel Luis Acevedo who had been: 
in .ch:ar.ge of 'the military colonization of the Putumayo 7:'egiot'i, 
··u:rid'ert·o·ctk ·the first flig_ht over the Amazonian pl:ain. Upon 
.. , 
. 
arriving .at Ca.ucaya, they wel:'e able to lease the two Peruvian 
boat·s :n Sinchi Rocca" and "Huyna Capac" which were visiting 
·thi$ ·colombian port, ign'orant of the events that :ha.._d t·aken 
place on the :first of September.3 This first flight establish-
. 
' ed t;he :much sought --contact with these lost regions and proved 
the va.lue of the airplane .~n case of war; a. concept wn_ich 
--- ··.:. 
was still debated by the great ~ili tary sta tegists·· in-·· Europe. 
(,, 
On the 3rd of September, two days after the at·tack had . · 
·taken place, the Chancellorship of Bogotl announced that the 
I,'. ' ' • r •• protagonists ... had had the official backing of the Peruvian· 
[ 
f 
,i1 
) . 
J 
--·--
. ·.··~-
,,., ... ,.,., ... , .... 
j ' 
government. A number of proofs can be given in order to 
prove this statement: first, two military officers and a 
~ . 
.. ' 
number of soldiers from Chimbote and Caballo Cocha, small 
towns which face Leticia from the other side of the Amazon 
river, had participated in the assault; second,_ __ t~e Peruvi-
.an gun b_Oat "America II had be~ll Ordered tO anchor in front . 
of Letic.ia in order to help should it be necessary; and 
•· 
t:·h:Lr:d, General Sanchez Cerro had refused to denounce the 
mi,lit:ary elements involved. This ·change of att·itude by tlle: 
Peru.vian head of state has been explained as a product·· of 
the instability of the regiple; he dared not risk a revolt 
..... 
:a:gainst the government in the province. of toret·o, which 
w.oul¢1. have occurred, he believed, should the g·overnme.·nt 
11.ave gone against their aspirations of regaining the· Trape-
37 
:ziurn; second, the incident might be useful in ~ha,t :i..t would. 
' . . .... d·i-stract the attention o·f Peruvian citizens .t:ro·m the chaotic 
Q • 
s:t:ate, of affairs within Peru, In addition the :Peruvian 
:army was consolidating its position, the Parliament of 
.... 
Lima was giving its vote of confidence to Sanchez Cerro; 
i:n qther words, applauding his military policy with respect 
to· ·Leticia. . ,, 
In· view of these circumstances the Colombian government. , 
followed the only poss~ble poli·cy, which was to communicate 
.}20 the Colombian people that tb.e immediate recovery 'of· Leti-
cia ·was be-ing essayed, and that the necessary .measure·s in 
fulfillment of tpis goal would be taken. The Chancellor 
.. ,:U:~daneta, c·ommunicated. with the Peruvian government to the 
• 1 
.. ;r.· 
". 
·-··· - -~ . ---~ 
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' 
I 
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effect that every ·effort would be made in order to recapture 
' 
Leticia, and expressed hope that Peruvian forGes would not. 
-~ 
hinder this action. This coinmunique served a 9 the basis for 
. 
a concrete formulation of policy hy the government.of Lima. 
·The Peruvian Chancellor stated: 
/ 
,\.,.,.._~~=;. 
' ( 
<' "~n o,rder to· attai3: a pacific settlement it 
, is. necessary- to dispense of all forceful 
.measures, because this would produce events· 
·of unexpected gravity. The Government of 
Peru makes kno~1 to the Government of Co-
lombia the inconvenience of the shipment 
of troops ih order to subdue the inhabi-
tants of Leticia. The Government of Peru"··--·· 
has the intention to prosecute events as 
a spontaneous manifestation of uncontrol- 5 lable national aspirations." 
' \ . nature of the 
T __ his answer by i tsel·f indicates the"conflict, since the 
t t . t . th b t th. t t . cleP.rl ,r wo an agonis ic e\ses . e ween . e wo coun ries are"enun~ , 
. 
ciated. Any prior declaration by the Chancellorship of Lima 
( 
' 
·Came to be prof oun<I.ly mo·dified by the ·above noted an·swer. 
4,11 prior d·e.clar.ati·ons ·With ~ega.rd to the validity and t:h,e .. 
e:xpr.essed. w.ish to .c:qtnp·ly with the terms of the. t/r.eat_y of .. 1922:, 
,, 
:\4i:ere. n-ul.l and void, :si.nce the government of Li·mc; f,ayo:r·efd t.h·e 
ho,stile declaration en.4nc.tated by 'its nati:o:nals against the 
treaty, thus violating' the term of tr1e ".A.ccord on Internal 
Uphe'avals and .rNeutrality 11 drawn up at the. Boliva~ian Congress 
t ' 
,o·.f 19:11. The ter,ms ezj)ressed therein would also be the foun~ 
dati-011$ on which all subsequent theses ·enunci,ated by Peru 
befo;e 1ntern8.tionaitribunals would be based. They would 0 
also s,erve as the ·basis for the utter defeat of P.eru in ob-
t·ain~ng support for it's intentions of channeling the so cal-
led "national aspirations" on the ro:ad leading· to an a.broga-
' ,·· 
.~ j 
---- --·- ---
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tion of a perfect treat~. 
e.. 
. ---- -- ..... 
The tone of the Peruvian response could not be OVerlook-
,i.~-~ 
ed by Colombia. It forced her Minister of Foreign Relations 
to express clearly and definitively the line ofZ conduct which 
would be followed. It pointed out clearly that~ 
. -
First: The shipment of Colombian troops in order. 
to recover Leticia could ·not be subject· 
to the· criteria of the government of Lima. 
Second{This shipment o·f troops was a matter en;-
tirely within the jurisdiction of the 
Colombian government. . 
-~hi~d~ Colombia considered the sending of troops 
a domestic matter, .and did not considet 6 the affair as an international concern.· ( •,l 
Up: tti this point the whole affair is very clear. The 
:att·ac.k with help of Peruvian forces takes place and Colo;nbia 
co.nsid:er.s tbe .res-tor:i:Pg o~f public or~er in this reg:ion as .a 
l 
"' 
d(tme::S·t·ic: -matt=.e-r. P·er,u at first denies the complicity .o .. f t.he 
l. 
Peruvian forces an:d· t.hen accepts the fact,. justifying her 
. 
ac.tion as :a re·9ult. of. the wish of the people. In accordance 
with this criteria the Peruvian government denies the vali-
dt'ty of ·the second premise, i. e i that counteraction falls 
\i-ith·in the domestic jurisdiction of Colombia, and consequent-
ly ·it: u?-dertakes a se-ries ·of actions designed to give the 
Whbl·e affair an international· character. '·' 
~-
The first of these actions occur.mi at the end of Sept em-
\ . 
ber :•' r:·. ~-~-~- <·, -,.--~--:-·. 'I'he-'Peruvian Chancellor, Zabala.Loaiza,. 
·s._ugge-sted the resolution of .the conflict i.e.-w_ the considera-
: tion o:f the 1922 treaty, thr?ugh conciliation.. In support ---
<. 
. \_\, ' 
he invoked.Art. 1 of the~an-American Arbitration and Conci-
,. . .,..... ..... 
'• ,, ··--':;·-., '• 
. ' 
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I 
liation Convention of 1929,rd sugge~ted the use of the.Per-
, manent Conciliation Commission.which had been established h, 
.. '-' .· 
.!•! ,,..,_., .. ·-!·'-" 
.. 
at Washington by virtue of the t;eaty~above mentioned.7 
. ·-·· 
The suggestion of the Perµvian Chancel~or was immed·ia-
tely rejected by the Go_vernment of Colombia, who once again 
reiterated its po~ition: 
. i 
I 
;. 
1. If the question was brought before the 
international oody it would imply that 
there was a difference between the two ' 
countries. Such a difference could not 
exist since all ~:rfferences with resp,ect 
to territorial limits had been settled 
definitively by means of the treaty of 
1922. r~ 
2, There is no room .for conciliation since 
~ the ·Minister of Foreign Affairs had de-' 
clared in his note of September 30, that 
Peru "had not violated and will not vio-
late the treaty 'of 1922. 
3~ Colombia maintained that the Leticia 
affair was a domestic matter and not an 
international conflict, as was maintain-8 ed by Peru. 11 
\ 
'The C9lombian thesis was juridically irrefutable. ~, 
•<fl'.··.· 
/ 
Peru 
had,,publicly accepted that the treaty of 1922· was valid, that 
it bad. been compl:ite~ with, and that the Peruvian rulers did 
.. 
- !I 
not wish to violate it; thus Perri's thesis that the matter 
v· be referred to an·:_~internatio:na·l body had no basis. Conse~ 
quently, c.olombia applied simple l·ogic. · She maintained that 
. , ~ 
the Leticia affair fell within its domestic jurisdiction and 
. ~ ' J - . . 
-did not have an international character. It is of the out-
, . 
, most significance that~ Colombia's ,position was fo·und to be 
just not only by the rest .of the American community, but by 
·)) 
ve~y respectable mernbers of the European intellectual com- , 
,. 
', 
muni,.ty; , furthermore, it would be consequently recog]:lized as 
l 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
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l 
just by the government of the United.States, by tbeLeague 
.. of Nations, and other international tribunals before which 
. 
. 
Peru appealed the case.9 
The .Per~vians, however, would not -desist from t .. heir plan 
--
qf giving the·, affair an int.ernational character. The Colom-
' 
bian note of October 12 was aDSAered by the Peruvian Minister 
' 
shortly thereafter, in which, the,"so called, "juridical po-
-.. ~ 
sition" of Peru was delineated. The official stated: 
., 
11 In the relations' of states each act or 
o,ccurrence that gives an international 
result or creates a situation of this 
character because of~its i~mediate ori-
gin or because,,· of the eircumstances a.-
round its ~ealization, or because its 
consequences comprises the interests of 
more than one St,ate, creates an. insupe-
rable position of separating a sitriation 
from the act which produced it. Thus an 
occurrence like Leticia has an interna-
tional.character, since it is the result 
of a treaty and a demonstration of the 
difficultie~ in its applicability, and 
if ,to this is added the nationality of 
persons involved and the repercussions 
that it has had on the Peruvian Orient, 
•••• said character is absolutely irre-10 
futable. 11 
~ 
·Fur~hermore, · the Peruvian press and M. 4lberto Ulloa 
in particular, sustained. the concept c,f ;:clausula rebus sic 
stantibus, basing the.i.r argument;:-on article 19 of the League 
. I 
of Nations and the VI Pan-American Conference which had es-
tablished that: "Treaties are-no longer binding when they 
cannot be carried out.1111 Fortunately for the orderly con-
/ 
' 
duct of international relations t~is thesis is not uphe·1d~--
by all nations • 
. Meanwh~le, the Colo~bian. government was intensifying 
• 
b 
' 
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-~.· 
it·s military preparatd.ons. · A sp-ecial loan issue of 10 mil-
' 
lion--i-o the army was · approved by Congress towards the end 
' 
, .. of September. Al though no. conscription was undertaken, a 
..... 
great number of people entered into the army· in order to ser-
ve the interests of their country. Troop movements to the 
. , 
South continued; work on the road uniting Bogota with Cauca-
I ya was pressed forward, but progress was slow in every sense 
\ 
of th'e word. If the tr.o .. o~.s arrived more or les.s. on schedule, 
\ 
which was ancommon, to say the least, half the. s.oldiers were 
• " _,..,,, ... ~,1/.'1 . , 
s.i·ck with tro.pi9al .diseases. It was a fight not: only against 
the Peruvians . but against· the inhospitable nature of the sur-· 
.... ·undings. The government.) after becoming increasingly frus-
tr ·ted due to these difficultiesldecided to undertake a sea 
' 
exped"tion to Leticia. Again, this plan had its di.ffi.culties. 
:Fir·st ·, of a·11, Colombia did not own apy_ sui.tabl.e b·oats, f·o:r 
co.mbat in the Amazon; second, if they ser1t th:e. river boats 
which burned wood as fuel and we:r;e·, not in -top condition, they 
would have· to make the long voyage of Barranquilla-Belem du 
. ,. 
·I 
Pura-Man_aos-Leticia o·r .Tara:Pac:, by the way of the Atlantic 
ocea.Ilprounding the most eastern tip of the South American 
·contine-nt. These diffie~lties, notwithstanding, it was de-
c·ided to proceed with the .naval expedition. The acquisition 
bf the combat vessels proved to be considerably more diffi-
pul t 'than expected. · Colombia's Minister in Paris, General 
Vasquez Cobo, offered his services and began a very thorough 
;search in Europe for -adequa~e material. . Finally, at. the ~egin-
ning of October the General announced that Colombia now owned 
'"1)-"'1 .... ~ ' 
•, .. 
, ... ,., .. -· 
. ... 
I 
"i 
.1 
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., 
' 
., 
\. 
.• ?· 
two vessels, the· 11 C6rdoba" and the · 11 Mosquera;" ·t~e first 
"being an old German cruiser with a capacity o·f · 140 men, 
""4. •. 
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-. - the latter a combination passenger and cargo boat. 
'~-
In ad-
\: 
"":-:· ., 
· dition the General informe.d th.e 'vJar Minister that since the 
voyage across from Europe to America was approximately--4,000 
.. 
4 
·miles, and the 11 Cordoba 11 could only hold enough fuel for 2,000 
~ " 12 
miles., .. he would have to ~se a ~ype of tug boat to get across. 
As: can be seen, this _picture falls somewhat sho·rt of the con-
·e:eption of the ideal navy! .. By the end of Dec·ember, remarkably 
·eriough, the Colombian expedition was at the mouth of the Ama-
'zOn. Some weeks~- later it s'topped at Manaos we·re i.t .. remained 
.f_or so:me, time • · 
-· 
~he.- Colombian strategic plan w,as: t:O- att_:ack. T:ar·_apaca, a 
-C.o·lombian ;por,t :at the extreme ·ncir·t4~:a·s:.1~: q·f the Leticia Trape-
:zium, which was dominated by ~eruvi.an forces. If the attack 
was victorious Col_ombia would dominate the mouth o·f: 'th.·e Putu--
'm:~yo; and would be in control of that river, and ther .. e.by 
.e:c:1.si.l .. y· o-ve-r-co.m:ing the Peruvian troops which w:ere· stat:ioned 
:f:urther up the Putumayo river. Peru,, .. on ·th·e ;.o.t.her han·d, see-
.. " 
med. not. to have taken this plan of actio.n into:- .cons,ide·ration. 
'T:h_¢.y b··e·l·i,eved thctt ·Colombia would first· t::ry t:o :rec'-ctpt\lre Leti~ 
c.·ia.- .A great, controversy arose over the appro_p·ria·t.e site for 
the first battle. . 
\ 
General Vasquez Cobo maintained that Leti-
... 
c:ia. $hqt.i:l.d. be .attacked first, and the Minister of War and, 
J 
.. , 
oth·er~ c-ommanders favored the plan of -Tarapaca.. As is kno\vn, 
.. 
the latter won. A combined sea .and air force initiate~ the 
.. 
attack on the fifteen of January and after a shoz:_t four hour 
battle the Peruvians were forced to • • • 
·,. 
.. ' 
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evacuate and Colombia once again dominated-navigation on the 
Putumayo river • 
' 
. . 
··Meanwhile, in the diplomatic spheres,· we. ·had seen the 
' ! . 
\ 
f 
, .. frustra·tion of the direct negqtiations between the chancel-
./ . 
lorships ofrLima and Bogota. Peru, on November 11, sent a . 
.b .. 
memorandum to the Conciliation Commission at Washington, af-
firming that: £irst, the harmony_of relations between Colom-
,. 
bia and Peru and the conservation of peace would depend on 
··the. dec,i·s.i.on on .whether or not to present the Deticia dispute 
' '\ 
b.e.fc.>r·e the Conciliation Commission; second, Col?_:mbia, could-
$ilppcJrted t·his t·hesis in various Pan-American Conferences 
' " 
; ·and r·atified A;he vario.us conventions; third, Domest·ic .pro-
b.J.erns Gan turn into·.interna tiqnal questions, i.f ·com;p.liance 
·o:f national law affects an international situation; fourt~,-
Co:nc.iliation means the effective use of the good of·:fi_,c.es i:ri 
·orde:r to obtain an agreement between p~rti'es when their pa-. 
_,,. . ,. . 
. .,. ' j· ' 
ci--fic relations· a're being threatened, and constitutes a pre--
_.liminary and g_eneral method of solui;i .. on which does not i·e:ad 
'· 
to ar·bitr·ation:; :(ifth, No invg;sio·n of Colombian soil had ta-
~ 
ke.t1 _p:l~ce· th·rough the action of another government ... sixth, 
' 
" An :a.ccord should be. arrived at in order to prevent war; 
'\ 
seventh, Awa~ over Leticia would be illicit. The right of 
Colombia to protect its t 1errit'-ory falls within its domestic 
jurisdiction, but no state may practice 'that right· indiscre~tly 
.. 
when in ~ealit1 its practice affects other states of the 
. intArnational community; eighth, The Leticia affair· cannot 
<""' 
/ 
. 
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be excluded from the consideratiQn of the Leigue of Nations, 
o·r regional. organizations; nin!th, the treaty of 1922 · is un..:. ~ 
r . 
eriforcable and the Leticia affair is ·a symptom ••• that Peru 
by virtue -of .. said treaty, cannot mainta~n--- communications with 
~ ' 
"th·e part of the territories ceded by Colombia (-Reference to 
/ ' 
t·he tri·angle of San Mi.guel o Sucumbiros); tenth, The Let,icia ; 
dispute is a product of the 1922 treaty; ·e1eve·nth, Treat._ie.·s 
c1.re $aGr-ed. but thei-:r ._re.s __ p·ectab•il1Lty and "p.erm_anency depend . 
. o_n ·tht~ g_oo.d ·w:ill ·of t'.he ·.p:art.ie·s 111 -t·h·e removal of th·e diffi-
culties ·whic :· present the.rn.ael .. ves .as a consequenc·e · -of the in--
administrabili ty of one of its Clauses.14 
:f.n .it-s answer, Colomb~a rejected the invit·at.it>'.ri of con-
-· . 
. c·i-liatio·n, since it considered that the terri·t·:o·r:i,al affairs 
/ 
bet:·ween two countries had been. concluded by· ·virt:ue of the 
. \ . ~ 
tr,.e·at.y of -1922, and: that the Leticia. affair was do.mestic ra-
... 
ther than international in character. In other words~ Colom-
~ 
b.i·:°-' continued to ma.inta.i:n the ·thesis sustained in t·he notes 
I :•· 
·exchan:ged by the governments during the .mo~th of Sept·entber- •. 
Whis r~jection was· cotUilicated on th.e 3rd of January, 193'3~ 
b:y t·he Colombi,an Min1.ster Plenipote.nciary in Washington, 
' -Lo·za!ro. Torrijos, who stated the Co'lombian position admir.ab:l.y .• 
lf:e: ·said: first, the re-establishment: of· national sov:e.reignty 
... 
over Letici~ ±s a Colombi~ domesti·c· question; second, the 
' 
treaty· of Santiago, (1st Pan-American Conciliation,. and Arbi-
t:ra. tion Convention, 1923), can only be applied in those ~a- ) 
ses which cannot be resolved through normal dj~plomatic chan-
nels; thirq, the occupation of Leticia did not have any di-
---· 
.. 
t: 
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p lo mat i c antecedent; fouth, Peru had ~t initiated diploma-
-
, t·:iC manoeuvers leading to the re.vision of the 1922 treaty; 
-and fifth, th~ first article of the Tre~ty of SaD.tiago ex-
' 
c:l.uded from its application questions which related to cons-
t·itutional prescriptions. · The jurisdiction/.t- over territory 
in a s.overeign and independent country is carried out in ·ac-. 
cord~nce to constitutional principles ~hich are in no way 
) 
international affairs. The t~e.aty of Santiago excluded 
:. ... 
qu¢:sti9.ns which had already been resolved by treaties -.and 
this was the situation with respect to Leticia.
15 
In )iew of his failure, the Peruvian Pleni:J)oJencia:ry, , 
.M.au:2tua, present.ed a new thesis bef.ore· the Perrnan.e_n_t Comrni3-
s .. ior~ .o_i:. Conciliation i:Ii Washington ·on January :t.he 3rd.: ~ 
F.i.rstt,:, In accordance with the Santiago Convent·ion, the funq·--
tion of the Permanent Commission of Conciliation is. 
' 
to help organize commissions of investigations, in 
o·ther words, "the Permanent. ·Concil.iation Commission • 
e.annot undertake the compulsory procedure of investi-• 
gation and conciliation." 
a 
Second: "Article ·1·:--0f the Santiago convention states that t_he: 
signatories pledge not to undertake mobilization of 
_ troops nor prepare- hostile acts, from the time t-hat. 
the investiga_tion commissiop is invoked." 
. 
. 
Third: 11 Article 3 of the Santiago Convention establishes that 
from the moment the commission in invoked. ·. • the con-
... 
troversy is suspended ipso- facto." 
. ' 
On·the basis of these three principles M.Maurtua stated that 
... 
~ ' ... ,~· .. 
these provisions were being violated-:by Colombia because: 
t 
First: The .. Permanent Commission has let Colombia organize a /-
-~ 
-
<' 
, 
.. 
-· .,.\ ·---~ I ' ~ 
·,!;; M.' 
. ' 
military expedition to r~capture Leticia. 
-~-
Second:· The Permanent Commission cannot overlook the Peruvian 
a~peal and must force Colombia to participate in the -
·. 
investigatory~commission • 
. , 
::' 
Third: The provisions established by the Santiago Conventi.on 
will be·, annulled by the lack of act"~ vi~ ~teri-
16 . - ~~. 
zi'ng the Permanent Commission. 
T·he: Colombian thesis was I}.Ot ·,just an improvisation on 
., '} 
·tl,.-e s.,pur- o! the mom~nt; it was not _just a 0 tactic 11 . in brder 
t·o o:btain victory, even when it :w·a~.- p.res,ented before the other 
n:ci'tions of the world. Colombia was only t·rying to defend her 
~ .. 
ri·ghts ba.s-ed on law and justice. · This assertion was certain-
ly ·p·ro.·ved by the overwhelming support the Colombian position 
receiv-ed throughout the world. It would be to:o lengt.hy to 
enumerate .ali · t-.Il::e opi_nions which were f orrnula·te·d py famo··us: 
Suffice i.t ·to say i:n 
. . 
the words of M. Raymond Poincare, noted _interrtat·_ibriali9t· and 
ex-president of France: 
., 
11 En droit internatio.nal comme en droit 
prive, il paratt impossible que le· 
Gouvernement actue·l du Perou saisisse 
valablement une juridiction quelconque 
du different qu'il a souleve contre la 
Colombie et a qui a fait anterieurment 
l'object d'arrangements de'finitifs. 11 
On what does M. Poincare predicate his view·?-Simply on 
the existence of the ·1922 \reaty, on its clear and final de-
,.._ 
.-- - terminatic5ns, in· its execution, on the absence· of direct pro-
tests by Peru against the application or consequences of the :/ 
t;reaty. 
.-'~ 
,.,.. ,~ .,::·· '· '' ··"' 
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' - ~ ,: M. Poinc~re finishes his defense thusly: 
"Ati.o.une Commission Internationale. ~ucune juridiction reguliire, ne .saurait ressusciter 
. un proces que les pa~ties ont elles-memes juge'. Rien ne serait plus dangereux pour la justice et pour le droit qu'un abus de 
cette s6rte. Ce serait demander a cette juridiction de sortir de son r~le normal 
et de se rendp're mor·a1\ient complice d 'un l? 
ve"ri table coup de .force." 
48 
At this point is· possible to analyze not onl.y the rights . 
. but.t:he ·po.s.it:ions of the two countries. Colombia upholds the 
. ' " Tr~aty· of ·1922 ~ven if war is a result of s.aid action; Peru, 
,' 
wants to maintain peace at the cost of the Treaty of 1·922 • 
. Furt·hermore, _in' accordanee with international law Co .. lombia 
I 
has ·th~ .right to maintain law and order within its terri-
tory, ·wi tho:ut paving to consu·1t a:tty of _its neighbors on , the d 
.ac;lvtsatr.il..it:y of this action; this postu.J.Late of in·teriration.al 
.,? ' 
'1 .. a.w .has be·en sustained on various oc·cassions by inte.rnational 
.. ' 
. 
t.rib:unals· and cannot be regarded .,a·s :doubtful or .nepulous. ' 
. 
S·:econd, the fact that Peru appealed the question. t.:o an inter-
national tribunal, did not change in any way, t·h.e: c·haracter 
.of the affair, i .a~, it still remained within the. dome.s:tic 
18 
.j::uris·diction of Colombia. Third, the Peruvian thesis could 
only be; applied if a controversy existed; Colombi'a deni.ed 
I 
and ·pr·oved that such cop.troversy did not exist; and fourth, . 
we: .s,h:ould remember that it. is an established fact of inter-t 
.. 
· national' law. that unless there is a treaty binding the par-
ties to ~.'compulsory" aI;'bi tration, mediation or other means 
of conciiiation, this process. -is "non-compulsoryn in charac-., 
ter. 19 
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Meanwhile, neighboring Latin American ·s·tates, Peru and· 
.. 
Brazil, were becoming increasingly uneasy over the ·situat·ion • 
. 
+t must be pointed _out, that trad.itionally, J;'elations betwee:r;i 
,..PerU: and Ecuador were somethi!lg less than f'riendly, their · 
; 
frontier9 had never been·definitely determ~ned and th~y both-
• • l_ai.p. claims to the region between ,the Putumayo ancl · the ,Napo 
· .,rive·rs, bo~dering on t-he Trapezium; thus, the Ec~adorians 
f~p.l:'ed the outbreak of k war that could easily affect t:he_:i.T 
I 
·in:te:re.st.s. Accordingly, in November , they had. declared their· 
,,, 
.. 
·ri$µt:r-~l.:ity }Ju.t. .b&d taken. military measures in order to p_r,e.par·¢: 
.f:o·r.-· any event.uali ty. 
In the diplomati.c sphe:re-, ·t-w.Q· moyes. :we·r,e, of· particular 
interest; the first, was a communica°tion to the League at the 
. 
" 
./ 
:enq. :of Novemb-~r explaining· Ecttadq:r.ts conc·e··rn ::and ·her "deter-
min.at··io:n to -pr·eve.,nt .,any v .. i.olation of her terr-it·ory in the 
e-vet1.t: O:·f· war b.e·tween. Qiolornbia and Peru." Second, in the mont·h 
·o·f:· De··:c.:errib--er, Ecu·ad.or decl.ared before all the Latin American 
reptib.l:ic_s. th·at it was her intention. to pe a party to the ne·--
·£'.._: -
., . 
~ 
·g_O·:ti·ation-s if ... the Treaty of 1922. Wcl-S re.·vised. Another neicrhbo-r 
.o , 
l3ra,z·:Ll, ·w-a-$: also concerned. Her itite:1:'ests arose out of the 
.. , s.tr·atergic pqs-i ti9n of Leticia, a few' mi·les from the Brazilian 
bo·rder arid becaus:-e any ships bound for Leticia would have· 
to p~ss: 't.·hrougl1 thousands of miles of Brazilian waters. , Her 
I 
c:ou·rs.e of action was divided into actual military preparations 
, and· the use of diplomatic channels. In the first instance, 
when the Colombian fleet was going up the waters of the Ama-
zo,i, Brazil, fearing an encounter between Peru and Colombia 
on i 1is . soil, sen:t ships to Tabatinga, the -11.9.a.;t'est, 
. \ 
~ .-.- _ .. _. .... ~. • "'4 __ ... , •,--• ...... •- •••· -...-,--_...,.,..~,/'< V 
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.... ... ~- ._J • --· 
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I 
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I 
Bra:z-ilian town to Leticia, in order to protect is rights. 
·r~r": the second i!!stance, Brazil in the month of January 
1933 proposed:the following: 
-F·irst: -Leticia should be handed .over by Peru to Brazil who 
w·ould undertake its provisional administration. 
' 
:S·econd: At an opportune tim·e Bra-zil would ·restore. i.t .. t·o 
:ciol.o·mbi.a .• : . ., 
. w· 
·'I'hir-d: Af·ter the restorati.on -of· Let·ie.ia t-o Colombia had.: ta.ken. 
p·l.a:·ce· ·de·leg~rtes fro1;1 both Colombi'a ·and Peru would .mee·t i:n · 
t 
Rio· i:n ·o .. rd~r.· t:o. qq.nsider the T:re-aty Sal.omo:n-Lozan.o and find 
-f~Jr:trTUla~: whic·h ·woul,d be accepii.eq by bo-tp., :par-t:i:es', ·and vlhich 
I 
• 21 
WO;µlci .incl1.i:de 0 ec0hbmic; :Cultural .:and. C-omme-rci:al 11: .:qUeStlOilS. · .. 
Thi_s p·_ropo-sed. m.ed-.iat.ion by Brazil ·w.a:s ,im:rn·ecliate:l·y ac;-.. 
. "I'\>·· 
.. ~ .. t . . 
'¢,e·pte'd .not: :only by t·he- government. o.f · Colombi:a; but b.y th·e 
·-
n·ewJ~;pa·pe·rs.,. ··by ·th~ Congressional ·re:p·r-esenta:t:ive:s_, ~r1d.. py l·ea--
d:e:rs ·o·f bot-h the: l±b_e-ral ·a·no. c·on-servative parti:e-s·. Th,e who:le· 
. 
natio.n- was uni·ted in :it's accep,tan·ce. It· is in·ter..es_t·ing 'to·· , 
po·te, that the a·c··ce·pt_a.nc·e, of ·t._l:ti .. s, ,off-.e.~ :b·.y ·.Bp-azil was· ·al.s·o-
_·recommended bot-h a.t tima and at B·o·go-t.:a. b:y·· the ·president of 
Ch·· 1 . - i .. e, M. Arturo A·le:.ssandri, and ·by t.h.e ·U .• S.\lt Secretary d.f 
State, Mlj· Stimson. 
' 
The off:-er .i·:s important in a numbe·r of ways. .In the 
f:ir·s.t pla·c}e, if ·it had been accepted it would mean· that Pe-
-:.-~--·: ~· 
, :·.ru ltad .t-o abandon. a:1··1 _f'orc~full measure$ i·n maintaining its 
hold over Colombian territory; second, it ·implied the renun-
c~iation of war, · as an instrument of policy; third, Peru would 
' 
be able to disengage itself from a conflict that could have 
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disastrous c-onsequences for both coun.t1ries; fourth, Pe:vu · 
Wf>Uld be rewarded; ~s wish, ·;or. an int~rnation_a~ confere:r.i~ 
. '° 
ce to deal with the· matter, would come true. 
For Colombta, on the other, hand it woµld mean a rati-
-
r·i:c·:a:tion of the validity of the 1922 'I'.re.aty; second, the 
; 
re·rno·va.l. of tihe Peruvian .forces from Leticia by m_~asu-res 
.. 
Short\,.of war Would l)e accomplished. Thus, we can see , tb:at 
# . .. . . . . . . 
. in-_ all fairne .. ss·,. · the p~~-p·os·:al was benef.ici.a.1 .. t:o· o·o·tl.i .·si·des. 
I 
... 
. ~ . . , . 
.. T.Jae .a.b·ove c6nsiderat-i.o.ns notwithst~p4:1:rig·., ... p·eJ}µ did not.· 
-iic:cerft_ t·he proposal in to-t.ai, ~. on t~e- first: of· February 
,. 
i.t expressed its wish t_.o· make s.om~ alter·a·tions to the pro-
·p· o··s··_.;.; l· c 
.··_ .. · .. ·.a···":?• . A...ccording _to th·ese, Leticia :~hou·ld be hand.ed over 
.. 
to Br,a.zil while ne·got:L.ation~ w·ere taking pl-acie, bu.t w.o't1ld 
pe .. re-t·ur:ned· -to Peru .:i .. :n cas~ the neg.oti:ations ,b~oke a·own • 
.t 
Brazil.. :r·t ·arfi·otmt:~d :tq a recognition ·o:·f P·eru .. ·-1-s -~ right .over· 
1 
Leti.ci:a, re,c:ogniti-o-n t·hat would be in direct contradiction 
t·o .a.11 =arg-ume.11ts· presented by Colombia. Therefore, bn Februa-
. - •'r , 
' 
.fy t.:r1ird, t·he -Brazilian governme~t notified Peru tJlat its 
.rnedi.ation of:.fer had end~d, action repeated by Colomo.i.a in 
t· 
·\ . -... :·~ ·-.. ··: . 
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Colombia and Peru before the League of Nations 
''On the 2nd of· January, 1933, Dr. Eduardo Santos,Colom-
" bian delegate before the League·of Nations, had presented 
a. detail aQcount of the events in Leticia to this interna-
tio·nal body. He had once again reiterated the policy of 
·oo.l.ombia by stating: 
F·ir.s·t.: It is t~e. hope of. the Colombian government that no 
,; 
fore.ign states hinder its domestic a~·tions with re-
' 
ga:rd ·to the maintenance of order and sovereignty 
p·v~~ its frontiers. 
=se·.Q/o.nd.: .T,h·e, government of Colomb .. ia -hopes that th:.e government .. 
·o·f: Peru discontinues .i·t.s ·aid to the :r.ro·tagonists ot· 
the September attack on Leticia. 
'l'Ji.i;rd:: .If P:eru do··e,s. not .act accordingly, it will violate: 
t-he. Co·V'e.rrant of the League of N·a.tions, th~ Kellog-
Br·i.and P:a.c.t, the Treaty of 1922 and other internati:o·-
. l . . . : t l na. · agreemen s. 
,./' 
U.nfo:rt:unately this appe.al had been violent.ly .crit.i·ca.zed 
:by .mernb:.e.rs· of' the Colombian Conservative party. They main-
' 
t:~~n~d that since the Letic.i.a incident was a .~matte·r· o·f domes-... 
tic juris.d1ction ,it should not have been-- presented before 
the League·. In order to· disavo~ such an erroneous interpret-
ation let_us examine this action in detail. First, this ac-
t.i.on was in fulfillment of the · Charter which required that 
a ,, 
·its members report within a reasonable tim~, any internal 
·-
disturbance fuigh t degenerate into an international con-
-
flict. This po nt is. sustained by the communique between the 
·co.lombian Mirfister of Foreign Relations and the President of 
~---------
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.·council, M Eamon de_ Valera, on Ja.riuary 16, in order to inform 
~ 
the latter that the document presented by Dr. Eduardo Santo·s 
had· an "informative character." In other words, what Colombia 
was trying to do was to mark a point of departure fr.om- which 
' 
. 
' . 
the investigations of ~he:League could ·be coB~ucted; it-did 
-
rt_ot· mean, that :ger se the nature of the conflict had under-
go.ne a fundamental change. On the basis of the declaration 
. . 
· ,Jflade by Dr. Santos, the president or the Counc·il sent a note 
. I . 
t·o P.e:ru expressing hi_s desire to hear the Peruvian ideas on J 
t)ie ·matter, and counselling Peru not to take. any action which 
would violate the Charter ~f the League. 2 ' 
r. -
. 
On the 20th of January the Peruvian Chancellor answered 
the not·e of Eamon de Valera. Peru talked about th-e pational-
' 
, ity ;so:f: the :inha.bitants of Leticia, claiming that th·ey w.ere 
I 
al.l Peruv.ian citizens and wished to maintain this status. 
·H.e further stated that due to these sentiments upon the part 
:o.J.' ~h.e ·pe·o·p1e,. his government was looking for a 11 rect·i.fica-
. tton:" of the Treaty of 1922. 3 
•··j' :•. 
.• In :the · meantime the Peruvian ··p_r-es,s 11.ad undertaken a 
. ·' 
veritable slander campaign agains·ii: Co·I.onibia, trying to br.ahd 
her as the ~ggressor. These charges were the result of the 
,. ~ 
action undertaken by the Colombian government to order both 
. 
' 
naval and land forces to the region, in order to recapture 
,. ·----·" 
the stolen port.· -This propaganda was intensified to such 
-~ 
• 
a. degree that at the end of January, Dr. Santos was forced 
.. 
to send tfilother no;te to the Secretary of the League explain-
ing ·co~ombia's attitude in sending trciops to Leticia • 
.,, 
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$ The military situation, meanwhile, was deteriorating. 
As 
by 
'6 
' 
we had noted before, the Colombian naval forces headed 
General Vasquez Cobo laid at anchor i·n Manaos. · On J~uary 
when the two boa~s were ready to -depart, a communique from 
./.r 
the Perui~an artnya division had been recefved by Gneral Vas-
. l L ~ 
quez Cobo. In this veritable ultimatum, the Peruvian ctmman-
·der stated: your exped;1-tion up the Amazon and your march on 
,, 
Leticia signify the rupture of l;lostilities which we. have tried, 
t.o· ~void. "Militar.y measures have been taken in order to 
p'f:,e·vent any- a.c·ts of hostility agains~ the Peruvian-s who w·ere 
,... 
.• .. 
l_eg .. itimate:ly o.qcupy·ing_ the Leticia zbne in virtue o;f 1_t'he pro--
, . . . . 
·fessed p-r.incip·les ·o .. f ~-the :t·r~~ determination of .nation.ali ty. 11 
... , '1':b.-:is docJ1tnent vras .c:harac:teri.zed as an of·fic:i:a.l s·tatement of 
4-
p·er·uvian· i':o}.i.cy by the Per'li:viail Consul a.t Iquitos. 
\ 
I 
Th:i:·s, Peruvian ul timatu1n. ;resulted ·in v:a. ':Series of ·nc>-t-e.-s·· 
-int-e.:~rchanged between Lima :an.d Bogotz{. The ·c(o··:tomb.:tan. ·go·v·ern-
. :m.e:nt: expr~.ssed its hope. that the recapture of Leticia -would 
not be opposed by Peru:vtan forces, and gave guarantees: t.hat 
:Q·~rc·~. 4-1eticia were to be in Colombian hand_s, direct .negotia-
:ti~on·s: b:etween the two countries could.;·.be initiat.e.cl.-. Peru "'I ' 
answered in the following terms.: •it.he precautionary measuI?·~-~ 
'' ~ '
'. 
which the military authorities· at Loreto were ••• obliged to 
adopt, were the consequence of the large scale preparations 
. 
. made by Colombia for the f ore:ible ove·rthrow of ~he _occupant·s· ~-, .. ~.,., 
qf Leticia, who, in view of the fac~ that they were Peruvians 
J,• 
:_and had been actlie.ted by the desire to reg~in national terri-
• tory, could not be abandoned to. the un9ertainty which threaten-
i 
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' . 
ed them."5 The receipt of a note on such belligerent terms 
., 
did not 'deter ccrlombia from fo_llowing its, plan; accordingly 
., 
.. on the 23 of January, the Colombian naval force left Manaos • 
. , 
On this- same day the Colombian chancellory dispatched a note 
to all the signatories of the Kellog-Briand Pact, expressing 
.... . 
. 6 
a request to remind Peru "of her obligations under the Pact." 
The following events are referre.d to as "the terrible 
•, 
-~ialogue "- Stimson vs. Manzanilla. In effect, Mr Stimson :~ 
·reminded Peru in very stiff terms of its obligat.ions and 
~ ,. \ . 
advised them not t~ use force against the ~ecapture of Letic±a 
by Colombian troops. Although the Peruvian government in 
,another note announced its adherence to international agree-
·ments, Mr. Stimson made an unprec.edented acti·on .inrthe conduct 
of relations between the United Sta tee-'- go·v·e:r.nrnent and the Latin 
American republics;· he transmitted to the League the text of 
\. 
the note he had sent: to the Peruvian Chancellor. This a:ction 
has been commen.ted in the following terms: 11 ivrir. Stimso.n·1 -s 
de·m,arche was take.n a,s: an indication that the administration 
at Washington would we·l_come any assistance which the League 
I 
,. 
tn.igh·t be able· to give in bringing the dispute over Leticia 
.. " 
to· an end. This attitude removed one of. the_principls diffi-
culties which the League had experienced in handling other 
..,.. 
· Latin Ame.rican disputes, and the establishment of the co-
operation between Geneva and Washington obviated the danger 
of reproduction of the situation which had • in-the a arisen 
/I 
?. 
,: case of the Chaco di·spute, where Bolivia and Paraguay by 
·-
.setting off one mediating agency against the other, were able 
to resist all attempts to~ndu_ce them to lay down their arms. 11 7 
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At the _League;· Peru had accused Colombia of "aggressi·ve 
designs" and had asked the League to·"order the suspension 
of all measures of force"; thus the Leticia· dispute was pla-
ced on the agenda. During two days, January 24 and 26, the 
Council considered both sides of the dispute. The delegates 
of France, Panama, Guatema~a, Polaild, Czechoslovakia and Ir-
land, ·gave their full support to the Colombian thesis, which 
had achieved great success in Geneva. The Qouncil, as the 
first step, decided to send telegrams to both .parties. To. 
Peru they said, it should "abstain from all armed int.erven-
. ~-. 
tiorr on Colombian soil;" second, that orders should be given 
to m-ili tary forces in order to prevent any a.ct from occurring 
wh'ich was beyond "the defense of Peruvian soil;" and third, 
:not to interfere with the Colombian authorities in their exer-
\ 
cise of full sovereignJ and jurisdiction on territory recog-
.nized. by the treaties as Colombian soil. To Colombia, the 
(Jouncil pointed out that measures should be taken in order 
not to violate Peruvian territory; and second, that it exer-
, . ' 
cise clemency when restoring the .authority of Colombia.8 
.. A word should be said about the character of the· repre-
< 
M. Garcia ~alderon,' repre-
\ 
se:ntati ves from ·both countries • 
. . -, 
sentative from Peru, has widespread fame in J:etin America for 
... "\ 
. hie literary ab.ili ties. ~rom his speeches we see that in place 
·cit-; sound arguments, he use emo-b'ional appeals. It would appear 
. ,, 
that he had realized his govern~ent was at fault. 
Walters points o·ut, that he was trying to change the mind of 
-his home government, but as we all know so, well, if he did do 
• J 
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·; 
this, he did not succeed and the event$ took their course. 9 
Dr. Eduardo Santos, the ~QJombian representative, president 
9f the Republic (1938-1942), a dedicated libera+, a cultivated 
and widely read man, with a manner and logic of exposttio~ 
-
that would c_aptivate any audience,· presented ··his country's 
case in an ideal manner, always ready for reconciliation but 
~~ 
-
' 
at the same time forcefully d·efending our country's rights. 
'His a·ctions before the Council, which have been so severely 
-
,brititized by certain segments of the conservative party, 
.; 
~hould be viewed with admiration and pride. 
·The second step· of the Coµncil, on January 26, was to: 
• ' > 
·;Lnstrµct the so called "Cammi ttee of Thre·e," composed of the 
repre·sentati ves of the Iri.sh Free State, Guatemala and Spain, 
·t·o pre·vent the outbreak of war. - This committee was directly 
re·sponsi.ble to the Council. and could really do nothing with-
·.·ou.t its consent, as had been shown at the time of the Chaco 
di:spu-te, but at least it was hoped that they could play a 
,.'ii 
co:n_cili'atory role. 
On. the 28 of January, 1933, th'e Council.received the . 
' a 
·, re.plies to its teregrams of January 26. The tone of these 
telegrams is markedly different si·nce., · Colombia assured the 
Council that it ~ill proceed in accordance to its instructions,10 
.d 
while Peru continued to maintain· their previous position. 
Meanwhile, Colombia was undertaking the necessary mea-
,· ' 
• 
sures in order to assure its sovereignty over the regions 
/ 
being occupied by the Peruvian troops~ The naval flotilla 
. ,. J 
was anchored at Ipiranga, (Brazilian customs post situated 
near the frontier), and after refueling, the march up the Pu-
,~ 
! 
J' 
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{,, 
tumayo river began. Two days later, General Vasquez Cobo, 
t_/ ' ) " . 
se:nt a communique to the inhabitants of Tarapia,.c.a,, 1.i:p.structing 
ii: t,.> \ , :f.1, .. /:.:·-:,:·- ... , 
. ~ 
them to abandon the post and assµ.f:~~g.·:·them thcit tC.Qlombia would 
,' -~ ·\· ,' .I ~'.-.-·•."' l 
not fire the first shot. The lieutenant in charge'of the post, 
answered the note ·of the General verbally, and stated that he 
could not do anything at that moment, that his superiors were 
.J 
not there, and a definite answer.would have to wait until he 
co-ntacted t,hem. A few minutes· later· three Peruvian airplanes 
- ' appea~ed il'.1 the sky and bombarded our boats which were anchored 
\ 
in Brazili~n waters! Thereupon, the fleet started to move 
tava.rd.s C.olombian waters while three planes,. commanded by Boy 
chased the attackers from the site. The at·~ ack· on the hil.l of 
'Tarapaca commenced the next day, After bombarding the site 
r·or one hour, Colombian troops c:1cupted the enemy fox-holes ;*~fl 
. I 
f ., · · ·- d- ·t· - b d t d 11 - ·o;un - --. o e eser e • 
When the authorities of Bogotl were inf~rmed of the at-· 
" tack perpetrated,~ by the Peruvian air force on th~ flotilla, 
tpey instructed the Colombian Minister • Lima, Dr. Fabio Lo-in 
' 
zano y Lozano, .to ask' for his passport and ·to come ,home. In l 
1logot,, the Foreign Minister communicated w-ith the Peruvian 
Amb2ssldor: "The Colombian government laments: that, in view 
_ 
discontinue 
o.f t.he ¢.i.:rc,umstances ,. it must ---=· .-~, ,::·~ diplomatic and comfuerq~al 
r~l.:at··±o:-ns with the ,government of his excellency ••• In these. 
con.diti·ons 1 the p~esence of your ~xcellency in this country 
is w.tthout an object •••. Because of the reasons expresse~, the 
exeauatur of the Peruvian consuls· in Colombia will be cancel-
led.1112 The break in diplomatic relations between the two 
, .. 
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countries had been produced. 
From this moment on, .. the pr~ blem of Leticia would. under-
.. go great modification from a juridical point o.f view.· . --··-Until 
.the break in diplomatic relations occurred, Colombia had the 
right, recognized ·by the League, to re-establish its au~hori-
ty ov·er an integral part of its territory, without having to 
... consU:l t with the governme·nt of Peru with· regard to the ~dis-
c.barge of t-his function which was qualifi~d. as purely domes-
tt.c. rna.tt.e.r·. The attack on Tarapa.cl·, and,. r·ts effects in· the 
'· 
field o·f diplomacy, establisJ1ed tI1e .inQitiatio:p. of host.ilities 
b.etw·e·en the two countries, Al thought war had not b.een d·ec·la-
re:d thro·ugh the usual procedures, there existed a permanent 
'<ii 
J s.-tc!te- ·o.f' hostilities between the military forces of the two 
nations in the southern part of the re:gublic, thus implying 
... 
• 
a state of war • In other words, the brea~ in diplomatic 
.,, 
:relations- transformed.a domestic problem into a cla.asi.p
1p.l in--
ternational conflict. 
After the Colombian government broke its relations with 
.. 
. Peru; there· was great danger of renewed conflict. War feel-
ing in bo.th countries wa-s -at. i-ts peak, but while the govern-
ment of Colombia was doing its outmost to calm spirits, the 
government of Geeral Sanchez Cerro was exacerbating the light-
" 
.... ., ed spirit of the masses. This inflamatory policy_ c_µ.lminated 
' 
·on the 18th of February, 1933. Dr. Fabio Lozano y Lozano, 
Colombian Minister in Lima had solicited his pap~rs from the 
' .. 
'· Peruvian Ministry .. of Foreign Relations on the 15th of February. 
~ Two _days later, the Apostolic Nuncio, received the first ru-
.. 
. . 
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morR that an attack against t~e Colombian legation was being 
planned. _Immediately he inquired into the matter with Chan-
eelllor Manzanilla, who assured him by insisting that ample· 
preventive measures would be taken. 
On ~aturday, at ten o'clock p.m., after the president 
6f Peru had terminated a speech over th€ radio, the people 
' 
·o.f Lima turned their attention to the events which were · 
( . .I 
t.o occur at the Colombian legation. After a numerous mass 
/ 
of· people .s·µr.rounded the house, the attack :began. Dr. Lozano 
called the :p.olice in ord.e.r to ask fo:c protection, an appeal 
-
which was repeated by the Catholic Nuncio. The promises that. 
had. b.e·en -m.ade t1le day be:for.e by the Minister of Foreign Rela-
......... 
·t-i.o:n~ wer·e ·not :ke··pt, and the. a ttaok continued until the early 
.hours cf the morning. The entire hous.e: was dertroyed;. offi-
ci-a,.1. _papers were either sto·len or burned; our Ambassador was 
. fo:p·ced to flee and seek refuge at the Chilean De_lt3gation, 
wh.ic-h was located in the vicinity, until a few days later he 
was ~bl~ ·to fly out of_Peruvian territory. I 
•· 
In order to c:ontr·ast the attitude between governments, 
. 
., 
.. 
Iet us _brie.,fly- look at the circumstances surrounding the 
• • departur_e·. Of the Peruvian Ambassador from Bogota. , For the· 
purpose :of conducting the Peruvian official to Buenav.entura, .. 
the ~acific ·· sea port, a special train was used; the Chief 
of Protocol, a policeman and a secret agent accompanied him 
· until he boarde·d his ship. Perhaps the testimony of the 
Minister of Chile in Colombia: M. JuliO'Fuenzalida, will derlions-
trate the great difference of treatment-accorded to the Ambas-
L.. 
- --.... ~~ 
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.. 
··1fadors of the two nations. He states: "I have been able· to 
' ' 
obs,erve with admiration the culture of the people of Bogota. 
In the midst of natural explosions of exalted patriotism, I 
have not been able to witness the slightest disrespect toward--
. ' the person of his Excellency the Minister of Peru, who lives, 
as I do, in the Hotel Granada. 1113 
During the 16 and 17 of February, 1933, diplomatic ac-
ti.vit·ies in the League concentrated on the Leticia nispute. 
The League inquired as to the reason why there were Peruvian, 
l. 
. .. 
military garrisons at the .. Cblombian port of TarapacE!; but ne-
ver received an answer from the Peruvian delegate. In order 
·to take advantage of this note, it was decided that the Co-
. . . 
·lomb·ian case be presented· before the League on the 17th, in 
order ·t'o brand PerU as the aggressor and fiivoked the trticle 
15 of· the Covenant.. In effect, an extraordinary session tc,:o·k 
' ~ 
:pla.¢.e on the 21 of February, the Peruvian delegate bei:n_g ab-
sent from the meeting! 
..;. 
JI1.here was a minimum of discussion at the Council, thus 
.. 
i}t' was· ,decided to begin to carry out the measures stipulated 
~),• I 
by. Art,. 15. Walters points out. that this procedure was fair-
_ly s·imple in its execution, since all the delegates were fa-
~ 
~iliar with its application on the recent ispute between 
China and Japan.14 In accordance With par raph 3 of Article 
... 
1:5 ': the" CoUJ?.cil named the Committee of Three as conciliator 
oetwee.n the two parties. 
'Oh February 25 the Committee reported· concrete proposS:ls 
to the Colombian and Peruvian delegates. It propo$.ed that: 
' .. 
,: ·:. 
.. ~. 
,, 
,, 
,, 
,. 
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first, "a Comniission appointed by the League should take char-
ge of the Leticia corridor, which would be evacuated by the 
Peruvians; second, Colombia could place forces at the dispo-
. 
sal of the Commission for the maintenance of order in the ter-
ritory, and these forces, which would become international 
for the period of negotiations, might be,supplemented_ by other 
personnel at the Commission's discretion~ third, negotiations 
would be initiated without delay with a view to a_just, lasting 
, . 
· and satisfact9ry solution of outstanding problems; four~h, 
Colombia and Peru wouid decide.on.the best method of carrying 
on these negotiations, and the Council would be ready to give 
~ its gpod offices in case of disagreemen~.15 
(, 
~- Two days later, on the 27 of February, these proposal.s 
w·e.re accepted by the C·olombian delegate, who had been. given. 
'!:-f-µl). discretionary powers in order 'to arrive at a solution 
of the Leticia conflict. 1116 The Colombian delegate sustained 
. ' 
\ 
the :formula .. submitted by the Committee of Three on the follow-
·i.ng basis: 
First : The changes in the dom·esti:c policies of the countries 
• 
·.~ .. 
cannot change in any way whatsoever the treaties which prevail 
in the relations among nations. 
. . 
-Second~'(- Colombia does not ·.accept charg~s -against the Salomon-
.. 1 
Lozano treaty.·. 
Third : Colombia's rights and titles have been upheld not . 
only by the League, but by the governments of various count-
}, .. 
~- ries and by noted international lawyers. 
Fourth: Colombia acc·epts all formulas of conciliation and 
·' i• 
• • ,...,_., -·- ~------ - ··-----... - .. -·•• •:_7:" ,-;-, ••-•a•••••• -- -.- ,.. • • .·•• _.., , • • -.,----~-r----~----:-- .·; . .,--..,- •• 
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L. 
• I 
and pacific settlement which are compatible with h~r sovereign 
rights. ,, 
.. 
.,,..--
Fifth: Colombia accepts the League formula but makes the fol-
\ 
· lowing clarifications: a) the decisions of the League of the 
., 
2-:6 of January and 3 of February, will rem~in the- s~.e. b) The 
\ 
forces ,;?8-t \~11 go. to Leticia in order to_ maintain law and · 
justic ,·.will not imply that it is internationalized. Colom-
. 
~ 
tia's so·ereignty over Leticia, will be recognized not only 
·b:y the League but by the signato:rie._s of the ·accord~,;-i-n other • 
words 1jy: ··Colombia and Peru. c) The territory of Letit:ia ,w.i11 
~ . 
~ 
-
)not be internationalized, but rather there will. be co:ombian .. 
···· ·· ,fo·rqes who will be responsible f:or ·t:he mainten. anc·e ·o'f. o·r.de:rJ,. ~ F ·. 
,"' 
b.ut· these forces will be under the command. of the Leag·ue ·of 
... 
Jla.tions, i.e. they wi.l.-1 be internationc:;·lized. d) The Commi-
ss.itJ.n will be abl$ t:c appoint the- ne,cessary ci vil.ian secre-
t;aries, but will -not be abl·~: to use troops of othe.r countrie.s •. 
e) The fact that ~Jombia has accepted nego.tiations on the · ... 
p,r.obl.ems a!·fect.ing· the Ama.zo:n region, does n,o·t, me:an. ·t·h.at sbe 
_p-ro:trris.:eI3 a :r.evi.sio.n o:f: ·t=h·e: 1·9.2·2 Treaty. f) Once the :League 
.. 
. 
Commi:ssion has ende.d. it:s mi·ssion, Colombia will be: $ov.ereign 
over Leticia.17 , 
Dr. Santo~ s: made no· ::men.ti:on of the reparations matter wh.i.ch 
l:t.a.'d .. been gre.at:·ly stressed in his speech o.f February 21. 
. 
-
ihE/re is no concrete explanation(for this change of policy, but 
-per.rI·q.J)S, it: was felt that the matter, would hinder the speedy 
··term:i.na.ti.o·n of the conflict. Also one might ask, why Colom-
--~·•-
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bia did not demand the application· of· Article 16 since ag-
gresive actions had been_ already_,commflited against our, ships'? 
' 
. \ '. 
Peru, .a few days later, formulated a set of counterpro-
--
: posals which stated that the Committee's proposaJ_s wer~ nat · 
acceptable and were thus forced to state_ a__f ew min~r changes. 
First: The troops at Leticia should be internationalized.· 
\ 
· - Unacceptable to Colombia for it would undermine her natio-' 
nal sovereignty.- <, ,\ 
' 
.. 
Second: That th~ Leticia police force be gathered ftom the 
inhabi.tants of the same town. 
- U.nacc,eptable to Colombia because the inhabitants were in- ·ta, 
-~ 
--surgents .-
~"""'~ .. It 
·T-hird : If ... conciliation does no.t b:Ji'ing agreeme 
:s:hould be resorted to •· · / 
- Colombia would not accept arbi·t·r.ation ·which 
by an enemy invasion in violailqri of a Tr~aty, 
nized as valid by this same country.- \Y3. · 
·r-e·cog:-. 
As was expected the Peruvian counterproposal was rejec-
·t-e·d .not only by .Colombia but by the whole Committee or· Three • .'
. 
It is interesting to note that the Council, on March 
1st, h\d accepted the l.ecommendations, in view o.f .the ;f9-ct 
.. ·, 
tha.t the Peruvian delegate had no instructions and had not 
s1~1bmi tted counterpropasals. On March 6th, the Peruvian 
d·elegate _again appealed to the Committee of Three to approve 
. 
. his recommendations, but this p._,etition was, again, rejected. 
On March 8th, the Counci{ ·of the League reconvened 
, .. \ 
.au.t,horized the , .. Committee of Three to fulfill the condi tio 
' ,, 
' 
..... ·•• 
.·. 
\ 
I 
. i J 
I 
'\ 
·stipulated by --paragraph 4 of ~icle 15 of the Covenant: 
. I. I . !i 
,, 
"If the dispute is not •.• settled, the 
Council either unanimously or by a 
majority vote shall make and publish· 
a report containing a statement of 
· the facts of the dispute and the re-
commendations which are deemed just 
and proper in regard ~~,t:µereto." 
..,..While the report was being prepared by .the Committee, 
the Peruvian delegate presented a memorandum from the Pe-
/ 
. 
ruvian internationalist, Belaunde, criticizing the process 
being followed at Geneva, and soliciiiing that the confli·ct 
be submitted to arbitration by virtue of Article 13 of the 
C~enant. The Committee rejected Peru's contention, since 
the matter was being dealt with by the Co~il.19 
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The report of the CommitteeJwa.s published on the 16th 
of March. The three most important articles stipulated tbat: 
first, since both Colombia and Peru recognized the validity 
I 
of the Treaty of 1922, Leticia belonged to Colombia; second, 
the Peruvians invaded Leticia and outsted the Colombian au-
thorities; third, the invaders were from the province of· 
• 
Loreto and were supported by the Peruvian ~ilitary authori-
ties. rn· other words, the report branded Peru as the aggre-
ssor. In view of these conclusions, the Committee made the 
following recommendations: 
l)"The Council seeing that the situation result-
ing from the presence of Peruvian forces in Co-
lombian territory is incompatibl~with the prin-
ciples of international law, with those of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations and the Pact 
of Paris, which are binding on the two parties, 
and to which the settlement of the dispute must 
conform; and that it is necessary to establish 
as speedily as possible a situation in harmony 
• ' c-
.. ·-~ 
~ ....... , 
-· . : ; ".".: .... --··~-- ..... ---·. - .. ·,--,,·.:;,--_· ."' ·:- __ .. ___ - .. ___ -- --- . - . ·-:-~·--:::-~--- ~:::.:-:-:--.-~:'"·:;~:-------· ·- - -~·-,···• . -
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• 
with those principles;and that, moreover, the Go-
vernment of Colombia has accepted the proposals 
made by the Council in its telegram dated the 
26th January,1933, to the effect that the strict-
est precautions should be taken to avoid any vio-
···--0lation of Peruvian territory and, in proceeding 
to the re-establishment of orde~, the Colombian 
authorities should show the requisite moderation; 
recommends the complete evacuation by the Peru-
·vian forces of the t~rritory contained in the 
Leticia Trapezium and the wtthdrawl of all, sup- 1 
port from the Peruvians who have occupied that 
area. -
2)Seeing that· the Council has >recognized the neces-
sity for·negoti~tions on the basis of the treat-
ies in force between the p~rttes for, the purpose 
of discussing all the problems outstanding and 
the best manner of reaching a solution of them 
which shall be just, lasting and satisfactory; 
and ~hat the discussion of these problems will 
include the examination of any legitimate Peru-
vian interests·; recommends that· the negotiations 
be begun and carried out with all expedition, as 
isoon as suitable measures shall have been taken 20 
·t.o carry out the first recommendations." 
~ -
;Thi-s is the most transce.ndental decision of the' L·eague 
.... 
wi t.h respect to the dispute and merits, therefore, speci~l . 
. . 
. · -crttent.-ion. -- It might be viewed in two ways; as a gre-at: vie~ 
\:../·. . 
\· 
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to:~y fop- Cq,l_ornbia or . -as ·a -failure. Let us examine ·the lat~ 
ter' c-onten-tion.- Escallon holds that al though the League or-
' dere·d ._Peru to evacuate Leticia, it· did not clearly authori-
:_ze Colombia;to re-instate its authority over the port, nor 
-
.d·id it authorize it .to transport troops; and this was clear-
1:y· against the thesis upheld by Colombia throughout the con-
. 
fli.ct, in effect, that Colombia had uncontestable rights over 
" th_e region. This contention can be easily disproved.If Co-
·1·omb·ia had such legal titles the League did not have to ma-
ke any concrete especificatio~s with respect to the re-esta-
·, l 
--...J 
blishment of its authority-~·,· Colombia's title was considered · · 
J 
--
·an a priori circum~tance. Escallon 's second contention·_·~ is 
• 
' .. •,.,~·-·-···-·~-.-··-·•,.,., ·: ·:·_,., 
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that Peru had gained a gr~at vic.tory, in so far as it had 
achieved the enactme:~1t of negotiat~ons betw~,e,n the interest-
, ~) , ,i' ,,1·1 .. , 
ed parties, negotiations whic!h, ,, r1ould irtc·lude an anal.ysis of 
the "legitimate" interest,s of Peru. He quotes the- Peruvian 
I 
Chan·cellor, ·Manzanilla, as having said two days previous to 
-·-
···-
the publication of the report: 
"Peru wishes an immediate armistice, and 
· is prepared to submit a -·modus vivendi 
which will guarantee the time necessary 
to negotiate an agreement dealing with 
the fundamental difficulties of ·the·pro-
. blem. 11 
Thus, he seems to imply that the Geneva resolution played 
right into Peru's hands. This contention, again, can be 
disproved for a revision of the treaty of 1922 was not con-
templated by Colombia at this time; any agreement which might 
... 
be made would·not alter the juridical rights of Colombia 
to. the Trapezium. 21 The second thesis, i.e. that the report 
\ 
w,;;:fs a victory for Colombia, is very easy to establi.tsh. As 
.:;.. .. 
.;,:, 
W'e have the League • rec·ognized that Leticia belonged seen, again 
" ' 
to Colombia; second, it held that all measures underta-
,, 
!' 
•• 
.._ 
ken by the Colombian government • order to re-establ.J..sh law in 
and order in Leticia were, not only lawful but convenient; 
; , 
third, it dealt a bitter blow to the Peruvian thesis. 
f 
Meanwhile, the Council on the 18th of March, approved 
unan1mously the recommendation.s submitted by the Commi tt.e,e. 
#' 
The Peruvia~ delegate who.voted against the recommendations 
left the Council when the vote went against the wishes of his 
government. Mr. Walters points out that "under art. 15 the 
. J ,, 
' ., 
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, votes of the ·parties had no legal effect and, .since the r.e-
port was unanimo.usly adopted by .the other members of the Coun-
cil, it followed that if .Peru went .into war, to prevent Co-
lombia ,,from executing its recomme.ndations, ·she would be vio-
, 
lati:qg.the Covenant and would expose herself to the sanctions 
... 
of art. 16. 1122 The Council also approved the' appointment 
o.f a committee of 13 members in order to "watch the situJition, 
/,}, 
-assist the Council in ~he performance of its duties under 
art~ 4, paragrap~ 4, and help the members of the League -ror 
. . 
the same purpose to concert · their action ·and their attitude 
among themselves and with non-member states. 1123 Invitations 
to participate in the committee were extended: tv the United 
. 
S,tat:e s and Brazil, non-members of the League, who agreed to 
pa.rtj_cip.ate without the right to vote. 
An interesting side l:ig}Dt should -~e remembered. On the 
18th of March, just· before the recommendations were adopted 
) 
by the Council, the Peruvian delegate delivered a note to 
the L·e-ague of Nations, reminding this body of paragraph. 1 
in ,a_r.t_ic·le 12, which -stipulated that 13 months should elap-
se between the veridict of the Court and the undertaking of 
war by one of the parties. But;, 48 hours had not elapsed 
before the Peruvian air -force bombed various Colombian ships; 
such action not only defiied Colombia, but also, the members 
,. 
,9f the Leag~e of Nations. 
' 
·,. 
T.he Colombian delegate, since the attack of Tarapacci, 
had. been informing the various representatives at the League 
. ' 
,o.f. the military developments and co!!vincing them that whole 
__ ,//""· 
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issue depended upon the free ~avigation of the Putumayo~gua-
,· 
rantee which was all the more pressing since the new action 
by the Peruvian air force against Colombian ships, had taken 
place._ In accordance with this inform&tion, the topic of 
. discussion at the first meeting of the Committee of the Thir-
teen, or Advisory Committee, on March 23rd, was the advisa-
.,_._ 
bility of .imposing an arms embargo on Peru. After much de-
bate the Peruvian government was.declared in rebellion against 
the League, and the Committee recommended, but did not impo-
:s·e, an arms embargo on Peru. This lack of stro~ acti·on is 
F·· 
easy to etplain. The United States President did not yet 
·· an for have the right to declare s~cli"embargo,"the Bill was still 
" 
~n .. Congress. Thus any embargo could be. violated very easily. 
lt· was hoped in any ..:,ase, that the flow of ~ms to Peru ·would 
be··reduc~as a consequence of this action. (Around this ti-
:me Peru also appealed to the Permanent Court of Justice, ac-
;cusing Colombia ··of. not complying with the terms of the treaty 
of 1922; th~s demand was not accepted. Ferd was beginning 
to ·find all doors closed, while Co~ombia's position was be~nt 
· universally recognized). 24 
,. 
Meanwhile, fighting had begun. Up to·this time Colom:. 
:bi.an troops had· concentrated in and around the recaptured 
h-ill of Tarapaca, on the eastern side of the Trapezium. A·lthough 
,mi·li tary campaigns against the enemy we.re on the drawing 
' board, none had been undertaken. On the 26th of March· the 
·, 
troops in Tarapacl; re~eived orders to mobilize forces to 
the upper Putumayo r,egion, which was finally connected t·o 
• 
.. ,, 
' . . - . ' '" . f! ., ,..: ' ,•., --~.,,,, ,,•\•,r·., ...... ct~!n",..(Lo,S•"' .. ---•·• .. ,•,,,~,•--• --·•·• •;-•:·p\",.~' 
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, 
the interior of the republic by the newly constructed road: 
. 
Bogota-Caucaya~ This move was apparently rendered necessary 
.. 
by the increased belligerency of the ne,w Peruvian forces at 
\ . ~-
Guepi,atown situated on the southern bank of the Putumayo ri-
. 
ano 
ver, indisputable Peruvian territory. 
'A. 
Brilliant-accounts 
have been made of this battle, Of special mention are the 
I 
·' 
,pages written by the Lieutnant Juan Lozano y Lo.zano, whose ·· 
faultle§s style is delectable to read. For the sake~ of bre-
' vit.y, :w-e shall not recount the battle in· great detail; suf-
_f;Lce it to say, that combat'..·b.etween the opposing forces was 
" proJong;ed for a period, of eight hours. The Col.ombJ.an forces 
greatly aided by the collaboration be~ween the gun boats 
/~. 
1
-
1Santa Marta" and ·. ·'~Cartagena, 11 and the six planes under t·h-e: 
:<}Omm:a:n.d of General Boy.\ , Routing the Peruvian forces, our \ 
·troops entered the fortifications and ·put an end to the aggres-
sive atta.cks of Peru, 25at leaa:t,, at this point of the Putu-
,.T.he representatives of both governments, informed the: 
Le-a·gue of the occurrence, but no significant ac-t;·io.:n ·was ta-
·'---,· . . .. --
ken:. The general line of thougat seemed to be that while 
'Colombia had taken the offensive, in th·at she attacked a Pe-
. ., 
.ruvian ·town, it came as a result of the continous provocation~ 
from the Peruvian forces. The Peruvian delegate tried to 
.• 
·change the general impression by asking the committee to . con-
sider these acts, but met with failure~ 
.. 
. , 
The following month witnessed a few minor skirmishes, 
.. 
but no significative action was taken until the 3rd of. May 
' . " 
. ' "' ... \ 
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when the picture aga~n looked black. 
" j 
I 
The Peruvian cruiser 
"Almirante Grau" and two submarines had been mobilized and 
71 
• • had crossed the Panama canal. .,, The League immediately inqui~ -
red as to the destin·ation of these ships and the expected 
answer was received; the destination was the Amazon. The 
h 
Le~Jue, thereupon, undertook a num~er of moves designed to 
thwart Peruvian plans·. Re-commendations were circulated to 
all governments asking them not to give the Peruvian ships 
. 
port f~cilities. In some cases, such as Curazao and Trinidad, 
·' 
··the port authorities did provide the Peruvian fleet with the -
necessa~y fuel, since they had not received orders from their 
\ 
· hone governments~6 The English apparently were reluctant to 
... 
. s-end: o_·r.<lers because "no precedent could be discovered for 
:t:~efu.sing supplies in such circumstances--a fact which vta,s 
' 
\ 
not su~prising inasmuch as no such circumstances ha·d a.risen 
Since the foundation of the League. 1127 
Fortunately, peace did not p.epend on whether the Dutch 
and the English governments could find precedents in order 
to stop a movement, which would, ~o do~~~' have culminated 
in the most dangerous encounter of the whole. dispute. Peaee ,pecu-
liarly·~.enbil.gl,I, was f~µnd by means of a parade! The Peruvian • 
president was to make a· .. review of, 20,000 reservists, but mi-
.nut-es before the parade he fell under the impact. of· the as-
:S.assin' s bullet. On the 2nd a.ay of May·, :.i.C,eneral Os(,ar Bena-
· vides, _succeed:-~. to the presidency. At first, it was feared 
that he would continue the path of his predecessor in the 
... 
' 
' 
conjuct of international law, but very few days had elapsed 
·I 
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before-the weight of public opinion was felt: the Peruvian 
people were unwilling to continue with this unnecessary war 
' / ' 
... 
I 
against their sister republic. 
~ 
The new Peruvian president extended an invitation to· 
72 
,M. Alfonso. Lopez, leader of the Colombian liberal party, a ' .. -
when 
.colloogue_ from the daysAthey were both Ambassadors to the Court 
of St. James, to enter into private negotiations at Lima, 
~ . 
which, i·t was hoped, would culminate with Peru's acceptance 
of the formula found by the League on the 18th of March. 
Modifications of the formula had already been suggested 
by Mr. Lester, chairman of the Committee of Thirteen, as ear-
ly as April. His. suggestions, in essence., were: 
First : Th@ administration of. Leticia by a League cominis-s.:iOP:, 
, and the evacuation of Peruvian forces. 
Second: The Colombian forces, responsible for the maihtenan-
t;e of order, would become an ip.ternational force while nego-
tiations were gqing on. The League would.,be able to add the 
\ 
·ne.c.essary elemen~s to this force. 
. . 
. Third : The convocation of an interna.tional confer·e·n·.ce: to 
discuss all differences. 28 
·, 
Mr. Lester~ efforts culminated on the 25th of May, when 
·af't.er a long debate, both governments agreed to accept the<-
,compromise formula with slight .modifications. ~he ~eneva 
-..:-•. ' 
for'mula was furiously debated within Colombia. The opposi-
tion , · .-:hel:d··~ .. ·). that· the administration of Leticia by the Lea-
,, 
u 
I 
gue would deprive Colombia of jurisdiction over part of its 
• 
·,· \, . 
,, 
1 • 
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territory. 
~ 
Seco~d, the fact that ~olombian troops were to 
., tS 
' 
be under the direct command of the League, or in effect an 
. 
• 
I 
international force,. was considered an "intolerable situa-
tion." .Third, . the acceptance o.f the international con~ 
I 
ference was .a triumph for the Peruvian thesis, which had ho-
. 
ped for such a meeting from the beginning of the confTict~ 29 
At times _of war there develops within ·a,~· country and special-
ly among certain segments of the population, excessive na-
tibhalism which becomes blind to any form of conciliation 
,.·with the enemy, and this was the case in Colombia at this 
time. But the biggest blow against the Geneva accord origi- .. 
nated in the Urtited States, when a N~w York diary informed 
that the' Geneva accord stipulated that a revision of the 
1922 t·rea-ty wo11ld be affected in ·· an international conferen-
c·e... Immediately our Ambassador to Washington., Fabi:o Lozano 
TQ1:"M.~s, author of the treaty of 1922, violently protested 
a.gain$t· th·j.s unfounded interpretation. Furthermore, and in 
o·~a_c~·:.r to di-spell any notions, the Colombian Congress, appro-
ve.·C .unanimoµ~ly a resolution that, sustained that arwa.ccord 
.• 
·a:;chived at the international conference would be on the bases 
of the 1922 treaty.30 
,. 
In Geneva, the two representatives had presented the 
' 
o:rd.ers issued by the respective governments, orde:i:ing that 
··all the acts· of hostility stop and that forces remain within. 
~ 
·their respective territories. Colombia stated that she would 
evacuate Guepi at the saIIie time that Peru evacuated Letic~.3l 
fulfillment.of the 25th of May·accord, delegates 
. . 
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to the commission which was to administer Leticia were cho-
sen. Coronel Arthur Brown, for the United States; Alberto 
de Lemos Bastos, for Brazil, and F·rancisco Iglesias, for 
• 
, 
Spain. The first meeting took place at Teffe in Brazil, on 
was 
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June 19th, and the North American member" el\)ected chairman. 
Four day-s later, the Commission received from the Peruvian 
rorc-e_$ the town of Le·ticia, and hoisted the Colombi.an flag 
~ 
. 
a:t the .same that t~e Colombian troops, fifty in number, com-
m:anded by Coronel Acevedo, entered the port. The fact that· 
· the .Colombian flag had .been ·hoisted occasioned an obj_ec·tio·n 
-, 
f)Jom t:he Peruvian Chancellor, Manzanilla, who stated 'that. 
s'Ince- Peru had h8.nded Leticia to the Ieaeµ.;) the Only flag 
--th.a_t co,ul·d be flown was that of the League and not jointly 
! 
·witl1 th·at o-f Colombia; that Leticia, in effect, was an in---
t-~:_rnatio:nal zone. The objection was rejected by t;h:e C.o:rnmis~-
si-on .• 
A s,econd incid·ent· occurred on the 23:rd of: J?Jluary, 1934, 
wh:en. thE? Commissi.on a·sked the Council of t·he·· .League to give a 
cle=f:in:.:1.. .. ·te· date as to when the Commission was to end i_ts func-
tions in Leticia. This request was reviewed by the Consul-
tative Committee which had been created on the 18th of March, 
l933, in or~~r to.follow the. developments of the dispute, 
,. 
:and. whic·h had been re--organize.d on the 19th of January, 1934, 
ih ·6±der to include the new members of the Council, Ar~enti~ 
na, Australia, Denmark and Portugal. The representative o! 
' 
. 
Mexico, M. Castillo Najera, replaced Mr. Lester, the Irish 
representative, as pr1·sident of the Committee. At the same 
( . 
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' 
time- a sub-committee was created to facilitate the work 0£ 
the Consultative Committee of ·fourteen members. The repre-
J 
. 
sentatives of Colombia and Peru sent notes to the Committee, 
on the 19th and 21st of March respectively, in order to de-
I 
fine their position. Peru maintained that the mandate of 
·-
the Commission should be extended for six months after the 
initial term of one year had expired, claiming that the con-
ference which was taking place ~t Rio de Janeiro had arrived 
at no accord. ·Colombia maintained that to agree to Peru's 
d.e'.mand would be to -subject the 1st and 2nd resolutions of 
an 
tJ1e recommendations ·of the 18th of March, action which the·y 
could not accept, since they felt that the resolutions were 
. 
, not dependant upon one another, but rather were completely 
different and independent. The Colombian position was fur-
the t' clarified_ on the 4th and 12th ~f April, when rt·he repre-
se.·nti ·.ti ve maintained that if the mandate was extended, it 
w.o.uld impl-y that the situation 'of Leticia was debatable and 
was' s1.1bject to the results of the Rio cpnference. This po-
sit-ion would be in direct contradiction to what the Council • 
had cgrf;ed on March 18th. on the actual situa-tion of Leticia, 
i.e. the recognit;on that Colombia had sovereign rights over 
th~s portion of land. Dr. Santos further maintained that 
the re-establishment of Colombian sovereignty over Leticia, 
after the mandate had elapsed on June 19th, did not mean that 
the talks at Rio would-have to be discontinued. Quite 
the contrary, in fact, would be the case, since the atmos-
phere at Rio would profit from the re-establishmen,t of nor-
----· 
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mality in the region.32 The Chairman of the Committee was 
ve~y perturbed by the situation that bot~ countries were re-
·1 • • - •• ...-, 
arming at a rapid state, and that renewed hostilities were 
feared. He felt that an agreement was· not in sight, -thus 
he was in favor o:f examining the extension of the League's 
mandate. Fortuna~ely, Brazil re-assured _Casti.llo Nareja, 
by stating that progress was being made at Rio and that 
.an agreement could be expected in the following weeks. .011 
tbe 30th of May, Brazil's predictions came true; the Le-ague 
:tec-eiv-ed official notification that an agreement had be·en· 
reached by the. two parties. 33 
_The Commission remained at Leticia during one year--_. 
o··n the ·19th of June, 1934, it transferred the terr-ito-~y to 
C}o.1.omb:i-an. authorities. . In the document which maae ·: the trans-
eff:ect:~ve; the Commission stated that: functions were execu-
·ted b._y members appointed by the League in the name of Colom-
b.ia,, J:?$-iterating Colombia's rights. It further stated that 
I. 
'the :population had increased fourthfold, that there had been 
substantial material benefits, that reparations for damaged 
i)'ro:perty had been given, and· ,that schools and other public 
buildings had been constructed; in a word, th~ League had 
recorded a great success in this endeavor.34 
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The Rio Protocol 
In order to comply with the seco·nd recommendation of 
the Council of the League of Nations, dated the 18th of March 
1933, a,, conference was convened at Rio de Janeir_9~it·-_Duriµ,g 
I 
the· months of.; July and August of 1933, there was considera-
ble debate on the questions of where and when the conferen-
ce s1t_<{uiJ be held. Panam~ and Geneva were considered as pos-
sible sites for the meeting, finally ~greeing 'that it take 
'/ · was 
place at Rio, in October 1933, · This decision probabl.y 
,\ 
' 
'taken in return for the previous efforts made by Brazil to 
mediate the dispute. 
When the delegates announced that the ·c·:o·nference was 
going to be held, the government of Ecuador asked to be pre-
s.ant. Colombia was in favor-r of including Ecuador in the con-
..• 
ference since it was aware that between Ecuador and Peru the-
.r·e· had been a long bQrder conflict, with many claims unset-
t::leg.·, t:hus t:his would be- the perfect opportunity to draw up 
.de:finite· boundaries and preserve the _peace of this region 
fQJ? a.11 time • The Peruvian government did not view Ecuaq.o:rr' s.· 
:Pa.r·t·'icipation as fruitful and maintained that it,:. should deal 
~xclusively with the problems arising out of the Colombo-Pe-
·" 
ruvian border·. Colombia was unable to overcome these objec-
tions and Ec-uador was not invited to attend. 35 
The following were as repre~entatives: For Peru: Victor 
~~urtua, Victor Belaunde and Alberto Ulloa; For Colombia: 
.... , 
·· .... "" . 
Roberto Urdaneta.Arbelaez, Luis Cano, Guillermo Valencia, 
"'• 
and as secret~y, Eliseo Arango. The Brazilian Foreign Mi-
nister, .Mello Frartc.Q, was named chairman and he continued 
·, 
.... , 
",. 
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·to discharge this function even after he res~igned from his 
Cabinet post in January 1934. · 
rleal 
The initial debates we~e not·very hopeful; a greatAof 
time was spent on the discussion of the rules of procedure 
and the order of agenda. Finally it was agreed to dispense 
with the agenda and to present memoranda· which would be 
the basis for the agreement. 
78 
Accordingly on October 26, 1933, M. Mello Franco asked 
the Peruvian to present their theses on "pending problems 
and legitimate interests· of Peru." On these basis the Peru-
-
vian delegation submitted the following bases for discussion: 
Fi·rst : Colombia had not fulfilled the treaty of 1922. 
Second: The treaty of 1922 is impracticable. 
,Ill. Third : The inconveniences to the treaty of 1922 are econo-
mic, political, cultural and historical, In that, the treaty 
.h.ad been made by a di.eta tor without consul ting public opinion 
or ·t.he inhabitants of the region; second, that the triangle 
. 
of San MiGuel o Sucumbios which was supposed to be the quid 
pro quo for Leticia, had not been ·ceded to Peru; third, in 
the economic sphere?Peru stated that Leticia was hindering 
the growth of Iquitos, due to the tariffs and Colombia's re-
gu~ation on navigation in the Amazon; fourth, that political-
J.y the treaty of 1922 was ~a'.bc_eptable to the inhabitants 
.. 
, of the province of Loreto, who felt "dismembered~ which caus·e:d 
continuous friction.36 
Although the Colombian delegation refused to negotiate 
Peru's theses on the basis that these were juridical questions 
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which were out.side the sca..pe of the conference, it should 
that 
be pointed outAPeru's charge that Colombia had not turned 
over the triangle of Sucumbios was simply not true for the 
following reasons: Ecuador also laid a claim to this:region 
and thus Colombia could do no more than "cede her own rights 
to Peru~37 Second, Peru claimed that it had not acc~ss to the area 
and for this reason· could no,t enforce·.~i ts authority. Al-
·though in geographical terms this might be considered correct, 
since the triangle forms a sort of enclave in Ecuatorian ter-
ritory, it. does not mean that the treaty prrovis()ns were not 
carried-out. The Colombian delegation did point out that 
"tih:is problem was really non-existent since in accordance with 
the tr~aty of 1922 all territorial disputes were settled. 
-~.1. ····· 
Pe·ru, in view of the rejection of th~ first memo~andum·; ··\ 
·s:ug·g_eS't~d that the problem of the triangle of Sucumbios be 
t. 
:submitted to an_ ad-hoc equity tribunal. This new propos~al 
w.as al.so rejected because it was believed that if Peru want-
. 
-:ed. t<J engage in juridical discussions, the opposing thesis 
.. 
. s:ho~~1:a. te :presented to the Permanent Court of Justice; and, 
be·caa..Je arbitration would give aa,Y). advantage to the part res-
ponsible for the aggressive action of September the lst.3
8 
The rejection of Peru's second formula CQincided with 
t·he introduction of a third which sought. for t.he exchange 
of ·the T:rapezium for a greater portion of the Peruvian Putu-
mayo territory, as an in~ependent negotiation which would be 
\• 
proceal~dby a formal declaration of Peru validating the treaty 
.. 
of 1922. At.the same time. that the Colombian delegation re-
. 
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\ \ 
jected Peru's thifd formula, they introduced three projects ~-
on custom~, navigation and th~ protection of inhabitants of 
these regions. These projects were regarded as secondary 
in natu.re by the Peruvian delegation, and they stated, . fur-
thermore, that they would not help to bring a~out a solution. 
i 
Thus matter stood until the 23 of February, 1934, when 
t-he Co·lombian delegates presented a memorandum to, M. Mello · 
Fra:ncro recounting the progress of the conference and summa.r.izing l . 
the attitude of the parties. This Colomb~memorandum is 
.:o:f sp.ecial interest since it recounts in a concise form--not 
·on]~y t·he Peruvian tl:eses but a defense of Colombia's sugges-
'tionf~ .for agreement. According to the Colombian memorandum, 
Pe,ru ':s objections . against the Salomon-Lozano Treaty had the 
.:fo:11owing order: Juridical Ob,jections: a) The Treaty of 1922 
.do.es no.t have popular support because it was negotiated by 
·a cLi.ctatorial regime; b) The .. __ treaty made Peru 11 cede" to Co-
lombia territories that belonged to her by virtue of law, 
tradi.tion and position, and because Peruvian citizens were 
not··-. consulted; c) ·The Treaty orde:onthe exchange of the Tra-
p~zium. for the S11cumbios Triangle· and it co.ull. not been given 
•. 
·to Peru. 
- .. 
Economic Objections: The presence of Colom-
.bia ··on the Amazon is an economic threat to the northern parts 
of Peru, because: a) The businessmen of Iquitos cannot com-
pete with thos~ from Leticia, because in this latter locality 
cu~toms rights are lower; b) The lack of Colombian surveillance 
,, 
on the Trapezium facilitates contraband against the fiscal 
'-l· r 
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-. -- interests of Peru; c) Loreto' s trade is hindered ·by the na-
vigation legislation of Colombia on the Amazon; :_·: 
• (J • ~ 
Political Objection~: a) The inhabitants· 
of Loreto regard the 1922 Treaty as having "dismembered" 
.,, 
its territory; b) The Colombian position on the Amazon is 
strategically superior to that of Peru, and it is dangerous 
for navigation, 
On the basis of these objections, Peru concluded with 
the following recommendations: a) . It is urgent to modify ·, 
the frontiers, through adequate territorial compensations; 
b) Peru will make a ·public declaration to the effect that 
the 1922 Treaty is actual and valid; c) Lima owill compen-
sate for the attack of Leticia; d) Th'ey offereithe Peruvian 
Puturnayo in exchange for the Amazon Trapezium. 
The Colombian position follows: 
~uridical Obaections: The Colombian de-
' 
legation abstaimd from considering them because the Rio 
Conference does not have jurisdiction over these matters, 
and is contrary to the recommenda~ions made by the League 
which stated that the 1922 Treaty was "actual" and that 
"on this base" the discussions were to be conducted. 
Economic Objections: The feeling of the 
inhabitants of Loreto cannot be,a sufficient reason to modi-
··-· 
fy the Treaty Salomon...Lozano. The presence of Colombia on 
the Amazon should not frighten anybody, because it is a 
peaceful country. I!_1 there is a sentiment:rsuspicion between 
_,\. 
~ ··Golombians and Peruvians due to their interests in the Amazon, 
/ 
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this will continue even if Colombia retires to the Putumayo. 
On the basis of this attitude Colombia would not accept any 
.. 
modification of its frontier for the following reasons: a) 
.;, 
It was not necessary,there were other systems that could be 
utilized in bringing about a settlement of the differences 
between the two countries; b) The exchange was not effective 
bec-.cruse it transferred to the Putumayo the problems which-
e:xi.st:ed on the Amazon; c) The exchange was inadequate, because 
the economic value of the right ·margin of the Putumayo can 
' 
n.o·t be compared with the Trapezium; d) The modification of 
the frontier,ref~d to in a treaty as "definitively and 
~'- ~rrevocably" deliniated, through a coup de force, was incon-
... 
v.enient because it undermined the juridical order of the Con-
ttn~nt; e) Colombia accepted the initial formula of M. Mello 
·Franco i.n. which he recommended a series of economic, ·cultural 
.and ·cclmme.rcial agreements between the two countries; f) Co-
lombia rejected the possibility of considering a special 
arbitration, suggested by Peru for the following reasons: 
:, 
1. A special arbitration requires .. a treaty, process which 
is usually long, and that of Leticia would encounter diffi-
culties much superior to those ordinarily found. 2. During 
the ne-gotiation of the treaty,· relations between both coun-
tries would remain in their actual difficult state, and 
there would be a great possibility of new 9onflicts, or 
a peuue detrimental to the interests of both states. 3. 
There·cnuld be no arbitration treaty drawn up in Rio, ~ecause 
' 
its ·topic was the actual treaties and therefore arbitrati9_n 
\ 
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Conference originated w~th the Leticia attack and therefore 
there cannot be arbitration, since violence was not the method 
to be used _in opening international conferences. 5. As sig-
natories of the Charter of the Permanent Court of Justice, 
this is Where :;_ · disputES should be taken wben they are 
based on jur{dical questi~ns.39 
) 
-~' 
'\ 
The memor.andum is a magnificent document in defense of 
t·he Colombian theses and shows clearly and without emotion, 
the inconsistencies of the Peruvian government. The Peru-
vians askecr for a revision of the boundary, by either of two 
ways; first, attacking the Pact of 1922, or second, abiding 
' 
by it but asking for territorial exchanges which would be 
~~trimental to the future of these southern regions. On the 
' . . 
o·ther hand, Colombia's thesis was always the sarrie: defend the 
s.anctity of treaties and condemn·,.the use of violence for re-
:v-isionipt aims. If there were any problems, these were either 
• 
e·conomic, cultural or navigational in character, and thes·e 
should be studied while observing the existing juridical ties 
•· 
in order not to create further problems. 
The Colombian memorandum marks the end of the first sta-
_g:.e· of the negotiations, since it clearly shows the two opposing 
·positions and points out the difficulties which were being 
-· 
:enco:1.ir:tered in reaching an accord. This is also the .period 
in which Peru asked for an extension of the Com.tnfssion's man-
/ . 
4ate, which, as we have seen, was not accepted/ 
./ 
..... 
At this point the Peruvian.delegation made a final effort 
' .. -··r·-·- .--•·•---••-· ... -·---·•-,---....-··--...,·~,- .. '••· .. , ·---.---·-·. ~-.,.,---~- . _,., . .., __ ,,··---.~_.•··· 
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.. 
proposing the following points:a) Peru would give moral ex-
planations for what had ocuurred in Leticia; b) .,· ,· Peru 
.. 
publicly established the "inviolability" of the Treaty of 
1922; c) Peru would maintain the question before the League; 
d) The mandate of the Leticia Commission should be extended 
·or a Mixed Commission should be created in order to adminis-
·ter· these territories; e) All differences should be settled· 
? 
p_y ·virtue of the articles 22 to. 28 · of the "Geneva Accord" 
,:., 
?".and :_ac.cording: to the proceedures stipulated in articles 
. 40 
·-60 to ·$5 of tJie Haya Convention of .1907. • 
There ·are· radi~al differences between th_i.s._: cou.nter-pro-
• 
posal and the previous on\. Peru recognized tha:t. moral sa-
\ 
:ti.sfaction sh~ld be given to Colombia because o:f the Septem-
ber· .attack, and that force and violence were not the ri_ght· 
-cha-nne1,s through which a country should operate if it want·ed 
a 
tQ mo~~fy previously contracted obligations,Aline_of reason 
q 
t·h.a.t ·by itself, was a ·condemnation of their previ--ous thesis ... 
The se.cond provision meant that Peru had ~bcindo:ned it.s p.r:opo--
s·a1 .. s. r·or territorial exchanges in :thes.e r·egi:on:s •. The: third.,: 
·was a unilateral declaration, since the Colomb·ian .de.le.g_a_·tion 
cdul1 neither accept nor reject. 
-
-Th:e fo.urth, as we have already seen, was reje·cted b_y· ·c·olom-
r 
'I,. 
'pi-~., c3.nd was in reality at odds with the principals exposed 
in the fir~t thre,e points. Furthermore, the Leticia-:1. case -
-w_a.s no longer at the level of the discussion .. It had by now 
·become one of the bases for· the subsequent treaty.. Finally, 
t.h·e Co .. lombi·an delegation proposed sligh~ modifications to 
\ 
\ 
. \ . 
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the fifth point, in .. that it proposed that in case o.f conflict 
article 36 of the Permanent Court of Justice be used and. not 
.. 41 
articles 60 and 85. as proposed by Peru. 
,· 
Meanwhile, M. Mello Franco proposed c!_ series of conci-
-., 
liatory measures, eliminating the· extension of _the Commission's _ 
mandate and the acceptance of the Permanent Cou~t of Justice 
i~ case of pconflict. The formula suggested by the ex-minis-
ter of Brazil was accepted by both partiesflld the formal con-
. 
\ 
vers.ations, which were to culminate on the 24th.of May of 1934 
. 
. 
w·i::th t;.p~ signing of the· famous Rio Protocol, were initiated. 
I 
·The' .. act-ions of M. Mello Franco must be justly praised. One 
.author has regarded his contribution in the following terms: 
·"A discussion of these practical measures (introduced b:y 'Me--
ll.6 Franco) led away fro;m differences as t.o· objectives an.ci 
'f-" -, 
.Principles and made possible the cooperat·iv~ arr~getnent· which 
wa.s eventually signed. 1142 
This /protocol has been deb:ated and stu.died· at, all ·:1:eve·l:s: 
.O::f J:ol.o.mb.ian society. It has been criticiz~d many times·, 
• 
P=erhaps, due to the after effect of the dispute; every ci ti-
:zen- i,,vanted to know whether Colombia's rights had been safe-
·, 
gu~r.ded. The.y studied the document to such an extent that 
• 
·they began to see loopholes, where in reality there were no-
n·e. Perhaps, we the younger generation can look .back with 
·m.o:r'e tran.quili ty of heart, and al though understanding their 
patriotic zetll, can state that in ev·ery way the Rio Prot.ocol 
was beneficial for our count~y. In order to prove this last 
assertion we shall briefly look over some of the mos~ impor-
.. 
. ) 
'\ 
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tant articles: r • 
,.jl 
,lllo,-4 _... 
Article 1: "Peru sincerely deplores, as she h.as previ9usly 
de.ci'·lared, th-e events which have taken place ··s-ince September 1, 
1932, which have distrubed her relations with Colombia. The 
f 
,J 
two ~epublics having resolved to re-e~tablish their relations, 
Peru expresses the wish that· these may be restored with the 
S'S:m.e :i.ntimate friendBhip as in the past, and the profound cor-
; 
' 
:di_a·lfty of two sister .. peoples. Colombia shares these senti-
' \ . 
. rnents and declares. that it has an identical purpose. 
In co-nsequence, Peru and Colombia agree simul-
taneously to accredit their respective Legations in Bogota 
and in Lima. 043 
\. 
This is perhaps,· the m_o.:st important article, for p·e-ru 
r.-:ecog_nizes that its activities in the Amazon were in discord 
with the basic norms which govern the relations of nations, 
~d expresses the hope of opening a new area of cordial re-
lations. In other words, it gives Co,J.ombia moral reparations, 
arid for this we should oe grateful. Our people and our lea-
ders ·we.re not trying to make territorial gains, ·nor were they 
trying to enrich our coffers, they were only trying to bring 
recognition of our positiont;,, which was based, on irrefutable 
-juridical principles, and this was achieved. This article 
of the protocol establishes that from that date--on Colombia 
will only have friends at· her frontier, that the era of quar-
~ 
rels and bloodshed betw~en the two sister republics was pass~d 
that her rights shall be upheld, that she will no longer ha-
/ 
veto make tremendous efforts to arm her forces, that she can 
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now channel her efforts to the benefit of her own people; and 
all this was achieved in a decorous manner. Our rights were 
upheld, not at the expense of pieces of territory, i.e. in 
the manner of the modus vivendis, nor at the expense of our 
•. ·t' 
rights, which was the case at Giron, but on the basis of a , 
, 
just and dignified settlement. The government of that great. 
liberal leader, Enrique Olaya Herrera, can be proud of its 
acts. · 
Article ·.2: - "TheJ.Boundary Treaty of March 24, 1922, ratified 
on January 23, 1928, constitutes one of the juridical ties 
-
which bi:rid-'Colombia and Peru and may not be modified or af-
fected. except by mutual consent of the parties or by a deci-
sion of international justice within the terms below esta-
blished in article 7. 1144 
. 
\ 
This article has been characterized as superfluous by 
c~rtain_ Colombian writ\ers, but quite on the contrary it is 
al-:so a great triumph for Colombia. It· 111ust be rem.~mbered 
t:hat Peru's main thesis questioned the validity and practi-
cability of this tre·aty, and by thisi d~claration Peru was 
.accrepting the juridical ties arrived at by virtue of the 
t·reaty; i.e. it was a complete reversal of policy. The 
w .. o:r;-ds "may not bp modified or affected expect by mutual con-
·-··-. sent of the parties or by the decision of international jus-
tice \vi thin the terms below established in article 7," have 
also been greatly mis.understood; let us therefore analyze 
what they mean. But before, we should mention the stipula-
tions of article · 7 ,. which are the following: 
.. I 
•' 
. : 
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First: ···The two countries agreed "not to make 
~ ... war nor directly nor ··'indirectly to employ .· c~::· '_. 
force as a method for the settlement of 
. . 
thei~ p~oblems or of any others which may 
arise in the future; 
Second: In the event that diplomatic negotia-
ti'ons fail, they agree that either party 
may appeal to the procedure established 
by article 36 of the Statute of the Per-
manent Court of International Justice, 
regardless of the reservations which they· 
made on signing the Optinal Clause; 
Third: Should the parties not come to an 
agreement as to carrying out a decision 
of the court, they confer upon the court 
the powers necessary to carry·out the de-45 
cision." , 
• 
1he mere fact of stating that the treaty may be modi-
-
.. f'ied was not a blow to the Colombian thesis, it was just· a 
88 
mere ratification of a principle of· international practice, 
which :pecognizes that sovereign states may create or"dis-
cont.inue juridical ties when there is agreement between the 
$ignatories parties. FUI'htermore, article 7 excl11de_ci the· us'e 
,of force· as a means of settling differences, in. at.her words, 
i·tr ·$'p·ec·iti,ed that the normal channels of settling.~.disputes, 
:i.e.-. dire.c·t diploma tic negotiations, would be used if one 
wer.e to· arise. · The delegations went even further, they spe-
cif:.ied that in case the normal channels broke down into a 
conflict, either country could appeal to the international 
I 
,co.urt under article· 36, wh.ich would rule on the juridical 
. . 
va-lue of the case rather than on political terms-. In other ... 
word-s, there was a larger guarantee that justice ~ould be 
.done.. Th.e fact that both countries agreed to disregard. their 
reservations upon joining the Court, which were, that_the 
Court did not have jurisdiction over treaties entered into 
' ... ·, ..... ' : .. -.,:. -~ :_'.:.: . 
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before joining 46 was in order to insure that every channel ) 
of ne~otiation be opened in case of conflict. These provi-
sions are simple protections for the future, and as we have 
. stated before, they are not an affront or a slight ta,· the 
Colombian position. 
'11 , 
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The remaining articles of the Protocol, and ·the Additio-
nal Act, deal with agreements ofi customs, trade, river navi-
gation, protection ~f settl~rs, and other questions. Two 
commissions were appointed to study these._q\l,estions and bring 
about p~ompt agreements;47 
,... The signing of this Protocol and its s:ub·_seq_ue-nt -ap_pro·--
•· 
·va.l b·y t·he :Co:lom:bian Congress, settles one ~.of the :mos·t out-
standing .conflic·ts in the history of Colombia's forej_·gn rela~ 
t.iohs. It also marks the end of a policy. undertaken by a 
¢orrupt regime, in order to distract the attention a~ the 
Pe.:ruvian ~ople from miserable conditions at home. The worl.d 
c.an. learn many lessons from t:his dispute, in which, the for-
e-~$. of reason, the word of law, were triumphant against ex-
•· 
,pansionist and bellicose·-~ tendencies of certain men in high 
p'l:ace·s.· of government. 
For the League it signified a triumph, a small triumph 
perhaps, since Leticia was just a small village in the mid-
·dle' o-f a lost jungle. But the efforts of the small member 
~ 
nations were well worth while, spectally in the year of 1934 
when the world was preparing for the most significant hol o-
caust ever to take place.· 
I 
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For Colombia it was a great moral and material victory; 
the. sense that the v~lidity of its position was re-
':1 
cognized by the whole world, because its frontiers w·e-re once 
more guaranteed and defined, thus eradicating the source of 
any future problem. Material~in that, the Leticia dispute 
1 
makes the nation aware of our southern regions, roads.connect-
.. ~, 
·ing the furthest·-;·- points of the republic.· ar_e constructed, 
.a :military navy. is created, its commercial air force is de-
v·eloped by the construction of air strips througl1,out·:· ·. the 
:.c.ountry, and finally, it marks the birth of our milit·a.ry avia-
.. 
ti.crn. In this war, as insoine others, there are some benefits. 
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rI1rle. Putumayo Red Book (London, no date· given, ci~_ca. 1912), pp. 117-118. 
Luis Ivlarfa fwiurc1a, La Guerra con el Pe~ (Bogotl, 1932), pp. 37-39. 
-
~ · 3 •. Juan· Ignacio Galvez, Internationational Conflicts Peru agqinst Colombia, 
·:~cuador and Chile-(Santiago de Chile, 1920), pp. 17-18; Franciso S. An-
' drade, "Condicic!n geogrc!fica y pol!tica de Colombia," Boletfn de la .So-
ci·edad Geogr!fica de Colombia (vol, XIV, 3d and 4th trimester, 1956), 
pp. 183-18,4. 
-4.. 11he title of the King of Spain to the northern regions of ·the Amazon had 
been clearly established ry the Treaty of San Idelfonso (Spain-Portugal) 
1777, which established the frontier from the mouth of the Yavari river 
, 
by the Amazon to the westernmost mouth of the Caqueta. Andrade, pg.190; 
·Text of t_he Royal ~etter, Galvez, pg. 20 • 
/ 
. 5... A'rticle 2 of the constitution of 1819 and Article 5 of the Constitution 
<of 1821, Itiurcia, pg. 49; Andrade, pp. 191-192. 
6~ Galvez, pg. 23. 
7. The ftltumayo Red Book, pg. 120. 
ii. . July 15th, 1826 by Colombia, Peru, Iv1exico and the Central American Repu-
blics at the International Assembly of Panaml; in 1848 it was further 
re~·a.ss~rted by th~ .~epresentatives of New Granada, Ecuador, Pen!, Boli-
via an.a Ch:t.le; and in various other occasions. Ibid., pp. 122-123. 
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9:. :Jgriacio Escallon, Proceso Hist~rico del Conflicto Amazonico (Bogo.t&, 1934)., 
Pe• 9· •. 
... JQ.... ,The territorial extension of Mainas, or the :n·ew Department' of Lo:reto, is 
:of 683,611 square kilometers, "bigger than many european countrt:'.es., · except-
in0 Russia." Galvez, pg. 44; The Putumayo Red Book, pg. 123·. 
11. _\ndrade, pg. 192. 
12.. The Putumayo Red Book, pg •. 124. 
13. 
I , . , / ; 
For an excellent recount of this battle see: Jesus Maria Henao and Gerardo 
• :r c-•I.' 
Arrubla, History of Colombia, translated and edited by J. Fred Rippy, 
(North Carolina, 1938), pp. 372-Y,8. 
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26. Free translation, Murcia,pp. 74-75; Galvez, pp. 29-31. 
Z7. A similar case, at the present time, can be seen when Syria withdrawing from 
the U.A.R. continued to be bound by the treaties m1dertaken when it was a 
part of the conferation.- Quote in text comes from Escallon, pg. 17. 
28. Galvez, pg. 37. 
- ' 
29. It seems that. the Colombian representative, due. to- his l;:ick o,f familiarity 
.. ~ 
~ 
with the .Amazon region, did not realize that he was giving. ·to Peru 100,000 
.. Kilometers of Colombian soil. The instructio~s which were given to him, 
... 
. 
·were. quite explict and did not authorize him to give to Peru th~ land tha:t. 
h:td been won· by our ·soldiers in the battle field. ·The. diplomatic ;instruct~: 
' ions are quoted by I•1urcia, pp. 77-78. 
Wt.th, ~egard: to the authenci ty of this conv.enti.on. s.everai p:roof·s· can be given 
' •' 
-
of its existence: first, a copy was ·presented by .Ecuador· .to· the Royal. Ar-
:btt1'"ator, ar1d was authoz:ized by the Foreign l\1inist.er of· ·Colombia and by 
ti1e Spanish Legation in Bogotcf; second, this document was also included in 
.a Report ·by the P~ruvian Foreign Mi~ister to the Congress of ).891;·{ci ted 
' J 
f:r~om Cle~en te Ponce's Memorar.i.dum for the ForE3:i·en Minis:ter ·of Bolivia, pg. 
~ 
·107 by Galvez, pp. 36-37.) third, there is on·e :copy iri the Bogotl archives; 
.. 
(i(urcia~ pg. 76.) fourth, in 1892 the C.olombian Minister of Foreien Relation~, 
f 
in an addressed to Congress confirmed the existence of said T.reaty. ( Es-
-
callo'n, pg. 25.) 
\. 
·This fact was stated by the. Peruvian Plenipotentacy, don Luis F. Villara.:h, 
' 
to )the Colombian ·charge ·d' aff aires 
.. 
in Lima. 
I 
The Putumayo Red Book, pp. 127--132; 
I Escallon, pp. 14-15; Murcia, pp. 79-84. 
' 32.. Ibid., Putumayo •••• , pg. 129. 
33:.: I'he Secretaries of Foreign Relations, formulated such protests in the fol-
1.·owine years: Santiago Perez, 1869; Teodoro Valenzuela, 1870; Jacobo San-
che.zm 1876, etc., r4urcia, pg. 84 • 
. 34. Ibid. PP• 42-43. 
35. (~uoted from the "Colecci6n de Tratados de]L Doctor Aranda 11 , Tomo :r, pg~. l.9) 
by Ibid., pp •. 43-48 
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36. · Escall6n, pp. 19-24; for further reasons see: Galvez, pp. 39-43. 
YT. .The Putumayo Red Book, pp. ~22·; Galvez, pp. 90-91. 
38. h~cia, pp. 103-130. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
·42. 
Ibid., pp. 107-110; The Putumayo Red. Book, pp. 14-15, 18. 
I 
f/lurcia, pp. 87-89. . 
!·:ote from the Minister of Forei~ Relations ,· ... the General Alfredo Vasquez 
.Go-bo, 17 of September, 1907, to the Colombian f~inister in Lima, Ibid.,, pg • 
. 9· ') 
... -. 
T, . d 
... Ol. •' pp. 164-170. 
43. C:uote from Galvez, pp. 61-63; The contents of the modus vivendis have"·_com.e 
fl'.'om: SscA.lldri, pp. 28-31; r~urcia, pp. 87-96; Galvez, pp. 54-58; The ?qtu-
mctyo Red Book, pp. 133-137. 
44. F~bio Lozano Torrijos, EldTratado Lozano Salomon (1"1exico, 1934), pg. 297; 
,.,, 
:F'rancisco s. Andrade~ "Liroites entre Colombia y Ecuador," Bolet.{n de Efis-
toria j' Antiguedades, ( vol. XLVIII, March, April, 1961), pp. 213-214. 
45. Ibid., Lozan·o, pg. 308. 
46. · I\'.urcia, pg. 99; Escallcin, pg. 34. 
47. Ibid., ~lurcia, pg. 100. 
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it by a vote of 102 against 7. Lozano, pp. 314-349. 
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' . E:.;callon, pg. 39; Lozano, pp. 61-67. 
2. Cclrlos Uribe Gaviria, La Verdad sobre la Guerra (Bogot~,. 1936), pp. 38-44 • 
... 
3. Carlo.3 Arango Velez, Lo gue. yo se de la Guerra (Boeotl, 1933), pg. 46; 
&:11d~o Rodriguez, Caminos de Guerra y Conspiraci&n (Barcelona, 1955), pp.16-17; 
Esca11Jn, pg. 40. 
4. Ar;:mgo Velez, pg. 22. 
5. Ibid., pp. 28-29. 
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6. In secret instructions,, given by the Ministe'r of War to the Com:nar1der in Chief 
of the Frontiers .and Garrisons of the Amazon, Col-onel Amadeo Rodriguez, (Jan-
.. uary 25., 1932) he had stated: 
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:Ot~· Colombia att i_ts front~ers with the Southern republics, in confonni ty 
with rblic treaties and keeping in mid, the exigencies of the honor of 
th~"-country, anny .and executive power. 
2. While you are at nEl Encanto" ••• you will undertake the: followtn·et .ste-1is:· 
6u will move as quickly as possible to "El &canto" the gunl)oa,ls 
Sant~l fv1arta and Cart.agena. 
·b. You will move the garrison station~·d. :_~t :.Leticia to El Encanto, and in 
'&'et1eral all the troops that are to 'be .found down the river from: El 
-· :En.canto,. on the Putumayo. 
3. H-e· was· to. m9ve, a contingent of 100 mert :frolli Florencia to- t·he: sou.:thetn p}3.rt 
. 
pf. the Republicjf The War Minister would al.ways replen.ish tne supply of men, 
so there would always be 100 men ready at Florencia. Ibid., pp. 111-113; 
pp. 137-142. 
7. Ibid, pp. 54-56. 
'8. Ibid., pp. 48-50. 
9. Uribe Gaviria, pg. 74; Rodriguez, pg. 13 •. 
.. 
10. Aran,r-o Velez, PG• 185; Escallon, pp. 41-46.- The war plan was apparently · 
beine el\aborated in Iquitos and Lima; information to this effect was deli-
"' 
ve~ecrto ti1e I'tinister of War, General I1orales Olaya, on January 1931 by the 
~ommission of the Ministry of Foreign Relations. Furthermore, the Minister 
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of Foreign Relations had commWlicated with the Minister ~t~~r, informing 
., 
him of various letters he had received from Colombian citizens living in 
' Peru, giving a warning of the forthcoming events. 
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t Encallon, pg. 47.- Free translation. 
2. Uribe Gaviria, pp. 88-92; Herbert Boy~ Una Historia con Alas (Bogotl,1963), 
pp. 165-166. 
3. Boy, pg. 168. 
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gues, revolts, and a Com.111W1ist outbreak. Arnold J. Toynbee, Survey of Inter-
national Affairs,'1933 (London, 1934), pp. 440-441; Escallc!n, pp. 47-48. 
·5. Escalldn, pg. 48.- Free translation • 
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translation. 
7. - To:vnbee, pg. 441. 
8. Text of the letter dated October 12, 1932 from Urdante Arbel'aezi to p·eruvian 
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\. Appendix I 
EXTENSION OF THE PERU - COLOrIBIA FRO~NTIER 
, .. 
·From the river Sanmiguel to the mouth of the Cuhimbe 
in _the Putumayo. ~ ••••••• -••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• 
By the Putumayo river, from the Cuhimbe to the river 
Yagu.as •• e • • • • • ~ e O • IP D O O O O O O O O O O O 111 0 fJ1 0 O e> O O O c;, • • • • 
') 
From the Yaguas to the mouth of the Atacuari on the 
... 4.mazon river ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
By the Amazon, from the Atacuari to Tabatinga ••••••• 
TOTAL ••••• ; ••• 
• 
15-213 
1.455-600 
135-776 
115-800" 
1.722-389 
APPROXIMATE DISTANCES BETWEEN TH~ MOST Il1PORTA"NT 
POINTS 
,, 
·From Bogota to Florencia•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
From Florencia to :Cal,lcaya ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. , 
From Neiva to Caucaya•••••••••••••••••o•o••••••••••• 
From Popayan - Pasto - Puerto Asis •• 0000000••••••••• 
From Popayc:Ul - I"1ocoa - Puerto Asis •• ,,., o o o 11,, e Cl) ,, o o., ••• 
, ,,J Fron Guep{ to ~aucaya: •••.• ·: ................... " •• , ••• 
~.,,,.,- From Puerto Asis to Caucaya ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
From Puerto Asis to the mouth of the Putumayo river. 
From Puerto Asis to Leticia (by water) •••••••••••••• 
" From Leticia to Iquitos ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
576 Kms. 
264 -
518 -
468 -
289 -
60 -
255 -
1640 -
2030 -
485 -
Approximate travel time can be arrived at by the following manner: 
By Canoe going down stream: 5 ~. per hour. 
By J\1otor Boat: Going up stream: 10 lan. per hour. 
Going down stream: 20 km. per hour. 
TRIP FROI·~ BOGOTP~ TO CAUCAYl·1. - 1932. 
1st day: By train Bogotc!-Baraya •••••••••••• :· •••••••• 
2n~ day: From Neiva to Gigante by road (102 km.) •••• 
From Gigante to Rioloro by horse (10 lon.J •• 
From Rioloro to narzob by road (15 lan.) •••• 
3d. day: From Garzo'n to La Danta on horse back •••••• · 
4th.day: From la Danta to Santa Helena on horse backi 
5th day: From Santa Helena to Florencia on horse back. 
6th and 7th day: From Florencia to Caucayc! on horse back, 
motor boat and canoe ••••• ••••••••••••••••• 
Luis I•lar!a Murcia, La. Guerra con el Pe:r-J, pp. 186-188. 
I } 
'! 
,-.-, .. , .... ~----~-·-·--,.-·~·-:-· --·--- ~. 
10 hrs. 
5 hrs. 
2 hrs. 
t hr. 
46 km. 
46 km. 
35 km. 
127 km. 
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Append-ix II 
Mffe~f;DA 1 
DE LA REGION AMAZONICA 
DE 
COLOMBJA:.ECUADOR 
,, Y PERU , 
BOGOTA- 1933 
· Escala 1: 4.000.000 
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XI. TEXTE DE L'ACCORD SIGNE LE 24 MAI 1934 A RI,O DE JANEIRO 
PAR LES PLENIPOTENTIAIRES DE LA COLOMBIE ET DU PEROU .. 
.. t 
C.268.M. I 14. 1934. VII. 
r. LErfRE, EN DATE DU 11 JUIN 1934, D·U REPRESENTANT DE LA COLOMBIE . 
AU SECRETAIRE GtNERAL. ., 
[Tt'aductio11 de l' espagnol.J Geneve, le II juin 1934. 
• 
T D'ordre de mon gouvemement, j'ai .l'honneur de vous remettre, pour votre information 
et pour celle des Membres de la Societe des Nations, copie du Protocole de paix, d'amitie et de 
cooperation, ainsi que de i'Acte additionnel ace protocole - document qui a ete signe a f(io de 
Janeiro le 24 mai par les plenipotentiaires de la Colombie et du Perou et en vertu duquel les deux 
nations ont mis fin de fa~on satisfaisante, au differend qui s'etait produit entre elles et dont la 
Societe des Nations a eu a connaitre. · · 
{Signe) Agustin NIETO CABALLE·RO, 
Delegue permanent de Colombie. 
2. TEXTE DE L'ACCORD DE RIO DE JANEIRO ENTRE LA COLOMBIE ET LE PEROU 
"",,r COMPRENANT UN PROTOCOLE DE PAIX, D'AMITIE ET DE COOPERATION ET UN 
ACTE ADDITIONNEL. 
[Traduction de l' espagnol.] 
La Republique de Colombie et la Republique clu Petou,, en :execut.io_n de1'accord interv:epu 
entre elles a Geneve le 25 mai 1933, 
Considerant 
Que les deux republiques, agissant en harmonie avec la conscience morale de l'humanite, 
affirment qu'il est du devoir fondamental des Etats de proscrire la guerre, de regler politiquement 
ou juridiquement leurs differends et de prevenir la possibilite de conflits entre eux; . Que ce devoir est particulierement agreable aux Eta ts qui f orment la communaute americaix:ie 
et entre lesquels existent des liens historiques et sociaux ainsi que des liens d'affection que ne 
sauraient affaiblir des divergences ou des evenements qui doivent ~tre toujours consideres dans 
un esprit de comprehension et de bonne volonte reciproques; 
Que la meilleure fa~on de remplir ce devoir de paix et de cordialite est d'appliquer les regles 
etablies par le droit international conteµiporain p.9ur assurer la solution juridique des differends 
entre Eta ts ainsi que pour garantir et renforcer les droits de l'homme; 
Que !'attitude qu'elles adoptent aujourd'hui doit servir d'encouragement fraternel pour la 
solution d'autres conflits entre nations americaines; ·· 
Ont nomme leurs plenipotentiaires respectifs, a savoir: 
-
. 
Son Excellence le President de la Republique de Colombie, Leurs Excellences MM. 
Roberto Urdaneta Arbelaez, Guillermo Valencia et Luis Cano, 
Son Excellence le President de la Republique du Perou, Leurs Excellences MM. 
Victor M. Maurtua, · Victor Andres Belaunde et Alberto Ulloa, 
Lesquels, s'etant reunis en la ville de Rio de Janeiro, capitale de la Republique du Bresil, 
sous la presidence de Son Excellence M. Afranio de Mello Franco, et apres avoir echange leurs 
pleins pouvoirs trouves en bonne et due forme, ont decide de signer, au nom de leurs gouverne-
ments respectifs, un protocole d'amitie et de cooperation et un Acte additionnel ainsi con<;us: 
... 
\ 
PROTOCOLE DE PAIX, D'AMITIE ET DE COOPERATION ENTRE 'LA R.EPUBLIQUE DE COLOMBIE 
ET LA REPUBLIQUE DU PEROU. 
.. Article premier. · 
104 
"'1 
Le Perou deplore sincerement, comme il l~a deja fait dans des declarations anterieures, les 
ev~nements survenus depuis le rer septembre 1932, qui ont trouble ses relations avec la Colombie. 
Les deux republiques ayant decide de retablir leurs relations, le Peron exprime le desir que soient ·· 
retablies en meme temps l'amitie intime du passe et la profonde cordialite qui regnait entre les.. .. , \ 
'-""".i;;;:,,,:· deux nations sceurs. La Colombie partage ces sentiments et .declare qu' elle nourrit des intentions -· · :;;., 
, /tf'i'~'i{ ·" · identiques. En consequence, le Perou et la Colombie decident d'accrediter sin1ultanemen.t leurs 
· · : · legations respectives a Bogota et a Lima. · 
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Article 2. 
,. 
Le Traite de frontiere du 24 mars 1922, ratifie le 23 janvier 1928, constitue un des liens 
juridiques qui unissent la Colombie et le Perou et il ne pourra ~tre modifie ou amende que par 
consentement reciproque des parties ou par decision de la justice intematiop.ale, dans les termes 
prevus a !'article 7 ci-apres. · -
. Article 3. 
· Les ncgociations entre les deux pays se poursuivront, par la voie diplomatique normale, 
en vue de donner a tous les problemes qu'il reste a resoudre une solution juste, ~urable et satis-
f aisarite; au cours de ces negociations, on observera les principes etablis dans le present protocole. 
__ Article 4. 
En raison des necessites communes aux deux Eta ts dans les bassins de I' Amazone et du 
Putumayo, le Perou et la Colombie concluent des accords speciaux sur les douanes, le commerce, 
·· la libre navigation fluviale, la protection des colons, le transit- et la police des frontieres; ils 
concluront tous ~utres accords qui seront necessaires pour obvier aux difficultes qui se presenteront 
ou pourront se presenter dans cette region frontiere entre les deux pa:ys. ,, 
Article 5. 
Les deux Etats prepareront un accord de demilitarisation de la frontiere, selon les n~cessites 
normales de lev.r securite. A cet effet, les deux gouvernements nommeront une commission technique 
composee de deux membres pour chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes, et presidee alter-
nativement de mois en mois par l'officier de rang le plus eleve de l'une et de l'autre partie. Le 
premier president sera designe par voie de tirage au sort. Le siege de la Commission sera fixe 
d'un commun accord par les gouvernements. 
·Article 6. 
Pour s'occuper des accords mentionnes a !'article 4 et en hater l'execution, il est cree une 
commission de trois membres nommes par les Gouvernements du Perou, de la Colombie et du 
Bresil, dont le president sera le membre nomme par ce dernier pays. Le siege de la Commission 
sera sur le territoire de l'une ou de l'autre des Hautes Parties contractantes, dans les limites 
de la region a laquelle s'appliquent les accords precites. La Commission aura la faculte de se 
deplacer d'un point a un autre, dans ces limites, afin de collaborer plus efficacement avec les 
autorites locales des deux Etats au maintien d'u:µ, regime de paix permanente et de bon voisinage 
sur la frontiere commune. Cette commission restera en fonction pendant une periode de quatre 
an$.:; qui pourra etre prorogee si les deux gouvernements le jugent utile._ 
. Paragraphe I. - Cette commission mixte n'a pas de pouvoirs de police, ni de fonctions 
administratives ni de competence jud.iciaire dans les territoires soumis a la juridiction des Hautes 
Parties contractantes dont l'autorite s'exercera sur ces territoires en toute plenitude. 
Paragraphe 2. - Toutefois, si dans !'execution des accords susmentionnes qui font partie 
integrante du present Protocole, surgissent des conflits ·par suite d'actes ou de decisions com-
portant une violation de l'un desdits accords ou ayant t~ait a leur interpretation, ou a la nature 
ou a l'etendue de la reparation due par suite de rupture de l'un de ces accords, et si ces conflits 
sont portes par les interesses a la connaissance de la Commission, celle-ci les transmettra, accom-
pagnes de son rapport, aux deux gouvernements afin que ces derniers prennent d'un commun 
accord les mesures appropriees. 
Paragraphe "3. - A defaut de cette entente et a !'expiration d'un delai de quatre-vingt-dix 
jo~rs a compter de la date de la communication faite aux deux gouvernements, le conflit sera 
resolu par la Commission. L'un ou l'autre des deux gouverne~ents pourra, clans un delai de trente 
jouis, faire appel de cette decision aupres de la Cour perinanente de Justice internationale a 
La Haye. 
· Paragraphe 4: - Les deux gouvernements, demanderont au Gouvernement du Bresil de 
collaborer a la composition de la Commission . 
Article 7. 
La Colombie et le Perou s'engagent solennellement a ne pas se faire.la guerre ni a employer 
directement ou indirectement la force comme moyen de solution de leurs problemes actuels ou 
de tous autres problemes qui pourraient surgir a. l'avenir. Si, dans une eventualite quelconque, 
ces deux pays ne reussissent pas a resoudre ces problemes par voie de negociations diplomatiques 
directes, l'une ou l'autre des Hautes Parties contractantes pourra recourir a la procedure prevue 
a !'article 36 du Statut de la Cour permanente de Justice internationale, sans que la juridiction 
de cette derniere puisse etre exclue ou limitee par les reserves que l'une quelconque des Parties 
aurait faites au moment de souscrire a la clause facultative. . 
Paragraphe unique. - Dans ce cas, une fois la sentence prononcee, les Hautes Parties 
contractantes s'engagent a fixer entre elles les moyens de l'appliquer. Si elles n'aboutissent pas 
a un accord, la Cour permanente aura, en plus de sa competence ordinaire, les pouvoirs necessaires 
pour rendre effective · 1a sentence par laquelle elle aura proclame le droit de l'une des Hautes 
Parties contractantes. · · 
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Article 8. _ 
. Le present protocole et les accords mentionnes a l'ar.ticle 4 seront soumis dans le plu~ bref 
delai a la ratification du pouvoir legislatif des Hautes Parties contractant~s, sans .preJud1ce de 
l'application immediate de toutes les mesure.s qui, conformement a:u dr?1t c.onst1tut1onnel de 
. chacune d'elles, ne necessitent pas l'approh,at1on preala~le du pouvo1r leg1slatif. . 
J 
·Article 9. 
· L'echange des instruments de ratification du present P,rotocole et de l'Acte additioh~el qui 
l'accompagne s'effectuera dans le plus bref delai, en tout cas av3.Dt le 31 decembre de 1 annee 
en cours. 
. t 
EN FOi DE QUOI, les pl~nipotentiaires susmentionnes ont signe le present Protocole etabli 
en double exemplaire et y ont appose leurs sceaux, en la ville de Rio de Janeiro, le vingt-quatra 
mai mil neuf cent trente-quatre. ' · 
[Traduction de l' espagnol.] 
. . 
Acte additionnel faisant partie £ntegrante du Protocole signe a cette meme date par les plenipotentiaires 
. de la Colombie et du Pbou et auquit se referent les articles 4 et 6 dudit Protocole. . 
I . 
Article premier. . ..... 
Entre les territoires fluviaux de la Colombie et du Perou dans le bassin de l'Amazone et du 
Putumayo, il y aura liberte complete de navigation et de transit. Dans l'exercice de cette liberte, 
il ne sera fait aucune distinction de pavillon. II ne sera pas fait non plus de distinction entre les 
nationaux de l'un ou de l'autre de$ Etats contractants, ni entre les individus qui, en provenance 
de l'un de ces Etats, se rendent sur le territoire de l'autre, ni entre leurs biens ou avoirs. Les 
ressortissants des deux Etats seront traites sur un pied de parfaite egalite dans l'un comme dans 
l'autre des Etats. II ne pourra ~tre fait aucune distinction, en raison de la provenance; de la 
destination OU de l'itineraire des transports. . 
Article 2. 
Les bitiments colombiens au Perou et les b!timents peruviens en Colombie, qui naviguent 
sur des rivieres communes, sur leurs affluents ou leurs confluents, seront exemptes de tout impot; 
quelle qu' en soit I' origine ou la denomination. · · 
Article 3. 
Le trafic de cabotage ou le commerce entre deux ports du ·m~me pays, m~me s'il est effectue · 
sur des eaux etrangeres, avec ou sans transpordement, sera soumis, g~ns chacun des deux Etats, 
· , a la legislation nationale. Les deux Etats examineront les possibilites d'etendre reciproquement jusqu'a une limite determinee de leurs rives :fluviales respectives, les avantages et les restrictions 
. ·~· 
·~ .. 
dont fait l'objet leur propre navigation de cabotage. ·· 
---
1 
Article 4.--, 
Les marchanclises en transit ne seront pas visitees par les autorites fiscales ou les autorit~s 
de police de l'un ou de l'autre des deux pays. 
Article 5. 
11 est entendu que, da.~.s l'exercice du droit, commun aux deux Etats, d'edicter des dispositions 
et d'adopter les mesures necessaires pour la police generale du territoire et pour !'application 
des lois et reglements concemant la surveillance et la repression de la contrebande, les services 
sanitaires; la prevention des maladies des animaux et des plantes, !'emigration et !'immigration, 
!'importation et !'exportation de marchandises prohibees, lesdites dispositions et mesures n'iront 
pas au dela du strict necessaire et seront appliquees, sur un pied de parfaite egalite, aux ressortissants 
et aux marchandises des deux pays, en provenance ou a destination de l'un d'eux, la liberte de 
navigation et de transit que les deux Etats se retonnaissent a perpetuite en vertu des traites ·en 
vigueur ne devant etre entravee en aucun cas sans necessite. 
Article 6. 
La Colombie et le Perou pourront etablir d'un commun accord, quand ils le jugeront necessaire, 
des impots de caractere fiscal dont le produit sera affecte exclusivement et d'une maniere equitable 
a !'amelioration des conditions de navigabilite d'un ou plusieurs de leurs fl.euves communs ou de 
ieurs affluents et confluents et, en general, a !'amelioration des services de la navigation. En · 
dehors de ces impots qui seront les memes pour les ressortissants, les batiments et les marchandises 
des deux pays, il n'en sera per<;u aucun autre, entre les deux pays, au titre de visas des factures. 
consulaires, droits sanitaires, droits de tonnage, droits de port, connaissements, manifestes, livres 
de bord~ roles d' equipage, listes des passagers, eta ts des rations, ou tous autres droits, quel qu'en 
soit le nom ou l' obj et; en outre, les navires battants tout pavilion et se dirigeant vers les ports 
de l'un des deux pays, ne pourront etre obliges a embarquer des fonctionnaires du service d'i~spection 
ou de controle de l'autre pays, ni a "faire des escales forcee$. · · ·· · ' 
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Article 7. 
Dans les ports de la Colombie seront consideres comme peruviens, et dans ceux du Perou 
comme colombiens, les bath;nents dont les titres de possession et la constitution de !'equipage 
sont conformes aux lois du pays auquel ils·-ressortissent. Aux fi11s du present article, ainsi qu'aux 
fins de l'article 2, on entendra par « batiments », les navires, embarcations, chaloupes, chalands 
pour le transport du bois, du caoutchouc et d'autres articles et, en generalp tousles moyens affectes 
au commerce et au transit, en usage dans la region, qui beneficieront des droits, a vantages et libertes 
accordes ou qui seront accordes a l'avenir par les deux Etats a leurs propres ressortissants en vue 
de l'exercice de leur commerce et de leur activite. 
Article 8. 
Les navires marchands et les navires de guerre de la Colombie et du Perou be.neficieront 
en_-outre de tous les droits et franchises que chacun de ces pays a reconnus ou octroyes, ou 
recon.naitra ou octroiera a l'avenir, a un autre Etat en matiere de commerce et de navigation 
fluviale. · 
II. 
a 
Article 9. 
Les deux Etats institueront un regime douaniet special destine a faciliter le trafi.c frontalier 
et a proteger et favoriser le commerce de leurs rlgions fluviales limitrophes. A cette fin, les droits· 
de douane et les impots et droits accessoires que doivent acquitter les marchandises de toute 
provenance seront les memes dans l'un comme dans l'autre pays, dans lesdites regions. Les deux 
pays s'entendront pour etablir un tarif commun repondant aux necessites de ces region·s. En 
attendant que ce tarif soit etabli, il sera fait application du tarif le plus eleve actuellement en 
vigueur. Seront de meme uniformes dans les memes regions, les reglements douaniers des deux pays, 
e11 ce qui concerne le mode de perception des droits et les regles, formalites et charges auxquels 
pourront ~tre soumises les operations d'expedition en douane. 
Article IO. 
11 sera etabli un systeme de franchises douanieres, d'apres lequel les produits de l'un des 
deux pays, importes en echange de produits d'une valeur egale re9us de l'autre pays, seront 
exemptes d'impots ou de droits, de telle maniere que chaque pays exempte une quantite de 
produits ~quivalents a celle des produifs exportes par l'autre pays. 
Article II. 
Dans aucun des deux pays, il ne sera per9u de droit, de .ta:,ce ou d'impot sur les produits 
agricoles, OU leurs derives, des zones frontieres, destines, a !'exportation. Le bois destine a et~e-
apprete dans les scieries pour etre exporte sera exempt de toute taxe d'importation et d'exportation. 
Article 12. •• 
Les personnes, les navires de tout pavillon et le'S marchandises en transit, a destination des 
ports fluviaux de l'un des deux pays, qui doivent faire escale dans les ports de l'autre, seront 
exempts de tout impot, redevance ou contribution ainsi que de toutes formalites pouvant creer 
des obstacles, des difficultes ou un prejudice quelconque a leur transit. II ne sera exige aucun 
depot. · 
Article IJ. 
Pour lesdites marchandises en transit, il ne sera exige dans l'un et l'autre pays aucun visa 
consulaire ni aucun autre document ou formalite, a !'exception seulement de ceux qui sont 
indispensables pour !'hygiene et la securite publiques, auquel cas ils seront delivres sans que les 
fonctionnaires competents puissent percevoir d'impot, de redevance ou "<le contribution et sans 
qu'il soit porte prejudice a la liberte de transit ni qu'il soit cause de retards injustifies dans la 
tra versee ou un supplement de fret. 
· Article I 4. 
. Les Hautes Parties contractantes procederont sans retard a la constitution d'uneCommission 
· mixte composee de ,trois ressortissants colombiens et de trois · ressortissants peruviens, nommes 
par leurs gouvernements respectifs, en vue d'effectuer les travaux necessaires pour assurer une 
collaboration douaniere aussi large que possible .. Cette Commission est chargee: 
10 De proposer un tarif douanier commun pour les ports fiuviaux c0IombieI1s et peruviens, 
dans la region du ba~in des fleuves comm~ns; , 
2° De proposer !'unification de la reglementation douaniere que les autorites des deux 
pays devi:ont appliquer dans ces ports fluviaux; ~- -
3° · D' organiser .et de proposer le systeme de franchise mentionne a !~article 10; 
4° .D'etudier toutes les dispositions relatives a la police de frontiere que les deux pays 
. devront appliquer dans ces territoires fluviaux, afin d'unifier lesdites dispositions et de les 
adapter le mieux possible aux necessites de la region, de la fa~on la plus avantageuse pour 
... ses habitants. · - " · , · · · -· · 
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Article I5 . 
La Commission mixte dont il est question a !'article precedent est en outre chargee: 
1° De proposer aux gouvernements l'etablissement d'un systeme equitable' identique 
dans les deux pays de taxes municipales sur les produits alimentaires provenant des fermes 
voisines, ainsi que sur le bois a brfiler, le bois de construction et les feuilles de palmier. Tant 
que ce systeme n'aura pas ete etabli, lesdites taxes ne seront per9ues dans aucun des deux 
pays. 
2° De proposer une reglementation institl1ant un systeme de libre commerce exempt de 
tout impot ou taxe pour les vivres, medicaments, tissus de coton et outils importes de l'etranger 
dans les regions limitrophes du Putumayo. Tant que l'on n'aura pas institue ce systeme, il ne 
sera pers:u aucune contribution ou taxe a !'importation desdits articles. 
3° D'organiser un systeme de cooperation pour emp~cher la contrebande sur les fron-
tieres et en faciliter la repression. . . 
III. 
Article z6. 
Les deux Etats feront tous leurs efforts pour qu'il soit exerce dans les regions fluviales 
limitrophes respectives une surveillance etroite en vue d'assurer effectivement la securite de la 
jouissance et de l'exercice des droits civils et des garanties individuelles reconnuespar leur legislation 
aux colons dissemines dans les forets et a ceux qui vivent dans les villes ou dans les centres habites 
des bassins de leurs fleuves. Les deux Etats considerent les mesures susmentionnees comme une 
condition essentielle de la vie juri~ique internationale. 
Article z7. 
Les deux Etats appliqueront dans leurs territoires fluviaux les principes du droit affirmant 
la <lignite humaine, le travail, la liberte et le bien-etre de leurs habitants, qu'ils soient civilises ou 
qu'ils vi vent dans les f or~ts. En consequence, ils reconnaissent: 
a) Que le travail ne doit pas etre considere comme une marchandise;. 
b) Que les ouvriers doivent recevoir un salaire leur assurant un niveau de vie convenable, 
en rapport avec les circonstances de lieu et de temps; 
c) Que les regles qui, dans chaque pays regissent les conditions de travail, doivent garantir 
· une retribution economique equitable et tenir compte de la securite et de !'hygiene du 
travailleur, de la besogne qu'il execute, du climat, de l'age, du sexe, de lJaiimentation, des 
exigences culturelles et du repos necessaire tant quotidien qu'hebdomadaire, ce dernier devant 
~tre au minimum de vingt-quatre heures; 
d) Que le salaire doit etre egal, sans distinction de sexe; 
e) Que le travailleur, dans la region des forets, doit etre particulierement protege coptre, 
Ies dangers et les maladies. · ., 
Article I8. 
En ce qui concerne les habitants des forets non adaptes ou incompletement adaptes a la 
civilisation, les deux Etats reconnaissent comme un devoir fondamental de s'occuper assidument 
et de preference dans leurs zones respectives de contact, de la situation des tribus indigenes, afin 
de les defendre, de les eduquer, de leur venir en aide et d'ameliorer leur condition actuelle. 
a) On encouragera le developpement de !'instruction publique par la creation d 'ecoles 
ou l'enseignemen t se f era dans les langues in dig en es; 
•' b) _ Tout travail force ou obligatoire est interdit; 
c) Le transfert de la propriete n'implique pas !'obligation d'emigrer; 
d) Laliberte de mouvement est garantie a ceux qui voudront penetrer dans le pays, en 
sortir, y passer ou y revenir, une ou plusieurs fois, sans autre formalite que celles que l'usage 
et les lois generales auront etablies, formalites qui ne seront pas appliquees aux indigenes; 
. -· ..... 
e) On appliquera les principes adoptes par la Societe des Nations en matiere de boissons 
alcooliques, d'armes et de munitions, ainsi que pour prevenir et combattre les maladies des 
plan tes. et des animaux; 
/) Des mesures seront prises pour preparer specialement les habitants des reserves 
indig~nes a la vie civilisee dans leurs regions d'origine ou il conviendr~ d'attirer et de former 
leurs compagnons. . ··· · 
g) Les Hautes Parties contractantes entretiendront a leurs frais dans des lieux determines 
des dispensaires pourvus en quantite suffi.sante de remedes et de tous objets necessaires pour 
assurer de fa<;on continue ou occasionnelle le traitement methodique des indigenes atteints. 
de maladies frequentes dans la region ou en periode d'epidemie. A cet effet, ce service sera 
organise sur des bases techniques; 
h) Les Hautes Parties contractantes veilleront a ce que, tant dans les entreprises 
particuJ.ieres d'-exploitation .que dans les postes et fondations speci~es, ainsi qu~ .dans les 
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" 
reserves, soient cultivees les plantes adaptables au milieu, susceptibles - d' empecher les populations de contracter certaines maladies communes a ces regions, Ccl.usees par une 
alimentation insuffisant.~! et a ce que l'on enseigne aux indigenes a cultiver ces plantes; 
i) Les Hautes Parties contractantes fixeront les methodes par lesquelles les salaires gagnes par les indigene~ serviront a l'achat d'instrurne~ts de travail, de vetements, d'articles de menage, etc., mais en aucun cas, a l'achat de boissons enivrantes; de meme, elles prendront les mesures appropriees pour les mettre a l'abri de quiconque voudrait exploiter leur ignorance 
et leur na;:vete; 
· 
j) La meme Commission mixte, chargee de l' execution des accords, organisera un service d'inspection assurant !'application fidele des principes susmentionnes dont la mise en vigueur 
sera confiee a la loyaute et aux sentiments humanitaires des deux Etats. 
· EN FOi DE QUOI les plenipotentiaires susnommes ont signe l~:- present Acte additionnel et y 
ont appose leurs sceaux. · 
. 
FAIT en double exemplaire en la ville de Rio de Janeiro, le vingt-quatre mai mil neuf cent 
trente-quatre. 
\' --·-
·1 .. 
.. I 
(Signe) Afranio DE 1VIELLO FRANCO, 
Roberto URDANETA ARBELAEZ, 
Guillermo VALENCIA, 
Luis CANO, 
Victor M. MA URTUA, 
V. A. BELAUNDE, 
Alberto ULLOA, 
Eliseo ARANGO, Secretaire, . 
Raul PORRAS B., Secretaire. 
XII. TELEGRAMME, EN DATE DU rg JUIN r934, D.U PRESIDENT DE 
'LA COMMISSION D' ADMINISTRATION DU TERRITO IRE DE, LETICIA, 
NOTIFIANT AU SECRETAIRE GENERAL LA REMISE DU TERRITOIRE 
ET LA DISSOLUTION DE LA COMMISSION 
Leticia, le 19 juin 1934. 
Remise territoire_ eut lieu. Mission accomplie et Commission dissoute avons honneur -vous 
saluer. - Guillermo GIRALDEZ, President. .. 
XIII. ACTE DE REMISE DU TERRITOIRE DE LETICIA 
AUX AUTORITES COLO,MBIENNES 
PAR LA COMMISSION DESIGNEE PAR LA SOCIETE DES NATIONS 
CONFQRMEMENT A L'ACCORD SIGNE A GENEVE LE 25 MAI 1933. . , . 
[Traduction.] ·· 
I 
" En la localite de Leticia, Intendance de· 1' Amazone, Republique de Colombje, a neuf heures du matin, le dix-neuf juin mil neuf cent trente-quatre, reunis a la residence officielle de la Com-
mission designee par la Societe des Nations pour administrer au nom du Gouvernement de la Colombie le territoire de Leticia, les membres de la Commission, M11. Guillermo Giraldez y Martinez· 
·, de Espinosa, president, le general Edwin B. Winans et ~e commandant Alberto qe Lemos Basto, 
commissaires, et le Dr Carlos Garcia Palacios, secretaire, d'une part, et, d'autre part, M. Ignacio Moreno qui, en sa qualite d'intendant national de l' Arnazone, a ete delegue par le Gouvernement 
. , de la Colombie pour le representer dans le present acte et dont les pouvoirs ont ete trouves en 
,/ , bonne et due f orme, procedent comme sui~: . · 
I. La periode fixee · pour le mandat de la Commission dans l'accord entre la Colombie et le Perou signe a Geneve le vingt-cinq mai mil neuf cent trente-trois etant venue a expiration, la Commission remet fonnellement et -le Commissaire du Gouvernement de la Col9mbie re9oit au 
nom dudit gouvemement le territoire administre par la Commission en vertu de !'accord sus-
·, . 
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